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“Manufacturing Ruin” argues that the most important moments in the history of
the concept and consciousness of “American ruin” accompany volatile episodes of
progress and decline in American manufacturing. This dissertation attends to the
construction of “American ruin” in response to the rise of manufacturing in the early to
mid-nineteenth century and the decline of industrial capitalism in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Americans have manufactured picturesque ruins and spectacular
episodes of ruination both to conceal and reveal and to “contain” and “harness”
destructive forces inherent to capitalism. In some cases, ruins have been represented in
ways that conceal processes of ruination inherent to their own destruction. In other
instances, episodes of destruction demonstrate that in attending to particular processes of
ruination, Americans have intentionally ignored others.
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Introduction: Ruins and Ruination
In his “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” Walter Benjamin famously
described his vision of the angel of history: “His face is turned toward the past. Where
we perceive a chain of events” – history, a sequence, a progression – “he sees one single
catastrophe” – modern capitalism as a cycle of devastation – “which keeps piling
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet.” The angel of history “would
like to make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise [. . .]
The storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the
pile of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.”1 For
Benjamin, a twentieth-century flâneur who sifted through the refuse of Paris’s ruined
nineteenth-century Arcades, fragments and ruins bore traces of a utopian truth. The ruin
exposed, if only momentarily, the reality of constant ruination.
In 1931 the architect Le Corbusier celebrated America’s factories as the
“magnificent first fruits of the new age.”2 The emblematic form of Le Corbusier’s “new
architecture” and of American industrial modernism found its apotheosis in Detroit’s
monumental factories. Once the source of a streamlined storm called progress, Detroit
has since become a landscape filled with ruins. Yet, a linear narrative of history still
dominates the historical memory of the once great city. Decline, it turns out, is every bit
as illusory as progress and no less spectacular.

1

Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History” in Illuminations (London: Fontana Press, 1992),
227.
2 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, trans. Frederick Etchells (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1986), 31.
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Only in the first decade of the twenty-first century did Detroit emerge as the
epicenter of a popular and scholarly discourse regarding what has become known as the
modern ruin. A crisis in the sub-prime lending market and the subsequent collapse of the
United States housing market are among the events that led to the global financial crisis
of 2008. The “Great Recession,” an American economic downturn eclipsed only by the
Great Depression, precipitated an explosion of interest in modern ruins scattered across
the transatlantic West. In 2011, British human geographer Tim Edensor went so far as to
compare the twenty-first century “turn to ruins” to the “craze for romantic ruins in the
Victorian era.”3 Modern ruins, for instance, have engaged academics working in a wide
variety of disciplines.4 The already robust corpus of scholarship dedicated to modern
ruins has also invigorated the historical study of ruin and ruination, of which this
dissertation is an example.5
As Benjamin’s “angel of history” reminds us, the word “ruin” operates as both a
noun and a verb. “Ruin” describes an object like Detroit’s Packard Automobile Plant,

3

Tim Edensor, “Comments to G. Gordillo: Ships stranded in the forest,” Current Anthropology, 52:2,
(2011), 162.
4 The modern ruin has attracted the sustained interest of cultural geographers, archaeologists, cultural
anthropologists, literary scholars, urban studies scholars, and historians. Notable work on the subject
includes Tim Edensor, Industrial Ruins: Space, Aesthetics, Materiality (London: Berg, 2005); Shannon Lee
Dawdy, “Clockpunk Anthropology and the Ruins of Modernity,” 2010; Ann Laura Stoler, “Imperial
Debris: Reflections on Ruins and Ruination,” 2008.); Alfredo Gonzalez-Ruibal, “Time to Destroy: An
Archaeology of Supermodernity,” Current Anthropology 49.2 (2008), 247-279; and Julia Hell and Andreas
Schönle, eds., Ruins of Modernity (Durham N.C.: Duke University Press, 2009). Also, the newly formed
Journal of Contemporary Archeology promises to be “the first, dedicated, international, peer-reviewed
journal to explore archaeology’s specific contribution to understanding the present and recent past.”
Publication will commence in May 2014. See https://www.equinoxpub.com/journals/index.php/JCA.).
5 The most relevant histories include two recently published studies of American ruin. See Megan Kate
Nelson, Ruin Nation: Destruction and the American Civil War (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2012)
and Nick Yablon, Untimely Ruins: An Archaeology of American Urban Modernity, 1819-1919 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2010).
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abandoned in 1956, as well as a process of ruination, which might be as “fast” as the
explosion of a steamboat or as “slow” as the centuries-long erosion of antiquities. In this
study, I attend to both ruins and processes of ruination in discussing key moments in the
concept and consciousness of “American ruin.” The title of this dissertation,
“Manufacturing Ruins,” announces my intention to study the cultural construction of
“American ruin” at key moments in the history of American manufacturing.
A number of theoretical constructs regarding the relationship between capitalism
and ruin suggest the general conceptual framework that informs my analyses of
“American ruin.” First, as I’ve already noted, linear narratives of both progress and
declension conceal the material, social, environmental, and corporeal destruction inherent
to capitalist production. Second, as David Harvey and other critics of global capitalism
have demonstrated, global capital scatters the evidence of dereliction across geographic
boundaries. The destruction that attends capital disinvestment in cities like Detroit, for
example, is mirrored by the destruction that attends growth or progress in areas more
favorable to capital growth, where labor and resource extraction is relatively inexpensive.
Therefore, “ruin” is paradoxical, at once a symbol of failure and progress. Third, the
modern industrial ruin, like a factory in Detroit, and the destructive spectacles attending
early industrial-style growth, like steam-boiler explosions, are both examples of “ruin” to
expose the destructive nature of capital. Just as the study of declension in the transatlantic
west is inextricably linked to the “creative destruction” of industrial growth across the
global south, so is the contemporary, twenty-first century experience of industrial decline
and ruination part of an overall history of “American ruin.” Therefore, historical analyses
3

of ruin and ruination attending the rise of American manufacturing and analyses of
twenty-first century “American ruin” are likely to yield thematic continuities and
mutually reinforcing lessons regarding the cultural representation of “ruin.”
This dissertation performs a critical intervention in the recent “turn to ruins” by
attending to the construction of “American ruin.” I argue that the most important
moments in the history of the concept and consciousness of “American ruin” accompany
volatile episodes of progress and decline in American manufacturing. Therefore, I write
about the construction of “American ruin” in response to the rise of manufacturing in the
early to mid-nineteenth century (chapters one and two) and the decline of industrial
capitalism in the twentieth and twenty-first century (chapters three and four). Americans
have manufactured picturesque ruins and spectacular episodes of ruination both to
conceal and reveal and to “contain” and “harness” destructive forces inherent to capitalist
forms of growth and decline. In some cases, ruins have been represented in ways that
conceal processes of ruination inherent to their own destruction. In other instances,
episodes of destruction (especially those that I write about in the second and fourth
chapters) demonstrate that in attending to particular processes of ruination, Americans
have intentionally ignored others.
In my first chapter, I trace the evolution in the concept of ruin from the classical
republicanism of the revolutionary era to the art and literature of the antebellum period.
In his Letters from An American Farmer (1782) Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur described
Italian ruins as “vestiges of a once flourishing people now extinct.” America, he wrote,
was a land with “embryos of societies spreading everywhere” that were more pleasing to
4

behold than “ruins of old towers, useless aqueducts, and impending battlements.”6 For
Crèvecoeur and his contemporaries, the Old World’s ruins signified tyranny, corrupt
monarchies, and feudal societies. In celebrating the New World’s freedom from ruin,
they celebrated the virtue of their embryonic agrarian republic. Crèvecoeur conscripted
the Old World’s ruinous landscape to serve as a foil for the virgin land cultivated by his
eponymous farmer, a “new man” he called an “American.”
The new nation faced its supposed lack of ruins as a both a strength and a
weakness. The ruins of civilizations that had succumbed to natural and human disaster
may have been absent in America, but they could still stoke fears of tyranny and
barbarism, especially in a new republic with but a tenuous foothold in the New World.
Cities like Rome and Paris, in being built upon the ground of antiquity, lent the “Old
World” a sense of permanence and cultural legitimacy Americans were anxious to invent
if not inherit.
I study the adoption, adaptation, and invention of cultural forms that provided a
framework for representations of “American ruin.” I begin by describing the way that
Thomas Jefferson adopted classical republican forms in the process of “completing” an
ancient ruin. While serving as United States Minister to France, Jefferson assembled
plans for a new Virginia State Capitol at Richmond, which he modeled after a Roman
ruin at Nimes, in the south of France.7 Like other republican monuments associated with

6

Hector St John de Crèvecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer (New York: Oxford University Press,
1998), 14.
7 Architect Samuel Dobie executed a design for the capitol based on architectural drawings and a plaster
model Jefferson sent from France to Virginia. The General Assembly of Virginia began meeting in the
capitol building in October 1792.
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the first phase of Greek-Revival architecture in the United States, the Virginia State
Capitol rose from the fragments of classical antiquity.8 In transforming the classical ruin
at Nimes into a New World monument, Jefferson rooted the American project in the
ground of antiquity without exposing the citizens of the republic to the noxious air of Old
World decay.
In the first decades of the nineteenth century the cultural project of creating a
national identity gradually eclipsed concerns regarding the fate of republican virtue.
Though some landscape painters and prose stylists of the antebellum period maintained
an ambivalent relationship to the concept of “American ruin,” they more keenly lamented
the absence of picturesque ruins and decay that might serve as a source of American art.
The market and transportation revolution, the emerging notion of material progress, and
the paradoxical project of inventing a national tradition in the arts are among the cultural
contexts of my first chapter. Landscape painters and prose stylists of the antebellum era
adopted the English aesthetic of the picturesque and adapted it to American themes. The
cultural nationalists who inherited the Revolution domesticated the picturesque in their
attempts to integrate what Leo Marx called the “machine” into the American “garden.”
The picturesque landscape paintings and prose paintings of America’s newly discovered
nature democracy contained, softened, or “civilized the machine,” to use John Kasson’s

8 The

first period of Greek revival architecture in the United States (about 1780 to 1820) is most closely
associated with architect Benjamin Latrobe, whom Jefferson named Surveyor of Public Buildings in 1803.
The pupils of Latrobe oversaw a second phase of Greek revival architecture that lasted until about 1850,
which flourished under the patronage of Nicholas Biddle, the president of the Second Bank of the United
States and one of America’s earliest travelers to the Aegean. See Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival in America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1944).
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phrase.9 Painting and prose that ambivalently attested to the deleterious visual evidence
of early-industrial growth and machine technology also opened a “middle landscape” for
imagining ruin, a “place” where the concept and consciousness of American ruin could
grow.10
My first two chapters work in tandem. While chapter one introduces readers to the
visual frame and cultural landscape of “ruin” that America’s enlightened agrarians,
landscape painters, and litterateurs constructed in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century, my second chapter attends to the period’s underlying processes of ruination. I
demonstrate how the volatile forces powering a transportation revolution and the rise of
commercial society inspired prosaic accounts of ruination in popular newspapers and
magazines. The operative words and key metaphors of my second chapter include the
explosion, its containment, and the spectacle of sundered material and corporeal forms. I
attend to the literal explosion of the human subject and the figurative reconstitutions of
society that rose out of the corporeal rubble.
I demonstrate how Americans manufactured a popular discourse of corporeal
ruination in response to episodes of gunpowder and steam-boiler explosions. I also argue
that popular culture played a significant role in conditioning American society to absorb
the “explosive” forces of industrial-style growth. Here too, the American construction of
ruin and ruination was something of a contradiction or paradox. On the one hand, the

9

John Kasson, Civilizing the Machine: Technology and Republican Values in America, 1776-1900 (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1976).
10 See Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2000).
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chemical and mechanical forces of gunpowder and steam-boiler explosions, episodes of
ruination and calamity, revealed the human costs of technological progress; however, the
tremendous force of these explosive episodes also signified the sublime force of
American ingenuity and progress. In popular magazines, newspapers, and technical
journals a discourse of calamity fueled cultural constructions of American identity.
Reformers, applied scientists, novelists, and poets were among those who manufactured
episodes of ruination to garner forms of cultural capital. After demonstrating that
gunpowder explosions were formative episodes in the discursive manufacture of
American ruination, I write about the most important site of American gunpowder
manufacturing, the DuPont Company powder mills, as a picturesque landscape marked
by explosive episodes of dramatic ruination.11 Today, the nineteenth century’s most
important site of gunpowder manufacturing is one of twenty-first century America’s most
picturesque heritage sites and a celebrated model landscape of agrarian style
manufacturing. The picturesque ruins of today’s heritage site both conceal and reveal
episodes of corporeal violence that frequently punctuated the Brandywine’s past. In a
coda to chapter two, I juxtapose two kinds of images captured in Civil War photographs:
the ruins of Southern cities and the corpses of dead soldiers. Photographs of the urban
ruins of southern cities powered the mythopoetics of Lost Cause ideology. The
photographs of dead soldiers rotting on battlefields were the kinds of modern ruins that
disrupt linear sequences of national progress and southern declension. In the juxtaposition

11

I follow the standard convention of rendering the family name as “du Pont” and the name of the
company as “DuPont.”
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of the Civil War’s ephemeral picturesque ruins and corporeal ruination we witness
“American ruin” in all its paradoxical complexity.
The interval between chapters one and two and chapters three and four reflects
what cultural geographer J.B. Jackson called an “interval of neglect,” but not the same
interval Jackson described. In a seminal essay, “The Necessity for Ruins,” Jackson noted
a rising interest among historic preservationists in sites of industrial ruin. Writing in
1980, he described a “new and widespread interest in the industrial landscape – 19th
century mills and factories and railroad stations and bridges and mines.”12 Jackson also
claimed that before ruins can become objects that are revalued in some way “there has to
be an interval of neglect, there has to be discontinuity; it is religiously and artistically
essential.”13 The industrial ruins Jackson recognized in 1980 as having attracted the
interest of preservation organs and heritage societies are symbols of progress not decline.
They told, in a sense, an eschatalogical narrative of a nature democracy’s rise to
industrial world dominance. Also, like the ruins of the DuPont Company powdermills,
they wore the patina of picturesque decay. That is, they had acquired the kind of “age
value” that preservationists generally regard as a requisite criterion of genuine ruin.14
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J. B. Jackson, “The Necessity for Ruins,” The Necessity for Ruins, and Other Topics. Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, 1980, 101.
13 Ibid.
14 The English art critic John Ruskin is generally recognized as having offered the first aesthetic theory of
“age value” in his widely influential The Seven Lamps of Architecture (1849). Ruskin’s influence on
theories of conservation and historic preservation can be condensed in his observation that “the greatest
glory of a building is not in its stones, not in its gold. Its glory is in its Age, and in that deep sense of
voicefulness, of stern watching, of mysterious sympathy, nay, even of approval or condemnation, which we
feel in walls that have long been washed by the passing waves of humanity.” See John Ruskin, The Seven
Lamps of Architecture (London: Smith, Elder, and Co., 1849), 172.
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New York’s Old Croton Aqueduct is an example of a picturesque ruin that
conforms to an American narrative of progress. Along with the Erie Canal, the aqueduct,
completed in 1842, secured New York City’s future as a major seat of industry and
commerce. Its gravity-fed system of masonry and iron tubes carried the pure waters of
the Croton river over 40 miles from Westchester County in New York State to a massive
holding reservoir in what is now Central Park and a smaller distributing reservoir at
Murray Hill.15 The aqueduct served the city for over a century before being
decommissioned in 1965.16 The Old Croton Aqueduct allowed New York City to grow
beyond the confines of its polluted groundwater and susceptibility to waterborne diseases
like cholera. It secured the City’s ability to sustain a large population of laborers and to
maintain its role as the nation’s financial center. By 1885 when construction of the New
Croton Aqueduct began, New York City had exceeded the seventy-two million gallons-aday capacity of its first aqueduct. The rapid population growth that turned the Old Croton
Aqueduct into a victim of its own success would never have been supported by
Manhattan’s wells, which were largely polluted before the end of the Dutch era. The
brick-walled, gravity-fed aqueduct and its inverted siphons are elements of a technology
made obsolete by decades of innovation in water-delivery systems.
Even in its very ruination, the aqueduct remains an icon of American ingenuity
and technological achievement. In 1968 the New York State Parks Division assumed

15 The

holding reservoir was demolished in 1940 to make room for the Great Lawn in Central Park. Murray
Hill is the present site of the main branch of the New York Public Library. Remnants of the reservoirs walls
were integrated into the Library’s structure.
16 The Aqueduct has not been used by New York City since 1955. Westchester County used parts of the
aqueduct until 1965. See Historic American Engineering Record No. NY-118 (2).
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ownership of the aqueduct’s ruins, which have been preserved within a state park
traversing twelve of New York’s municipalities. The Old Croton Aqueduct was added to
the National Register of Historic Places in 1974, marked by the American Society of
Civil Engineers as a Civil Engineering Landmark in 1975, and gained National Historic
Landmark Status in 1992. Finally, the Croton is celebrated as a picturesque, aesthetically
pleasing ruin. Noting how the aqueduct lends interest to a bucolic scene, for example, the
New York State Parks Division promises tourists that the “scenic path” built atop the
“grassy ceiling” of the aqueduct “provides abundant recreational opportunities for
outdoor enthusiasts.”17 Comparing the aqueduct’s aesthetic to that of ancient Roman
ruins, the Dobb’s Ferry Historical Society once advertised a self-guided walking tour of
the Croton entitled “Stucco and Stone: The Look of Italy in Dobbs Ferry.”18
In the conclusion to his American Ruins, a photo-essay of ruin in Detroit,
Michigan; Gary, Indiana; and other postindustrial landscapes, photographer Camilo Jose
Vergara, one of the first photojournalists to begin attending to modern industrial ruins,
admitted that “the brand-new Colonial Villages, Pioneer Villages, Frontier Villages, and
Army Posts of J. B. Jackson’s small-town America” seem “utterly foreign” to him.19 As
Vergara knew, modern industrial ruins have rarely been either the objects of official
preservation efforts or examples of obsolete technologies and industrial processes.
Abandoned auto factories in Detroit or steel mills in places like Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
17

“Old Croton Aqueduct State Historic Park.” New York State Parks. http://nysparks.com/parks/96/
details.aspx.
18 Suzanne DeChillo, “Old Croton Aqueduct for Walkers, Not Water,” The New York Times, February 20,
1987.
19 Camilo Jose Vergara. American Ruins (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1999), 203.
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are decommissioned sites of industrial production that still continues elsewhere; they are
byproducts of deindustrialization readily interpreted as symbols of American declension,
or failure, rather than progress and innovation.
Vergara was on the leading edge of the “turn to ruins” that Edensor described in
2011. Another interval of neglect has ended, if not within preservation, at least within
academia and across popular culture. Modern ruins resist narratives of progress but often
submit to equally problematic narratives of declension. The modern industrial
architecture of Le Corbusier’s “new age” admitted of only those irregularities that fell
within the bounds of standard tolerances. In their abandonment, dereliction, and decay a
great many steel and concrete ruins of modernity can only be called picturesque. With the
modern ruin repressed irregularities return. In submitting to the aesthetics of the
postindustrial picturesque, the modern ruin threatens to devolve into a spectacle that
belies ongoing processes of ruination. 20
In chapter three I write about urban explorers, members of a modern subculture
who, like Vergara, announced the emergence of the modern ruin in the mid 1990s. In the
modern ruin urban explorers find an authentic urban experience they encounter in neither
the banal spaces of commercial tourist attractions nor the planned city of a service
economy and its commercial attractions. Urban explorers are driven to look for a sense of
real place within and underneath cities plagued by an increasing absence of unregulated
public space. In constructing urban exploration as a process of learning to inhabit and

20

See Anthony Fassi, “Urban Exploration, Industrial Ruin, and the Postindustrial Picturesque,” New
Critical Review 10.1 (Spring 2010), 141-152.
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construct real places, urban explorers have also contributed to the media spectacle of
modern ruin. While using the ruin to ruin the planned city, urban explorers seduced by
the charms of postindustrial picturesque decay risk making the modern ruin one of the
commercial attractions they abhor.
In chapter four I attend to the ruin and ruination of Detroit and the contentious
debates regarding the representation of Detroit’s ruins. I also suggest that the contested
terrain of the shrinking city is best understood against a backdrop of blight, urban
pathology, and creative destruction that has transformed Detroit into the most segregated
metropolitan area in the nation. I begin by demonstrating how renewed interest in
Detroit’s decline and the photography of Detroit’s ruins reinvigorates a decades-old
whitewashed myth that reimagines the Detroit Riot of 1967 at the origin of Detroit’s
decline. I review the history of Detroit’s urban crisis to ground my analysis of ruin
representation in Detroit in the historical counter-narrative to racialized myth. The
implosion, rather than the explosion, emerges as the iconic episode of Detroit’s industrial
decline. As problematic as the representation of Detroit’s ruins has become, their
spectacular demolition proves a more insidious problem. Detroit’s municipal authorities
wield demolition as a way to control the visual order of the city.
The corporeal ruin, the true object of industrial capitalism’s ruination, the forces
of which are harnessed by some and suffered by all, emerges again in the fourth and final
chapter. The modern factory was not designed for human subjects, but for the efficient
application of an industrialized body. In ruin, Detroit’s sprawling “rational factories” less
powerfully resist the intrusion of human subjectivity. In their depopulated, monumental
13

materiality these sites remain imposing; yet in being overtaken by entropic forces of
decay, abandoned and left to slowly return to nature, they seem more inhabitable
somehow. This is mostly a fantasy. Murder, public debt, corruption, unemployment, and
race prejudice are realities of the nation’s most segregated city, the world capital of
modern ruin.

14

Chapter One: The Head and Heart of American Ruin
Thomas Jefferson traveled to France in August 1784 to join John Adams and
Benjamin Franklin on their diplomatic missions there. He succeeded Franklin as Minister
to the French Court in 1785 and remained at his post until returning to America in
October 1789. In his journals and letters from the time, he wrote about his travels
throughout France and into parts of Germany and northern Italy. He also wrote about his
encounter with Maria Cosway, a great beauty with whom he seems to have fallen deeply
in love with.
Jefferson met Cosway in Paris in August 1786. It is not clear if the two ever
consummated their relationship but from Jefferson’s letters and journals we know that
they were almost inseparable throughout the fall and winter of that year. Together they
toured Paris and made excursions to various attractions outside the city. From Jefferson’s
“Head and Heart” letter dated October 12, 1786, we know that he and Cosway visited the
English-style folly garden, Le Desert de Retz, sometime that September.21
Le Desert was constructed between 1774 and 1789 by French aristocrat Francois
Racine de Monville. On his forty-hectare estate, Monville erected seventeen architectural
follies – fake ruins and other architectural oddities of classical, oriental, Egyptian, and
Gothic styles. Monville’s folly garden was one of many constructed in France in the late
eighteenth century. After Thomas Whately’s treatise on the English garden, Observations

21

Thomas Jefferson to Maria Cosway, Oct. 12, 1786, in The Papers of Thomas Jefferson Digital Edition,
ed. Barbara B. Oberg and J. Jefferson Looney (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, Rotunda,
2008), http://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu/founders/TSJN-01-10-02-0309.
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on Modern Gardening, was translated into French in 1771, French society took to
imitating the English style with astonishing fervor. Along with Monville’s Le Desert,
early examples of the English garden or Jardin-Anglois included the Gardens of the
Château de Bagatelle in the Bois de Boulogne, constructed between 1777–1784; the Folie
Saint James in Neuilly-sur-Seine, (1777–1780); and the Château de Méréville (1784–
1786). At Versailles, home to perhaps the most renowned of Europe’s classical gardens,
Marie Antoinette commissioned an English landscape park of her own. Architectural
follies erected there included a small Roman temple and the Hameau de la Reine, a mock
village complete with farmhouse, mill, and dairy.
Le Desert stood apart from its contemporaries in being home to M. de Monville’s
most fantastic creation, the “Collonne Détruite,” or Broken Column. The Column, which
remains standing today, is fifty feet in diameter and fifty-five feet high; in Jefferson’s
day, its imposing size inspired associations with the Tower of Babel. The Belgian noble
Charles-Joseph, 7th Prince of Ligne, for example, wrote that the column’s size “gives the
impression of a height great enough to incur God’s wrath, as did the tower of his first
children.”22 Monville’s creation seems to have equally impressed its most famous
American visitor. In his letter to Cosway, Jefferson exclaimed, “How grand the idea,
excited by the remains of such a column!”23

22

Diana Ketcham, Le Desert de Retz: A Late Eighteenth-Century French Folly Garden, The Artful
Landscape of Monsieur de Monville (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994), 1. Le Desert de Retz remains an
excellent example of the eighteenth-century Jardin Anglo Chinois or English folly garden. Ten of the
seventeen follies survive today, including the Broken Column.
23 Thomas Jefferson to Maria Cosway, Oct. 12, 1786, in The Papers of Thomas Jefferson Digital Edition.
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Though William Gilpin’s Observations on the River Wye (1782) and Uvedale
Price’s Essay on the Picturesque as Compared with the Sublime and the Beautiful (1794)
are recognized as foundational theoretical formulations of the aesthetic, as art historian
Christopher Woodward notes, “no one invented the Picturesque.” Rather, he explains, the
picturesque “can be understood as a confluence of philosophers, poets and painters whose
ideas flowed in the same direction.”24 English gardening is a form of landscape
architecture that emerged in the early eighteenth century. The living landscapes of
English gardens were modeled after the painted landscapes of Claude Lorrain. The Italian
word pittoresco was first used in the mid-seventeenth century to describe original or
striking landscape paintings, of which Lorrain was the undisputed master.25 The English
variant, picturesque, coined in 1705, literally means “in the manner of a picture or
painting.” A picturesque garden is a simulacrum; it is a physical landscape designed after
a painted landscape. It is with good reason that the picturesque has been recognized as a
proto-postmodern aesthetic.26
Antebellum Americans were familiar with all three of the aesthetic genres Price
named in the title of his essay: the beautiful, the picturesque, and the sublime. In England
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, “beauty was judged by classical rules, and
architectural design was based upon certain mathematical proportions. Perfect beauty was
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considered to be an objective quality.”27 The philosopher Edmund Burke associated the
sublime with a physiological effect that he described as a mixture of fear and pleasure.
He also argued that the sublime and the beautiful are antithetical. While contemplation of
perfect beauty elicits a positive pleasure, the sublime, in direct contrast, elicits a negative
“pain” that Burke called “delight.”28 The picturesque was neither as rigid as the beautiful
nor as terrifying as the sublime. Gilpin and Price recognized the picturesque as an
aesthetic ideal characterized by irregularities of form and texture and by pleasant
contrasts that surprised but did not shock the viewer. In being what Woodward names
“the first aesthetic to suggest that beauty could be subjective,” the picturesque not only
changed the way people made art, but the way they experienced both the natural
landscape and the built environment.29
English gardeners aimed to reproduce the picturesque qualities of contrast and
irregularity within the landscapes they carved out of nature. A footpath through a garden
might, for example, wind through a dark and tangled wood before leading to a clearing
that revealed a vista or scene. As the landscape painter brought together the visual
elements of a scene to create a harmonious whole, so the landscape gardener built around
the natural irregularities and various textures of a natural landscape to compose scenic
views. Ruins lent pleasant irregularity and texture to the gardeners’ landscapes. “Families
whose estates were bare of antiquities could erect artificial ruins,” writes Woodward,
27
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“and the earliest can be dated to around 1729: a hermitage named King Alfred’s Hall in
Cirencester Park and a sham church at Fawley Court, near Hanley.”30 According to
Woodward, “more than thirty mock-ruins of abbeys and castles were erected in English
landscape gardens in the eighteenth century.”31
In being a classical thinker of the American Enlightenment, Jefferson’s aesthetics
and moral sense were shaped by his reverence for classical beauty, as opposed to the
sublime or the picturesque. When he wrote to Cosway that the Broken Column had
inspired a “grand idea,” he was speaking as a neoclassical architect. The irregular facade
of the Collonne Détruite was charmingly picturesque; its dimensions inspired sublime
visions of monstrous towers; the four-story residence hidden within the column, however,
was a stroke of architectural genius. Monville had divided the circular interior of the
column into a variety of oval and semicircular rooms that converged on a “beautiful”
central staircase.32 Many years later, Monville’s “grand idea” would influence Jefferson’s
design for the Rotunda at the University of Virginia.33
Maria Cosway returned to London with her intemperate husband, the painter
Richard Cosway, on October 5, 1786. A week later, despondent and lovesick, Jefferson
penned his famous love letter, the twelve-page epistolary dialogue between his head and
his heart. He composed another ardent letter to Cosway as he sat alone by the fire on
30
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Christmas Eve: “I should wish myself with you and not wish myself away again,” wrote
Jefferson. “I am always thinking of you,” he continued, before vowing, “If I cannot be
with you in reality, I will be in imagination.”34 Jefferson and Cosway exchanged letters
throughout the winter, but as the weeks passed, Cosway’s letters grew less affectionate.
By February, Jefferson needed a break from both Paris and his diplomatic duties. He quit
Paris on the last day of the month, traveling alone, without even his servants, so as to “be
absolutely incognito.”35
In the south of France, standing on the ground of antiquity, Jefferson regained his
characteristic sense of balance. He wrote of being “nourished by the remains of Roman
grandeur” and the “enchantment” of the ruins of Petrarch’s chateau, outside Avignon.36
Beholding the imperfect fragments of antiquity aroused Jefferson’s classically tuned
imagination. As Woodward succinctly explains, Jefferson “studied monuments not
ruins.”37 This focus is evident not only in the way he reproduced the Broken Tower as a
monumental rotunda but, more famously, in his designing the state Capitol at Richmond,
Virginia, as a replica of the Maison Carrée, the Roman Temple at Nîmes, France.38 As
one of the best-preserved sites of Roman antiquity, the Maison Carrée hardly interested
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lovers of the picturesque; Jefferson, who had studied drawings of the ancient ruin
regarded it as “one of the most beautiful, if not the most beautiful and precious morsel of
architecture left us by antiquity.”39 Jefferson wrote his friend and fellow architectural
enthusiast Madame de Tesse from Nîmes, where he finally looked upon the Roman
temple with his own eyes: “Here I am, gazing whole hours at the Maison Carrée like a
lover at his mistress.”40 Cosway may yet have stalked the portico of Jefferson’s gaze, but
only as the shadow of a noonday’s sun. Reason, blooming perennial, returned to Jefferson
that spring. Though he would correspond with Cosway for the rest of his life, never
would he write with such passion as he had from Paris during the winter of his heart; it
was the classical ruin at Nîmes, and not Maria Cosway, that Jefferson brought home to
America.
The enlightenment thinkers of the American Revolution integrated the sites and
sights of ruin and decay into a constellation of shared intellectual and philosophical
values that would underwrite the American experiment. The ruin elicited a common
response among the America’s elite gentlemen: the transatlantic interest in catastrophe
inspired interest in cyclical models of history and universal models of human social
evolution. The rediscovery of Herculaneum in 1738 and of Pompeii in 1748 inspired a
transatlantic fascination with catastrophic destruction reinforced by popular texts such as
Robert Wood’s The Ruins of Palmyra (1753), Edward Gibbon’s History of the Decline
39
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and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776), and Comte de Volney’s Ruins or Meditation on
the Revolutions of Empires (1791).41 Far from validating a conception of America as a
virgin land hermetically sealed against the decadence and impotence of European
civilization, the history of catastrophe made palpable the tenuous nature of all human
civilization.
The colonial rhetoric of liberty was deeply ideological. Both a fear of tyranny and
English Country Whig ideas about civic or public virtue drove America’s colonists away
from English authority and toward the construction of the American Republic.42 Public
virtue was recognized as a willingness on the part of individuals to sacrifice their private
interests for the good of the community. The founders believed that the success of a
republican government depended on its people having the moral character to make that
republic work.43 The Revolutionary generation was plagued by a pervasive anxiety that
their republican experiment would fail because American citizens would not be able to
maintain the moral virtue required to sustain political freedom. Ruins were, in some
41
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sense, visual icons of this anxiety, reminders that previous experiments in democracy had
degenerated and collapsed after citizens and their leaders succumbed to moral vice and
tyranny.
The republicans of the Revolutionary era shared an idealistic belief about the
place they occupied in the cycle of universal human history. Universal human history was
one of the most pervasive and entrenched philosophical constructions of the European
Enlightenment. Americans most enthusiastically embraced the theory of universal human
progress developed by social scientists of the Scottish Enlightenment. Adam Smith, John
Millar, Adam Ferguson, and Lord Kame were among those who proposed that human
societies evolved through four stages of development in accordance with their
subsistence practices: hunting and gathering, pasturage, agriculture, and commerce.44
Appealing to models of universal history, white European-Americans occupied an ideal
middle ground between the savage state of American Indians and over-civilized
Europeans. Native Americans were supposed to have been the victims of an arrested
development. Americans argued that England and France were over-civilized and
spiraling into a kind of savagery they associated with aggressive forms of commercial
subsistence. The vices of luxury and refinement, as well as crowded cities, rigid social
44
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hierarchies, and religious intolerance, were among the outward signs of Europe’s
deterioration and impending collapse. In 1780 John Adams admitted that Americans
lacked refinement in the fine arts but were otherwise superior. “America,” he argued, “is
infinitely further removed from Barbarity, than Europe.”45 Especially in matters of
government, agriculture, and commerce, Americans, thought Adams and his
contemporaries, were neither savages nor over-civilized tyrants. Crèvecoeur’s “New
Man” stood upon the ideal middle ground of universal history.
The enlightened gentlemen of the revolutionary era adapted what they knew of
classical republicanism to create a new kind of republic. As historian Gordon Wood
explains, eighteenth-century Americans “domesticated” classical virtue; they substituted
a “natural sociability” and “civility,” qualities associated with a form of American
exceptionalism dating back to the colonial era, for the “harsh and martial self sacrifice of
antiquity.”46 The same men who founded the American republic on the philosophical and
ideological fragments of antiquity also “domesticated” the architectural forms of classical
antiquity. The state capitol at Richmond was an apt symbol for a society that saw itself
occupying a middle ground of universal history. Speaking before the Fifteenth Congress
in 1818, the Virginia Congressman James Johnson, for example, suggested that the
Virginia State Capital was neither as “rude” nor as “elegant” as certain ruins of the past.
45
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“Our temple of liberty is a plain one,” said Johnson, “it occupies, perhaps the middle
ground between the rude pyramids of Egypt, and the more elegant structures of Attica
and Palmyra. Still, it is commodious, strong, and beautiful.”
The monument Jefferson eventually saw built at Richmond was also the product
of a republican society organized around the notion of deference. Jefferson’s goal was not
to raise ordinary citizens to be the social equals of enlightened men, but to teach them to
recognize virtue in their potential leaders so as to not elect tyrants as their representatives.
When Jefferson wrote to Madison of his desire to see a replica of the Maison Carrée
erected as the state capitol of Virginia, he justified his enthusiasm for “the subject of the
arts” in enlightened republican terms. “But how is a taste in this beautiful art
[architecture] to be formed in our countrymen,” Jefferson asked, “unless we avail
ourselves of every occasion when public buildings are to be erected of presenting them
models for their study and imitation?”47 Jefferson believed that public spaces designed
according to the principles of neoclassical architecture had the power to function as
didactic tools that would instill citizens with republican virtue. Conversely, he would
have assumed that rudely constructed or overly decorous public buildings could only
foster vice and tyranny.
Jefferson and his peers could not have predicted that enlightenment humanism
would so quickly give birth to a democratic society of white males who so vehemently
insisted on the their right to individual expression in both politics and the arts. The nature
democracy that emerged alongside the commercial economy of the 1820s gave birth to a
47
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society that largely abandoned notions of deference. In the Northern states, at least,
ordinary Americans gradually dispensed with the inherited forms of classical
republicanism. Rather than continue to perfect the ruins of antiquity, antebellum
Americans constructed another landscape for ruin by domesticating the picturesque
aesthetic. The picturesque was far more flexible than neoclassicism and, as a result, better
suited to the paradoxical tasks of inventing a national artistic culture and a usable past.
It is no accident that America began adopting the picturesque in the 1820s. In
privileging the subjective, authentic experiences of individuals, the picturesque was
attractive to both the artists and audiences of America’s emerging democratic society.
The picturesque became a vehicle for American artistic expression at the tail end of the
Second Great Awakening, a period of fervent evangelical revivalism. Beginning in the
1790s and continuing into the 1830s, the Second Great Awakening primed America’s
growing class of “middling sorts”48 to recognize the value of a subjective aesthetic.
Landscape painters communed directly with nature just as the individual Methodist
communed directly with the Christian God. The picturesque was the middle aesthetic for
America’s middle landscape. It lay between the rigid forms of the beautiful and the
terrors of the sublime, wedded the “machine” and the “garden,” and safely contained the
irresistible decay of ruin within the virile landscape of the American garden.
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DOMESTICATING THE PICTURESQUE
In the fall of 1825 Thomas Cole, a young English-born painter, departed New
York City on a steamboat plying up the Hudson River. Cole visited Fort Putnam, near
West Point, before continuing his journey north. After disembarking at Catskill Landing,
he hiked west, high into the eastern Catskill Mountain to sketch the Hudson River
Valley’s autumnal landscape. His sketches yielded three oil paintings: “The Falls of
Kaaterskill,” “Lake With Dead Trees,” and “A View of Fort Putnam,” which were
displayed together in the first-floor window of a small bookshop in late October. In
November, Colonel John Trumbull, the famous painter of American Revolutionary War
scenes, told fellow painter William Dunlap that he was “delighted, and at the same time
mortified” to discover Cole’s landscapes. “This youth has done at once, and without
instruction, what I cannot do after 50 years of practice,” Trumbull explained.49
The young painter’s remarkable success marked the beginning of what would
become a frantic, widespread interest in American nature. Cole became recognized as the
central figure of the so-called Hudson River School, a group of loosely affiliated
American landscape painters spanning two generations. In the half century between 1825
and 1875, scores of American painters followed Cole into the wilderness to commune
with God through Nature. Along with writers, poets, and intellectuals, landscape painters
transformed American spirituality into a form of nature worship. By 1836, the year
Emerson published his essay “Nature” and Cole composed The Oxbow, a view of the
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great bend in the Connecticut River, near Northampton, Massachusetts, Americans
widely accepted that God was Nature and that Nature was God.50 Asher Durand, Cole’s
close friend and one of the Hudson River School’s early masters, wrote that the landscape
painter “declare[d] the glory of God.”51 As Nature priests, Durand and his compatriots
transcribed the holy book of the American landscape, providing opportunity for those
who could not travel into the wilderness to commune with God through art.52
Unlike previous generations of American artists, the founding figures of the
Hudson River School did not have to travel to Europe to create fine art. Of course, most
of them went to Europe anyway, following previous American artists who copied the
work of Renaissance masters and studied in the Old World’s best studios. Benjamin
West, John Singleton Copley, and the American painters who studied with West at the
Royal Academy in London, members of the so-called British school, combined their
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native skills at portraiture with a European tradition of landscape painting to compose
large historical scenes.53 Traveling to Rome in 1760, West, a portrait painter from
Philadelphia, refined his style by copying Italian masterpieces including the work of
Raphael, Correggio, and Titian. Despite having never received a formal education, the
historical painter was elected president of the Royal Academy in 1792, a position he held
until his death in 1820.
Cole and other members of the Hudson River School arrived in the Old World
emboldened by a burgeoning sense of national and cultural independence. These painters
revered Europe as the cradle of Western art but celebrated America’s newness as those
before them had not. They maintained a devout belief that American democracy,
technology, and, above all, American nature, inspired exceptional art. Yet, even while
celebrating newness, and their nation’s freedom from the historical past, their romantic
sensibilities drew these artists inexorably toward scenes of picturesque decay. On his first
sojourn to Italy, Cole developed a deep and abiding admiration for the seventeenthcentury Renaissance masters Nicolas Poussin, Claude Lorrain, and Salvatore Rosa,
painters who transformed ruins into major subjects of Western art. In American
Picturesque, art-historian John Conron describes the American adoption and adaptation
of the Romantic aesthetic and argues that between 1830-1880 the picturesque was a
common thread running through American literature, art, and landscape architecture.54
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Cole and many of the American artists who would come of age during the
antebellum era celebrated America’s natural landscape with a depth of feeling equal to
that expressed by England’s Romantic poets. They also fell, utterly, under the pervasive
spell of ruin. Cole painted in Europe what he did not see in America: ancient, crumbling
ruins, the remains of Roman aqueducts, and other iconic scenes of the imperial past. It is
not surprising that for all their spiritual devotion and proud nationalism, figures like Cole
and his contemporaries were sometimes moved to lament the absence in America of
centuries-old ruins. Americans who had discovered the picturesque in the space between
the machine and the garden and between sublime, overwhelming wilderness and the rigid
beauty of classical forms, increasingly felt the need to imagine ruins onto these otherwise
satisfying American landscapes. Even Cole, who gazed upon the American landscape in
all its natural, picturesque splendor, missed seeing ruins. In his “Essay on American
Scenery” (1836) he compared Europe’s Rhine River to New York’s Hudson: “The Rhine
has its castled crags, its vine-clad hills, and ancient villages; the Hudson has its wooded
mountains, rugged precipices and green undulating shores – a natural majesty, and an
unbounded capacity for improvement by art.” Yet, as Cole reluctantly admitted, the
Hudson’s shores were not “besprinkled with venerated ruins.” Hopeful, the painter
anticipated a time when the American river’s “ample waters shall reflect temple, tower,
and dome, in every variety of picturesqueness and magnificence” – a time when
“venerated ruins” would grace the shores of his otherwise majestic Hudson.55
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The tourists who boarded steamboats and followed American painters into the
Hudson River Valley popularly referred to the Hudson as the American Rhine; some
desired to actually see the Rhine’s ruins amid the natural splendor of New York State. In
a New York Times travelogue from 1852, for example, a tourist to the Hudson River
Valley argued that “The Rhine, which every traveler feels derelict if he neglects to laud,
certainly flows through no scenery comparable with the noble Hudson.” However, like
Cole, this traveler also noted that American ruins would aesthetically improve the River
Valley landscape. While Cole imagined a distant future, a Hudson blessed by centuries of
picturesque decay, this tourist suggested a more immediate solution: “Build a few old
ruins on the Highland crests, and the supremacy in magnificence and beauty will
universally be yielded to our native hills.”56 In fact, ruins had already been built on the
Hudson. John Church Cruger, a prominent New York attorney, erected one of America’s
first folly gardens on his Hudson River Valley estate in the early 1840s. Cruger
incorporated into his follies stones from Mayan ruins that his friend John Lloyd Stephens,
the expeditionary archaeologist, had taken from a site in Mexico.57 Ironically, Cruger’s
anachronistic ruins have since become genuine ruins. Cruger’s follies had been standing
for nearly a century when photojournalist Margaret Bourke-White visited in 1939.58 One
wonders how Cole would have received these sham ruins that, by Bourke’s time, had
acquired the air of authentic, picturesque decay.
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Lovers of the picturesque less wealthy and less eccentric than Cruger found it
prudent and undoubtedly less controversial to continue in the American grain and
celebrate America’s lack of ruin. The Home Book of the Picturesque, a collection of prose
and original prints published in 1852, remains one of the best examples of an attempt to
domesticate the picturesque while celebrating the nation’s freedom from ruins.59 Most of
the essays gathered in The Home Book of the Picturesque are rather straightforward prose
paintings of specific landscapes. These include William Irving’s “The Catskill
Mountains,” William Cullen Bryant’s “Valley of the Housatonic,” and Alfred Street’s
“The Adirondack Mountains.” Three of the collection’s pieces discuss philosophic and
aesthetic matters more generally: Susan Fenimore Cooper’s “A Dissolving View,” her
father, the novelist James Fenimore Cooper’s “American and European Scenery
Compared,” and E. L. Magoon’s “Scenery and Mind.” Only one of the essays, Bayard
Taylor’s “The Erie Railroad,” is devoted to an industrial or technological topic. Taylor
describes how the history of the Erie Railroad “is like that of all great undertakings” in
having “begun with a failure” but having “ended with a great triumph.”60 He reported that
“it was originally proposed to construct the road of piles instead of solid embankments,
and the ruins of many miles of skeleton-work still stretch along the valley of the
Canisteo.”61 These ruins were the result of a failure in planning, designing, and executing
a major engineering project. The initial attempt to construct the railroad may have ended
in failure, but that “failure” served only to confirm American ingenuity and perseverance:
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“The difficulties which beset the enterprise during the first decade of its existence, were
innumerable, and would have discouraged less courageous and less enthusiastic men than
its projectors.”62 The Erie Railroad “ruins” were visual markers of progress that Taylor
observed from the window of a triumphant train passing over the Cascade Ravine.
While Taylor’s is the only essay in the Home Book to attach the picturesque to a
technology like the steam engine, the unnamed editors of the collection seem to have
regarded its theme most highly. Each essay in the collection is preceded by an
illustration; however, the illustration for the “Erie Railroad” comes not on the page
immediately preceding the essay but serves as the book’s frontispiece. It pictures a steam
engine passing over the beautifully designed arch known as the Cascade Bridge. The
bridge and engine are far in the background and are framed by a typical nineteenthcentury “picturesque” landscape (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Frontispiece to The Home Book of the Picturesque (1852).
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The frontispiece of the Home Book is an illustration of what Leo Marx calls the
“middle landscape” – an American landscape where civilization and primeval wilderness
seem to enjoy a symbiotic relationship: after John Kasson we might say that the machine
civilizes the primeval wilderness and wilderness civilizes the machine.63 In the Machine
in the Garden Leo Marx argued that American nature has functioned simultaneously as a
symbol of primordial, untouched wilderness and an object of man’s cultivation and that
these contrasting conceptions of American nature are synthesized in the “middle
landscape.”
The “middle landscape” is not simply a trope in art and literature but also a
product of the way mechanization and industrialization proceeded in early America. The
earliest sites of American industry were constructed within bucolic settings,
manifestations of the Jeffersonian ideal of integrating the industrial and the agrarian.
While Jefferson despised the mills of industrialized England, he was always interested in
machines and labor-saving devices.64 Especially in the wake of the War of 1812, when a
dearth of domestic manufactures nearly destroyed his young nation, Jefferson emerged as
a wary but committed supporter of American industry. Slaves and laborers at Monticello
made nails, coopered barrels, and ran one of the nation’s earliest textile factories. The
incorporation of small-scale industry into bucolic settings promised to meet a demand for
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domestic manufactures without sacrificing the virtue of American citizens, a virtue
nourished by the natural beauty of popular “wilderness” destinations like the Hudson
River, the Adirondacks, and the Catskills. Sites of early American manufacturing and
infrastructure were built to civilize rather than dominate the American wilderness. Not
surprisingly, the majority of landscape paintings that document American manufacturing
depict small mills of the sort erected at Monticello, wood-frame structures standing
unobtrusively along bucolic stretches of American rivers. Examples of such idyllic
scenes, celebrating a virtuous integration of American manufacturing and nature, include
Frederic Edwin Church’s Lumber Mill, Mount Desert Island (not dated) and The Old Mill
(1852); Alfred S. Wall’s The Old Saw Mill (1851); Jasper F. Crospey’s The Old Red Mill,
(1876); and, James Arthur Benade’s The Old Swimming Hole (1849) in which a
waterwheel spins behind a host of children swimming in a millpond on a summer’s day.
Especially with the coming of the railroad in the 1830s, the visual drama of
American industrialization unfolded along commodious stretches of rolling hills, under
the shadows of snow-capped peaks, and along the banks of roiling rivers. Machine
technology simultaneously opened the American landscape to the picturesque gaze and
increasingly intense forms of industrial exploitation. Like the prose artists of The Home
Book of the Picturesque, America’s painters struggled to incorporate the visual evidence
of rapid, industrial-powered growth into their landscapes. Conron discusses a number of
“divided vistas,” paintings in which the juxtaposition of industrial and natural imagery
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splits the composition in two.65 Francis D. Devlan’s Seyfert’s Forge, Gibraltar (1868) is
one of many “divided vistas” that express doubt and anxiety about the state of American
civilization in an increasingly industrialized environment: a working forge billowing
smoke in one vertical half of the composition intrudes on a local scene of cows wading in
a picturesque stream that snakes to the horizon. Industrial growth likewise threatens the
natural beauty of the American landscape in an anonymous painting of the Amoskeag
Mills of New Hampshire. In Amoskeag Millyards, likely composed around 1850, the
sprawling mill yard overshadows the bucolic landscape outside its walls.66 While
Amoskeag began as a modest enterprise situated near wilderness on a stretch of the
Merrimack River, throughout the nineteenth century it grew into the largest cotton textile
plant in the world. In other words, Amoskeag quickly outgrew the industrial model
Jefferson and other agrarians accepted as an appropriate form of American domestic
manufacturing. Along with the textile mills at Lowell, Massachusetts, the Amoskeag
Mills were among America’s first large-scale manufacturing centers. Manchester, New
Hampshire, grew around the mills to become a planned factory town with broad
boulevards, squares, churches, and a library. Company elite lived in mansions of various
European architectural styles while workers rented row houses built, maintained, and
leased by the corporation they worked for. The anonymous Amoskeag Millyards
demonstrates that already in 1850 people had begun to question the supposed utopia of
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planned factory towns. Manchester, New Hampshire, all too quickly came to resemble
the industrial centers like Manchester, England, home to the “dark Satanic Mills”67 that
so frightened agrarians like Jefferson.68
Even artists who largely refrained from painting the evidence of industrialization
into their compositions sometimes engaged in what appears to have been a critical
discourse regarding the effects of industrial progress. German-born Gustav Grunewald
studied in Dresden under Caspar David Friedrich, the central figure of the German
Romantic School, before immigrating to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in the early 1830s. In
the catalogue of a 1992 exhibition of Grunewald at the Allentown Art Museum, curator
Peter Blume writes that in Grunewald’s “mature panoramas of the 1850s there is an
expression of the artist’s oneness with nature and an expression of his secure belief in the
pantheistic presence of God in that nature.”69 This rather commonplace nineteenthcentury understanding of nature and the landscape painter’s social role led Grunewald to
ignore the deleterious effects of industry on his adopted landscape. Even Grunewald’s
studies of the Lehigh River at Mauch Chunk, an area that had been heavily industrialized
by the coal industry for decades, ignore any physical sign of industrial presence, least of
all devastation.70 It is Grunewald’s tendency to ignore the scars of industrial development
on the Pennsylvania landscape that makes his atypical Bear Creek with a Train Going
Through it and the Woods on Fire (1848) particularly striking. In Bear Creek, Grunewald
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painted a freight train passing through a Pennsylvania scene. In the background flames
consume a broad patch of forest. As Grunewald’s nineteenth-century audience would
have known, sparks from locomotive balloon stacks often started forest fires, particularly
in areas that lay a greater distance from ports and industrial centers that might still have
been heavily wooded.71 Grunewald’s painting is a product of the paradoxical process it
critiques: the machine that transported landscape painters into the American wilderness
threatened to destroy the subjects of their compositions. America’s nature-priests
penetrated the American wilderness with the transformative power of both the
picturesque gaze and the American machine.
In a better-studied divided vista, George Inness’s The Lackawanna Valley (1855),
the locomotive is a more ambiguous symbol; it is both a vehicle of progress in the form
of domestic expansion and an agent of environmental destruction. In the painting’s
foreground a man in a wide-brim hat lounges beneath the shade of a tree observing a
pastoral scene that stretches below him. In the middle of the composition, a locomotive
pulls a string of freight cars across the broad American landscape. In 1964, Leo Marx
wrote of Lackawanna Valley as “a striking representation of the idea that machine
technology is a proper part of the landscape.”72 A closer look at Inness’s composition
reveals that the lone tree of the foreground stands among a field of stumps, which might
suggest that the local landscape has been exploited to fuel the industrial town from which
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the train proceeds.73 When Marx revisited the painting in the catalog to a 1988 exhibition
on the railway in American art, he noted that his original argument did not account for
the consumption of the forest. Revising his reading, Marx admitted that The Lackawanna
Valley actually “transcends the limits of the conventionally bland landscape of
reconciliation.”74 What Marx once regarded as an image celebrating the symbiosis of
nature and the machine is a landscape marked by “poignant dissonance.” There is a
“distinctive note of foreboding,” he wrote, “intermixed with the idyllic,” which
communicates a “deep moral ambiguity of material progress.”75
Susan Fenimore Cooper, the novelist’s daughter, contributed an essay to the
Home Book of the Picturesque that celebrates America’s freedom from ruin but also
sounds a “note of foreboding” at least as subtle as that of The Lackawanna Valley. In “A
Dissolving View,” Cooper’s narrator imagines a picturesque landscape of European ruins
superimposed onto a hilltop view of her native Cooperstown, New York. Toward the end
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of her imaginative essay, the narrator seizes a “sprig of wych-hazel” to embark on a
“game of architectural consequences.”76 With a wave of her makeshift wand, she erases
all marks of American civilization from the scene below her, restoring Cooperstown to
primeval wilderness. With a second flick of her wrist, she conjures up architectural
details appropriate to a European hamlet rather than an American frontier village. The
valley appears as it might “had it lain in the track of European civilization during the past
ages; how, in such a case would it have been fashioned by the hand of man.”77 Two
structures stand out prominently, the church and an “old country house.” Cooperstown’s
wooden bridge is replaced by one of “massive stone.” In the distance the “ruins of an
ancient watchtower [rise] above the wood.”78
The European architectural forms that Cooper superimposed on the landscape of
Cooperstown signify differences between European and American social life. The church
is a symbol of the homogeneity of European religious life – all the hamlet’s occupants
share the same religion. The manor house suggests the social hierarchy of the typical
European village; it is a grand architectural structure looming over the hamlet’s lesser
hovels. Conversely, the lack of ruins and other architectural icons in the European
“scene” are evidence of America’s enlightened views on the nature of class relations and
social life.79
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In describing her narrator’s imaginative experiment as a “game of architectural
consequences,” Cooper suggested that architectural forms play a role in shaping the
character of a society. Just as the architecture of the European environment was solid,
inflexible, and enduring so did European social roles remain firmly fixed. In America,
Cooper suggested, one could rise from the lower stations of society. Like the
impermanent, lighter, and more practical dwellings of nineteenth-century American
towns, villages, and frontier settlements, American society was flexible and open to
innovation. Cooper celebrated the fact that American society was not burdened with an
imposing built environment; she also feared that in being “the opposite of conservators,”
her compatriots risked squandering the American past: “Endowed with ruins we should
not preserve them; they would be pulled down to make way for some novelty. A striking
instance of this tendency will be found in the fact that the last Dutch house in New-York
has disappeared.”80 In 1904, fifty-two years after Cooper’s “A Dissolving View”
appeared in the Home Book of the Picturesque, Henry James experienced this American
demand for newness in a most personal way. Visiting his native New York City at the
outset of a nationwide tour, James found that his childhood home had gone the same way
as the last Dutch houses Cooper mentioned in 1852. The aged novelist discovered that the
James family’s home in Washington Place had long since fallen victim to Manhattan’s
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fierce industrial and commercial progress. Like many of New York City’s oldest
structures, James’s childhood home never became a ruin; it simply vanished beneath the
department stores and skyscrapers that redefined Fifth Avenue as the commercial spine of
Gotham.81 By the time of James’s visit, New York City had long lost the original Federal
Hall: the site of the first post-Constitution Congress, Washington’s election as President,
and of his inauguration in 1789.82
The Hudson River Valley, the cradle of the American picturesque and landscape
painting, was also home to ruins of the past that could, without too much anxiety, be
American. Fort Ticonderoga and Fort Putnam, relics of colonial conflicts and the
Revolutionary War, became popular tourist destinations in the 1830s and 1840s. Twenty
years after Cole made his way up the Hudson, Fort Ticonderoga had emerged as one of
the few sites Americans associated with an early notion of American heritage. In 1845, an
editorial entitled “Ruins of Fort Ticonderoga” appeared in The Ladies Repository, a
Methodist weekly. The author of the piece insisted that “the arts of civilization [had] but
recently intruded upon the solitude and silence of nature.” The Repository argued that
“American scenery” could still be “distinguished for its freshness.” In contrast to the Old
World, mid-nineteenth-century America had “no ‘gorgeous palaces nor solemn temples,’
such as may be seen in the valley of the Thames or the Seine – no pompous arches or
pyramids like those on the Tiber or the Nile.” And yet, the Repository exclaimed,
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America “has its ruins.”83 By way of an implicit evaluative argument, the Repository
suggested that the young nation’s ruins were superior to the “pompous” ruins of the Old
World. Not only in being a site of patriotic nostalgia but also in being located within what
yet remained a still verdant American landscape, Fort Ticonderoga could be a ruin
without being a European ruin like the “old watchtower” of Cooper’s imagined hamlet. In
other words, the “Ruins of Fort Ticonderoga” manufactured in the pages of the Ladies
Repository still occupied a middle landscape that could properly contain an American
ruin.
Hawthorne toured the ruins of Fort Ticonderoga in 1835 and recorded his
impressions in “Old Ticonderoga: A Picture of the Past,” which appeared anonymously
in The American Monthly Magazine in February 1836. Hawthorne recalled surveying the
fortress and its surrounding landscape from the piazza of a local tavern: “The whole
scene, except the interior of the fortress, disappointed me,” he admitted.84 On the first of
two trips into the ruins, Hawthorne was accompanied by a “young lieutenant,” a recent
graduate of West Point who “fathomed the meaning of every ditch, and formed an entire
plan of the fortress from its half-obliterated lines.” The man’s “description of
Ticonderoga,” Hawthorne wrote, “would be as accurate as a geometrical theorem, and as
barren of the poetry that has clustered around its decay.” Clearly, Hawthorne shared none
of Jefferson’s antiquarian interests. Rather than struggle to decipher the meaning of the
lieutenant’s “barren” survey, Hawthorne imagines how Ticonderoga might have been if
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some “hoary veteran” of past wars were escorting him among its ruins. “The old soldier
and the old fortress would be emblems of each other,” he wrote, transforming the specter
of the venerable soldier into a living ruin.85
On his second visit, Hawthorne dispensed with his guide, having decided that in
the absence of a proper companion the “best is one’s own fancy.”86 He found the ruined
fortifications of stone and mortar less interesting than the grass and weeds that “grew in
the windows, and in all the crevices of the stone, climbing step by step, till a tuft of
yellow flowers was waving on the highest peak of the gable.” Observing a reverent
silence, Hawthorne “heard the tinkling of a cow bell, the twittering of birds,” and a bee
that “buzzed through the sunshine.” As if in a trance, Hawthorne travels back in time: “I
closed my eyes on Ticonderoga in ruins, and cast a dream-like glance over pictures of the
past, and scenes of which this spot had been the theater.”87 Hawthorne imagined the
fortress as it had been during momentous battles of the American Revolution and the
French and Indian War. He emerged from his daydreaming and opened his eyes on the
Ticonderoga of the present: “Tall trees have grown upon its ramparts, since the last
garrison marched out, to return no more, or only at some dreamer’s summons, gliding
from the twilight past to vanish among realities.”88 Hawthorne reconstructed Ticonderoga
but not as Jefferson had reconstructed the ruin at Nimes. He left the measuring of stones
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and the drawing of plans to antiquarians and West Point graduates. Amid the ruins of the
present he felt the lived presence of the past.
James Fenimore Cooper preceded Hawthorne not only in attempting to invent an
American past but also in attacking an antiquarian concept or consciousness of
“American ruin.” In his 1827 novel, The Red Rover, Cooper wrote the ruins of a colonialera wind-powered gristmill into his vision of a practical, usable past. In the final section
of this chapter, I explain how, in the place of antiquarian and picturesque ruin, Cooper
advanced a concept of mechanical ruin In the process of rediscovering America as the
source for an American art, Cooper looked away from the ruins of antiquity and toward
America’s mechanical legacy. Cooper believed that by attending to America’s homegrown mechanical “ruins” as Jefferson had “gazed upon” the Maison Carree, the young
nation’s master craftsmen cultivated their mechanical genius. For Cooper, the mechanical
“ruin” was a repository of a practical knowledge that might prove useful to Americans as
they negotiated the rise of machine power within a burgeoning commercial democracy.
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JAMES FENIMORE COOPER’S “NICE MACHINE”
Newport, Rhode Island’s Touro Park is home to a peculiar American ruin, a
circular stone tower twenty-eight feel tall and twenty-two feet in diameter that was the
source of some nineteenth-century historical controversy. Fantastic theories of the
tower’s origins began surfacing in the early nineteenth century. Most famously, in 1837
Carl Christian Rafn, a Danish antiquarian, argued that Vikings constructed the tower long
before Columbus “discovered” the New World.89 Historians have long agreed that
Newport’s mysterious ruin was, in fact, a wind-powered gristmill erected by Benedict
Arnold, the president and Governor of the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations and the great-grandfather of Benedict Arnold V, the infamous general of the
American Revolution who defected to the British side in 1780. The elder Arnold settled
in Newport in 1651 and built a mansion on his property a decade later. He likely
commissioned one of many stonemasons in the area to erect the mill sometime around
1667-1668. Arnold specifically mentions his “Stone Built Wind Mill” in the 1677 will to
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his estate, a reproduction of which appeared as an appendix to an 1851 publication
devoted to the tower controversy.90
While most of the plot of James Fenimore Cooper’s The Red Rover (1827)
unfolds on the open sea, the first third of the nautical romance is set in Newport. Several
scenes feature the famous tower, which Cooper had explored in the early 1820s.91 A work
of historical fiction, Cooper’s tale begins in October 1759, as Newport is awash with the
rumor that a mysterious ship anchored off the coast is a slaver. Neither the readers nor the
townspeople are aware that the vessel is under the command of the newly arrived
“stranger in green,” who is, in fact, the Red Rover, an infamous pirate. After meandering
down the main street of Newport, the stranger walks “past even the edge of the little
suburbs of the town.”92 Upon gaining the crest of a hill, he stops to observe a “young
mariner” who is “standing at the foot of a ruined tower, which was crumbling under the
slow operations of time.”93 As readers “follow the stranger in his walk toward the
tottering edifice,” the narrator further describes the ruin as a “small circular tower, which
might have been constructed, in the infancy of the country, as a place of defense, though
it is far more probable that it was a work of a less warlike nature.” At this point, Cooper
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suddenly interrupted the telling of his mid-eighteenth-century tale to address his early
nineteenth-century readers:
More than half a century after the period of which we are writing, this little
edifice, peculiar in its form, its ruinous condition, and its materials, has suddenly
become the study and the theme of that very learned sort of individual, the
American antiquarian. It is not surprising that a ruin thus honored should have
become the object of many a hot and erudite discussion. While the chivalrous in
the arts and in the antiquities of the country have been gallantly breaking their
lances around the mouldering walls, the less instructed and the less zealous have
regarded the combatants with the same species of wonder as they would have
manifested had they been present when the renowned knight of La Mancha tilted
against his other windmills, so ingeniously described by the immortal Cervantes.94
The unnamed targets of Cooper’s satire likely included former New York Senator, Dr.
Samuel Latham Mitchill, a polymath whom Jefferson nicknamed the “Congressional
Dictionary.” Cooper suggested that, like Cervantes’s deluded country gentleman, the
“American antiquarian” was so obsessed with fantasy that he had abandoned his critical
faculties. In the last sentence of the passage, Cooper privileges American common sense
and rejects the cultural authority of the “erudite” and “learned” antiquarians leaning
against Newport’s windmill. Though “less instructed,” the everyday American is also
even tempered. Cooper’s knight-errant antiquarians are, by comparison, violent,
combative zealots. In sum, Cooper argued that his fellow Americans should locate the
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American past within the provinces of their collective memory rather than the pages of
antiquarians’ official histories.
The Rover commits no such act of antiquarian treason; though a pirate, he
smuggles no feudal values into the American past. Disguised as a barrister, the Rover
joins Wilder, the “young mariner,” in an exploration of the circular ruin. Wilder asks his
new companion to guess at the original function of the ruin. Without hesitation the Rover
confidently replies that the structure once had “its granaries of corn, at least, and I doubt
not, certain little quadrupeds, who were quite as light of fingers as we are of head and
heart. In plain English,” he concludes, “it has been a mill.” When Wilder half-heartedly
notes, “there are those who think it had been a fortress,” the Rover admits that “the place
might do, at need,” but, yet again, he insists, “mill it has been, notwithstanding one might
wish it a nobler origin. The windy situation, the pillars to keep off the invading vermin,
the shape, the air, the very complexion, prove it.”95 The Rover’s “plain English” reveals
Newport’s mysterious structure for what Cooper and today’s historians believe it to have
been.
When Mrs. Wyllys, a female governess, stops to examine the tower with her
young pupil, Gertrude Grayson, she mistakes the sound of the Rover and Wilder (who
remain hidden inside the tower) for rats scurrying about the ruin’s walls: “The rats have
not yet altogether deserted the mill,” she remarks. “Mill!” the young Gertrude exclaims,
“my dear Mrs. Wyllys will you persist in calling this picturesque ruin a mill?” (Cooper’s
emphasis). The governess responds, “however fatal it may be to its charms, in the eyes of
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eighteen, I must call it a mill.” Gertrude is young enough to be light of heart, to use the
Rover’s words. She is easily carried away by the picturesque charms of the ruin at
Newport and continues to protest: “ruins are not so plenty in this country as to justify us
in robbing them of any little claims to interest they may happen to possess.” At this point
Wyllys assumes the role of a moral guardian. She explains that the country is “happier”
for its lack of ruin because “Ruins in a land are, like most of the signs of decay in the
human form, sad evidences of abuses and passions, which have hastened the inroads of
time. These provinces are like yourself, my Gertrude, in their freshness and their youth,
and comparatively, in their innocence also. Let us hope for both a long, an [sic] useful,
and a happy existence.”96 In having Wyllys describe ruins as “signs of decay in the
human form,” Cooper employed a version of the metaphor of the body politic that
recalled Thomas Jefferson’s suggestion that “the mobs of great cities add just so much to
the support of pure government, as sores do to the strength of the human body.”97
Jefferson’s figurative construction of the body politic pathologizes cities, or, more
precisely, the “mobs” of urban-industrial enclaves. Cooper did not so much pathologize
ruin as the desire to see a “picturesque ruin” or antiquity in place of something far more
valuable: an American machine.
The Rover and Ms. Wyllys, who readily identify the tower as a former site of
colonial manufacturing, navigate safely between light-of-head antiquarian theories and
light-of-heart romantic fantasies. They are practically minded, self-reliant Americans.
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The Rover, of course, is an expert sailor. Wyllys, who has spent most of her life aboard a
ship is, in fact, the Rover’s sister, and possesses a “governed and disciplined mind.” The
siblings intimately understand the functions of the nautical “machine,” a complex system
of mechanical functions or technologies including ropes, pulleys, block, winches, spars,
and rigging. In other words, Wyllys and the Rover see an abandoned mill, a machine,
where others see a ruin because they understand the relationship between industrial
design, mechanical process, and environmental conditions.
Like his fictional pirate, Cooper was an accomplished sailor. In The Pilot (1824),
his first sea novel, and again in The Red Rover (1827), he drew from his experiences not
only commandeering the whaling ship Union on infrequent coastal cruises between 1819
and 1822 but also working on a Hudson River sloop in his boyhood, sailing before the
mast on a year-long voyage aboard the merchantman Stirling, and serving in the United
States Navy as a midshipman from 1808-1810. The Red Rover is burdened by a good deal
of jargon, including detailed passages concerning the command and operation of a ship
that contemporary reviewers found more tedious than impressive. Cooper hoped that
demonstrating his considerable knowledge of all things nautical would distinguish him
from Walter Scott, who had written his own seafaring adventure, The Pirate (1822),
despite knowing very little about sailors, their ships, or the sea.
Competing with Scott, his friend and rival, was not Cooper’s sole motivation in
writing a technically detailed nautical novel. Near the end of The Red Rover, Cooper
suggested that in contemplating the nautical machine, the sailor not only gains practical
knowledge but also cultivates a deep sense for aesthetic beauty. His narrator insists,
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there is a high and exquisite taste which the seaman alone attains in the study of a
machine that all have united to commend, which may be likened to the
sensibilities that the artist acquires, by close and long contemplation of the noblest
monuments of antiquity. It teaches him to detect those imperfections which would
escape a less instructed eye, and it heightens the pleasure with which a ship at sea
is gazed at, by enable the mind to keep even pace with the enjoyment of the
senses.
As Jefferson, in hours of “close and long contemplation,” looked upon the Maison
Carrée, so does Cooper’s seaman study the nautical machine. The seaman is no statesmen
nor need he be an enlightened gentleman. He is a master mechanic of a nautical machine.
He may not be a master millwright, but his practical knowledge is great enough to
imagine the basic functions of the machine; therefore, he knows that the mill is neither
what the light-headed antiquarian nor light-hearted romantic believe it to be.
The State Capitol of Virginia at Richmond was something like the republic
Jefferson helped to build; it rooted the fragments of classical antiquity deep in the rich
soil of a “middle landscape.” Landscape painters who saw or imagined ruins were,
likewise, motivated to contain the notion of “ruin” within a middle landscape of the
picturesque: the middle ground between the beautiful and the sublime and the machine
and primeval wilderness. In the 1820s, as Cooper and his contemporaries began to board
America’s first steamships, sailing ships were becoming the objects of nostalgic
reveries.98 Cooper might have hoped that progress would emerge out of the peaceful
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contemplation of America’s abandoned grist mills and decommissioned sailing ships: its
home-grown mechanical ruins; however, the “explosive” end of the Royal Caroline, (the
nautical “machine” the “young mariner,” Wilder, commands) suggests that Cooper feared
progress would be attended by more immediate forms of destruction. As the ship takes on
water and begins sinking “pent air beneath [blows] up the forward part of the deck with
an explosion like that of a gun.”99 The explosion of “pent air” likely recalled to Cooper’s
early nineteenth-century audience the increasingly familiar spectacle of a steamboat
bursting its boilers. In drawing a metaphorical connection between the steam-boiler
explosion and the explosion “of a gun,” Cooper followed a common nineteenth-century
discursive convention. As I explain in the next chapter, the gunpowder explosion
regularly functioned as a metaphorical vehicle in nineteenth-century prosaic accounts of
steam-boiler catastrophes.
In the autumn of 1827, just five months before the American publication of The
Red Rover, a group of hotel owners at Niagara Falls organized an event they promoted as
“Infernal Navigation or a Touch of the Sublime.”100 The “spectacle” of “magnificence
and awful grandeur” was planned for early fall, when genteel tourists would have already
left Niagara. The organizers, a group of American and Canadian entrepreneurs,
collectively purchased a decommissioned schooner, which they planned to send over the
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falls. On Saturday, September 22, 1827, thousands of Americans and Canadians from
nearby towns and villages descended on Niagara to witness a destructive episode of
technological sublimity. The Michigan had been outfitted with a crew in effigy as well as
an old buffalo “whose period was only hastened a few days,” two bears, a fox, raccoon,
eagle, dog, and two geese. Early that afternoon the steamboat Chippewa towed the
schooner and its doomed occupants to a spot three miles above the falls. Relieved of her
towline, the Michigan bounced over the rapids and, at precisely three p.m., plummeted
over the falls. The spectacle “from the moment” the schooner “hove in sight, until she
was dashed, literally, into a thousand pieces was full of interest and novelty.” Only one
goose alone survived the fall.
The destruction of the Michigan is the sort of visual spectacle that would have
transformed the hydraulic power of the falls into a palpably destructive force. In a more
subtle way, the spectacle also celebrated the power of a relatively new machine: the
steam-powered vessel that towed the old sailing ship into position above the falls. The
destruction of the nautical machine not only employed but also implied man’s mastery of
nature by the power of steam. The violent ends of the Michigan and of Cooper’s fictional
brig, the Royal Caroline, suggest that before even the dawn of the Jacksonian era,
American progress had already become a spectacle of creative destruction.
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Chapter Two: Corporeal Ruination and Explosive Growth
After three years traveling among and writing about ancient and medieval ruins,
the English novelist Rose Macaulay published Pleasure of Ruins in 1953. In her
introduction Macaulay warned that her book “is not architectural or archaeological, nor in
any way expert.” Instead, she explained, “its aim [. . . ] is to explore the various kinds of
pleasure given to various people at various epochs by the spectacle of ruined buildings.”1
It is important to note that the source of Macaulay’s ruin pleasure was the “spectacle of
ruined buildings.” This spectacle is the thing that Macaulay called “ruin.” It is a product
of the human imagination, a fantasy people create when they gaze upon the sight of ruin.
Nearly a century after Nathaniel Hawthorne composed his famous lament that “romance
and poetry, like ivy, lichens, and wall-flowers, need Ruin to make them grow,” Macaulay
argued the opposite: Ruins – at least the imaginary objects Macaulay defined as ruins –
need artists and writers, or “romance and poetry,” to exist at all.2
Though Macaulay embarked on her ruin quest in the immediate aftermath of
World War II, she only acknowledged the devastation of the war in “A Note on New
Ruins,” the final chapter of her book. “New ruins have not yet acquired the weathered
patina of age,” Macaulay argued. “[They] are, for a time, stark and bare, vegetationless
and creatureless; blackened and torn, they smell of fire and mortality.”3 New ruins still
wore “the first shattered aspect of the destroyed abbeys before they took on the long
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patience and endurance of time; they were murdered bodies, their wounds gaped and
bled.” In the late 1940s and the early 1950s, the devastation of World War II only spoke
of trauma and pain. Such “new ruins” crowded too much upon Macaulay and were,
therefore, unimaginable. To be imagined and so become a pleasing spectacle
ruins must be at a remove, softened by art, by Piranesi, Salvatore Rosa, Poussin,
Claude, Monsù Desiderio, Pannini, Guardi, Robert, James Pryde, John Piper, the
ruin-poets, or centuries of time. Ruin must be a fantasy, veiled by the mind’s dark
imaginings: in the objects that we see before us, we get to agree with St Thomas
Aquinas, that quae enim diminutae sunt, hoc ipso turpia sunt, [things which have
been dashed to pieces, by this very fact are ugly] and to feel that, in beauty,
wholeness is all. But such wholesome hankerings are, it seems likely merely a
phase of our fearful and fragmented age.4
For Macaulay, the pleasure of “ruins” was a kind of psychological distance, a
forgetting that might take centuries. It is not so much that a building must acquire a
“weathered patina of age,” but that it no longer smell of “fire and mortality.” It was
freshly wrought destruction, Macaulay knew, that drove her to join the subjects of her
book and to dwell on scenes of slow, entropic decay.
I follow Macaulay in drawing a connection between the lived experience of
destruction and the cultural construction of “ruin.” However, I write about destruction or
ruination in the context of America’s market revolution in the early nineteenth century,
and this means I embark on a very different sort of ruin quest. Man-made catastrophes,
especially violent explosions of gunpowder and, by the second decade of the nineteenth
century, steam boilers, made instant ruin not only of gunpowder mills, steamboats,
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locomotives, and manufactories but also of human beings. The corporeal ruins of manmade catastrophes were neither beautiful nor picturesque. They were real and reeked of
death. Like the spectacle that Macaulay calls “ruin,” the instant ruins of the early
nineteenth century were discursive spectacles. Gunpowder and steam-boiler explosions
scattered mechanical and biological fragments of machines and human beings among the
fields, rivers, valleys, and city streets as well as the newspapers, technical journals, and
literature of the American republic. Prosaic descriptions and graphic illustrations of
exploded bodies were among the cultural artifacts that recorded the explosive
transformation of the body politic.
This chapter contributes to an emerging line of scholarly inquiry into the
contested cultural meaning of nineteenth-century American ruins, both real and imagined.
In the first place, the instant ruins I write about are extreme examples of what historian
Nick Yablon identifies as America’s “untimely ruins” – ruins of urban conflagrations and
of the boom and bust cycles that plagued America’s volatile early nineteenth-century
economy. In being both “new” and “ephemeral,” America’s “untimely” ruins confounded
the philosophical expectations of classical republicanism as well as the aesthetic
expectations of picturesque decay.5 Yablon notes that when confronted with the evidence
of the new nation’s “day old ruins,” the most famous traveler to early nineteenth-century
America, Alexis de Tocqueville, exclaimed, “What! Ruins so soon!”6
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Material and corporeal remnants of spectacular destruction could be reminders of
the cost of technological progress; however, they also elicited fascination and awe.
Historian Megan Kate Nelson writes about the corporeal, or what she calls the “living
ruins” of the Civil War. In her cultural and social history of Civil War ruination, she
argues that the instantaneous ruin of the human body on the battlefield shocked
Americans; even though antebellum Americans were “intimately acquainted with death,”
Nelson explains, they “expected bodies to be whole, unmarked by violence,” not
“injured, scarred, or blown into ‘one hundred fragments.’”7 Wartime images of corporeal
dissolution undoubtedly confronted both soldiers and civilians with “shocking evidence
of the power of the war’s killing technologies to obliterate men.”8 Nelson claims that
“both the material reality and the visual images of dismembered bodies and disembodied
limbs were horribly novel sights.”9 The evidence of this chapter suggests that while many
of these sights may have been novel, images of corporeal ruination had long been
familiar. Certainly, the Civil War offered more evidence of corporeal destruction to more
Americans than ever before, especially in the form of the photograph, a medium of
wartime representation that Civil War photographer Matthew Brady revolutionized in the
1860s. However, Americans had been composing sensational accounts of powder-mill
operatives being “blown to atoms” since the late eighteenth century.
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In the popular press and in serious works of American literature, gunpowder-mill
and steam-boiler explosions were semiotic spectacles. In reading and writing about
gunpowder mill explosions, Americans exploited images of corporeal destruction in
attempts to create cultural meaning or acquire certain kinds of cultural capital. Writers
also incorporated the powers and forces of industrial calamity into a forceful rhetoric of
technological progress. Although gory, gruesome, and even pornographic, many
sensational accounts of early industrial disasters naturalized the forces of industrial
calamity.
Powder mill explosions were neither as frequent nor as deadly as steam-boiler
explosions. Nevertheless, they too played a significant and mostly forgotten role in
shaping an American cultural response to the creative destruction of rapid industrial
growth. The earliest American powder mills were destroyed in accidental explosions
within a few years of being built. As a result of the extreme dangers involved in the
manufacture of black powder, powder mills were located in sparsely populated rural
areas even as nineteenth-century American cities became increasingly industrialized.
This chapter integrates the mechanical and biological fragments torn apart by the
violent forces of progress into the history of American ruin. I suggest that the discourse
Americans created in response to the ruination of machines and men is an important and
largely ignored subject of American cultural history. Nineteenth-century America’s most
significant and visible ruins – the instantaneous biomechanical ruins littering the pages of
this chapter – were created within a popular discourse of man-made catastrophe. The
ruins scattered among the rivers and cities of the nineteenth-century republic were
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reproduced by images and linguistic constructions created and consumed by the general
public. Even human bodies became discursively manufactured ruins: rendered by a
language of images and words, the charnel house of explosive industrial growth was
made fit for public consumption.
The history of this discourse can be traced back to the late eighteenth century
when American newspapers included reports about accidental explosions of gunpowder,
especially the massive explosions at gunpowder mills. The framework of social and
cultural conventions that constitute the popular discourse of boiler explosions was
originally constructed in responses to the accidental detonation of black powder – the
product of a discretely different “technology” and manufacturing process. In the first part
of this chapter, I discuss the main features of this discourse in popular accounts of
gunpowder, marine-boiler, and stationary boiler-explosions. I argue that these spectacular
calamities were also discursive opportunities for vernacular expression, moral and
religious instruction, and technical professionalization. I also demonstrate that prior to the
dawn of the steam age and the transportation revolution, gunpowder explosions made
tangible the forces of rapid commercial growth. In the second part of this chapter I dig
beneath the explosive metaphors of nineteenth-century growth and progress to return to
an epicenter of gunpowder violence: the DuPont Company’s Eleutherian-Hagley mills
outside of Wilmington, Delaware. Today, the nineteenth century’s most important site of
gunpowder manufacturing, the Eleutherian-Hagley mills is one of twenty-first century
America’s most picturesque heritage sites and a celebrated model landscape of agrarianstyle manufacturing.
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GUNPOWDER AND STEAM
Before the Eleuthère Irénée du Pont de Nemours Company began producing
substantial quantities of black powder, Americans depended heavily on foreign imports.
After Britain passed an Order-in-Council on October 19, 1774, prohibiting the
importation of gunpowder into the North American Colonies, the newly formed
Continental Congress and several State Conventions, Assemblies, and Committees of
Safety began strongly encouraging the domestic manufacture of black powder. The
Provincial Congress of Massachusetts, for example, passed a resolution on December 8,
1774, to recommend the domestic manufacture of black powder by “repairing one or
more” of the “ruins of several powder mills.”10 The ruins known to members of the
Massachusetts Provincial Congress were likely those of small mills that would have
produced modest quantities of low-quality gunpowder.
On the eve of the American Revolution, the only domestic mill of any
significance had been abandoned for at least a decade. The Milton (Mill-town),
Massachusetts, powder mill, constructed in 1674, was located six miles from Boston on
the banks of the Neponset River; by the time the Provincial Congress passed their
resolution, a chocolate factory occupied the site of the abandoned powder mill. The
Continental Congress constructed the first powder mill in Pennsylvania at French Creek
in 1775. According to a nineteenth-century historian of American manufacturing the mill
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operated for just two years before it was destroyed in an accidental explosion in the
spring of 1777.11
In September 1779, the American Journal and General Advertiser of Providence,
Rhode Island, printed one of the earliest accounts of a domestic powder mill explosion in
the form of an extract of a letter attributed to “his Excellency General Washington.”
Dated August 24 and addressed to Major-General Horatio Gates, the letter describes the
“very melancholy accident” of a North-Providence powder mill “explosion which was
heard a number of miles” distant and killed two men whose bodies were “burnt in a most
shocking manner.”12 After the explosion of a gunpowder mill in Frankford, Pennsylvania,
in the fall of 1790, Philadelphia’s Federal Gazette reported that “three persons were
instantaneously killed,” one “dangerously burnt,” and another “had his arm broken,”
before blaming the accident on the “the imprudence of one of the workmen” who died in
the explosion. “This unfortunate person, when discovered among the ruins was so
mangled and burnt” that he was just able to relate having mindlessly thrown the end of a
candle among some loose powder before succumbing to his fatal injuries.13
In the early 1790s reports of gunpowder explosions printed in newspapers and
magazines began to include more detailed descriptions of the violence done to the human
victims. On August 8, 1792, poet Phillip Freneau’s National Gazette, a Democrat-
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Republican “half weekly,” printed an anonymous account of the “blowing up”14 of a
powder mill in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. As far as I am aware, no American
newspaper had previously described the victims being torn apart by the force of an
explosion. In the words of the Gazette’s contributor, “two tons of finished powder blew
up the whole building, dashing the people to pieces, burning them almost to cinders, and
leaving not a vestige of the building on the spot.”
Still rare in the early 1790s, images of corporeal destruction were standard fare
among early-nineteenth-century accounts of accidental explosions. In 1809, for example,
the Portsmouth Intelligencer reported that “bodies of the dead and wounded” had been
“mangled in a most shocking manner” after an accidental explosion at Fort Constitution
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
some of the unfortunate sufferers were torn limb from limb and carried to a great
distance from the spot in various directions. One of the bodies which was picked
up yesterday in the river was totally stripped of every article of clothing except
one small piece of a shirt close to the elbow. Pieces of human flesh have been
discovered scattered in different spots; — a thigh in one place, a leg and foot in
another, and a hand in a third, — in short we do not recollect ever to have
witnessed a more distressing or appalling sight.”15
The prosaic imagery of the account mimics the physical explosion of the human
body. Its author describes a naked, but complete, body stripped of “every article of
clothing,” immediately before littering the following sentence with a series of
disembodied images. Just as the force of explosions tore “sufferers limb from limb” so
14
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did the nineteenth-century discourse of catastrophe rend bodies into “pieces” of “flesh,”
“thigh,” “leg,” “foot,” and “hand.” It may be that “unspeakable” scenes of “shocking”
corporeal violence in accounts of gunpowder explosions offered readers an opportunity to
enjoy a kind of perverse pleasure that would have been forbidden were it not couched in
terms of both objectivity and sympathy.
Gunpowder explosions were among the first catastrophes consistently made the
subject of evangelical rhetoric. The spectacle of instant, violent death made for powerful
revivalist propaganda. In 1809, for example, the Weekly Visitor, a Kennebunk, Maine,
newspaper, reprinted the Portsmouth Intelligencer account of the explosion at Fort
Constitution. The Visitor included every gruesome detail but also added two paragraphs
of evangelical reflection. The message was a simple one, repeated by most like-minded
Christians of the day: be ready to go to God at any moment. A magazine directed at the
religious education of children made the same argument in 1831 in the context of a “true
story” about a “very pious” powdermill operative who was blown up the previous year.
The narrator spared children none of the usual grotesque details: “Most of his clothes
were burnt off and the remainder were still burning – some of his bones were broken –
his eyes were blown out of his head.” Even in this miserable state the pious operative
prayed to God before expiring. Of course, it was not only powdermill operatives who
should be pious. “Those who travel in steam-boats” – who “live in houses that can be
consumed by fire” – “whose breath may suddenly stop,” the author warned, “all should
be prepared for a sudden departure.” In conclusion, “Every hour we live our lives are in
danger. The Earth is nothing but one great powder-mill, and all who live in it should be
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pious.”16 Even in 1831, after steam boilers had been exploding for some fifteen years, the
gunpowder explosion yet remained a powerful trope for purposes of moral suasion.
Steam-boiler explosions represented a much greater threat to the general public.
In 1827, the steamboat Oliver Ellsworth left Hartford, Connecticut, bound for New York
City. In the open waters of Long Island Sound, seven miles west of the Saybrook
lighthouse on Connecticut’s coast, the ship burst the main flue of her boiler.17 One
passenger, the engineer, and one or two firemen lost their lives. The ship did not sink and
was towed back to Hartford. Though a minor incident in the history of marine boiler
explosions, the explosion on board the Oliver Ellsworth provoked the New York
Spectator to publish a long and detailed story of the “disaster.” In a concluding
paragraph, its author admitted that the loss of a loved one is a severe “blow” regardless of
whether they linger for awhile on their deathbed or depart suddenly. “But the attentions
of friends and relatives,” the author continued, “around the bed of sickness, and gradual
decay, and a thousand endearing circumstances, contribute to soothe the feelings, while
the daily spectacle of wasting nature prepares the minds of the surviving friends for the
soul’s departure.”18 Ruins that acquire age value are like people who wear a visage of
“gradual decay”; they naturally waste away. The problem with instant ruins is also the
problem of sudden accidental death.
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In the 1820s the broad application of steam power and a program of internal
improvements began driving the nation’s market revolution. Steamboats opened the
continent’s extensive waterways to shipping, drastically reducing the time and cost of
transporting agricultural products and manufactured goods. The Erie Canal, completed in
1825, connected the early-national frontier to urban markets in New York. In the early
1830s steam-powered locomotives began operating on routes in the northeast, the middle
Atlantic, and the deep South. Meanwhile, stationary steam boilers were being installed in
urban manufactories, freeing machine-powered shops and manufactories from having to
be located near a reliable source of falling water. By the time Thomas Cole steamed up
the Hudson River to rediscover America in 1825, the nation’s agrarian landscape was
already on its way to becoming a cacophonous soundscape. The shrieking steam whistle
of the locomotive would soon be screaming through Hawthorne’s Sleepy Hollow and
rattling the shake shingles of Thoreau’s cabin.
The broad application of steam power in the United States was met with great
enthusiasm and tempered by legitimate anxiety. The human cost of traveling speedily
along the nation’s waterways became increasingly clear as more and more boilers
exploded with devastating results. In the decade that followed the introduction of highpressure marine boilers in 1816, a succession of steamship disasters began to corrupt the
public excitement surrounding new and innovative applications of machine technology.19
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By the fall of 1817 seven marine boiler explosions had claimed thirty lives.20 According
to some estimates nearly fifty more lives were lost in fifteen marine boiler explosions
between 1818 and 1824.21 Still no federal regulation would come for another fourteen
years, by which time an estimated 800 steam engines were being used for marine
service.22
Steam boilers are filled to a certain level with water and heated to produce a head
of pressurized steam, which “fuels” the steam engine. When excessive steam pressure
builds up inside a boiler and is not released through safety relief valves, boilers can
explode with catastrophic force. Between 1820 and 1860 hundreds of steam-boiler
explosions claimed thousands of American lives. Marine boilers, which were installed
aboard steamships, presented the greatest challenges. The yaw and pitch of ships
presented design problems not easily overcome; yet, culture was as large an obstacle as
design. Boiler manufacturers routinely ignored safety-conscious design specifications.
Meanwhile, irresponsible captains engaged in the popular “sport” of steamboat racing.
With passengers on board captains and their engineers ran their boilers hot to run their
engines fast. Passengers and spectators wagered on river races that all too often ended in
fatal explosions. Most marine boiler explosions were public catastrophes. Paying
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passengers were clearly at risk, but so were the crowds gathered to send them off since
most marine boiler explosions occurred moments after a ship had gotten underway. So
there were times when pieces and parts of human bodies, having been flung skyward by
an explosion, came raining down among crowds gathered on the shore.
In May 1824 the copper boilers aboard the steamboat Aetna exploded mid-voyage
between Washington, New Jersey, and the southern tip of Manhattan. The explosion of
the Aetna was widely reported, and it was the first steamboat explosion to attract the
attention of the Franklin Institute, the mechanical arts and applied sciences institute
founded that year in Philadelphia.23 Steam boiler explosions became one of the most
widely discussed problems in the Institute’s journal and a vehicle for establishing the
cultural authority of applied scientists.24
Americans already shared a discursive relationship to accidental explosions and
the fragmentation of the human form. American engineers made similar comparisons
between gunpowder and steam when they began trying to solve the problem of exploding
steam boilers. In 1851, for example, a writer in the popular journal Scientific American
argued that boiler explosions were caused by excessive quantities of hydrogen gas and
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called hydrogen a “full-blooded cousin to gun powder.”25 After a foundry boiler exploded
in New York in 1853, another contributor to Scientific American warned that “at the
present moment there are hundreds of these powder magazine boilers in our city, to the
great danger of the lives of our citizens.”26 Over thirty years later the popular press could
still allude to gunpowder mills in dramatizing the public threat posed by faulty steam
boilers. The March 12, 1887, issue of The Mechanical Engineer, for example, reprinted a
recently published New York Times article in which steam-powered tugboats were
described as “small floating powder mills.”27
During the transportation revolution of the 1820s and 1830s, steamboats and
locomotives brought far-flung populations into closer and more frequent contact. At the
same time, the young nation’s urban centers were becoming larger, denser, and more
diverse, and innovations in printing technologies were precipitating the rise of massproduced commercial culture. The 1830s witnessed a rapid proliferation of sensational
yellow novels and affordable penny papers. Especially after 1833, when the first penny
papers began forging a mass culture, news of steam-boiler disasters reached a national
audience. In newspaper reports and magazine articles, “heaps” of smoldering ruins often
framed landscapes marked by “mangled” bodies, felled trees, and broken machines.
The great majority of the antebellum reading public shared a taste for violent and
macabre journalism and fiction. As David Reynolds demonstrated in Beneath the
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American Renaissance, dark adventure stories and sensational accounts of appalling
disasters appealed to all sorts of antebellum American readers.28 Especially during the
second quarter of the nineteenth century, the explosion functioned as one of the more
powerful tropes of American prose. In both elite and popular literature, American writers
frequently described all manner of cultural change as kinds of explosions. In June 1828,
for example, the author of an article appearing in the Boston Daily Advertiser and titled
“Humorous Description of the Steam Engine,” drew an analogy between the threat of
steam-boiler explosions and social explosions. Suggesting that there may be limits to the
steam engine’s productive capacities, the author wrote that “if pressed too hard, it may
sometimes make a ‘blow up,’” before continuing, “so will those living steam engines –
the mob.”29
In 1848 a conservative critic, writing in Holden’s Dollar Magazine, charged
popular novelist George Lippard with using “brimstone, saltpetere, and kriasote” to
“tickle the pallet of [America’s] copper-throated public.”30 In accusing Lippard of
inciting class warfare this critic alluded to both ingredients of catastrophe: Lippard’s
rhetoric is made of the same sort of volatile stuff used by gunpowder manufacturers; the
American public is like a copper steam-boiler threatening to explode.
America’s foremost nineteenth-century writers and intellectuals were not immune
to the influence of new colloquialisms and the onslaught of the popular press. Ralph
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Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson, and
Herman Melville shared a fanatical interest in popular literature, newspapers, and
magazines. While living in Liverpool in the 1850s, for example, Hawthorne relied on
friends to ship him stacks of American dailies.31 Dickinson, an equally voracious reader,
enjoyed reading about what she called “funny accidents” — steamboat explosions and
railway collisions. In 1853 Dickinson thanked the editor of her local paper, the
Springfield Republican for reporting on these calamities in “such a sprightly way that
they [were] quite attractive.”32 While the reclusive poet generally relied on the image of
an erupting volcano to describe her explosive emotions, her taste for “funny accidents”
seems to have surfaced in a letter to Thomas Wentworth Higginson. Dickinson wrote, “I
have no monarch in my life, and cannot rule myself; and when I try to organize, my little
force explodes and leaves me bare and charred.”33 The image of Dickinson left “bare and
charred” recalls newspaper accounts of both powder mill and steam boiler explosions,
which frequently described victims who had been stripped of both their clothes and layers
of their skin.34
Melville famously described Hawthorne’s American genius as “that explosive
sort of stuff which will expand though screwed up in a vice, and burst it though it were
triple steel.”35 Leo Marx, of course, noted the steam-age imagery of Moby-Dick nearly
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fifty years ago. He argued, for example, that when Queequeg, the “savage” harpooner of
Moby Dick, first throws his harpoon, Ishmael, Melville’s metaphysical narrator,
describes a scene that “presages the release of explosive, uncontrollable energy in the era
of steam power.”36 In fact, Melville’s text not only brims with the “scalding vapor” of
steam; it also swells with the explosive threat of powder.37 Ahab’s eyes, for example,
hold the fiery threat of black-powder violence: “How he flashed at me! – his eyes like
powder-pans!” exclaims Stubb, the Pequod’s boisterous second-mate, after “coming
afoul” of monomaniacal Ahab.38 Later in the voyage, Ahab anchors machine-age
metaphors in the explosive rhetoric of black powder. After delivering his bombastic
speech from the quarter deck, Ahab surmises that rousing the fighting spirit of his crew
“’twas not so hard a task. I thought to find one stubborn, at the least,” he muses as he sits
alone in his cabin, gazing out the stern windows, “but my one cogged circle fits into all
their various wheels, and they revolve. Or, if you will, like so many ant hills of powder,
they all stand before me, and I their match.”39 In the next section I look beneath the
metaphors and explosive rhetoric of nineteenth-century American discourse and return to
the literal ground of gunpowder mills.
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LAVOISIER’S APPRENTICE
While serving as ambassador to France, Thomas Jefferson made the acquaintance
of Pierre Samuel du Pont de Nemours, a friend to Benjamin Franklin, printer, influential
economist, and descendent, through his mother, of an impoverished noble family from
Burgundy. In his youth Pierre Samuel had pursued his intellectual ambitions rather than
become a watchmaker like his father. His major contribution to economic thought,
Physiocracy (1767), described an agrarian economic philosophy in which national wealth
is tied to land development. Physiocracy challenged the tenets of mercantilism and
immediately preceded the development of classical economics; it had a profound
influence on Adam Smith, who published The Wealth of Nations less than a decade later.
Pierre Samuel barely escaped the National Razor; he was awaiting execution by
guillotine when Robespierre fell in 1794. After a mob sacked their family home in 1797,
the du Ponts left France and settled in London.40 After a brief stay, they sailed to
America, arriving on the Rhode Island coast in the opening days of the nineteenth
century. Jefferson had just been elected President of the young nation after defeating the
incumbent John Adams. He and Pierre Samuel rekindled the friendship they had shared
as younger men in Paris and corresponded until the Frenchman’s death in 1817. Although
Pierre Samuel’s industrious son, Eleuthère Irénée du Pont de Nemours (Irénée), enjoyed
the best contacts an expatriate might hope for, he arrived in America uncertain as to how
he might provide for his young family in the New World. Irénée considered capitalizing
40
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on his extensive knowledge of botany and gardening by going into business as a seed
merchant. A much different plan emerged when, shortly after his arrival, Irénée joined in
a hunting expedition and discovered that American-made gunpowder was not only in
chronically short supply but also of exceptionally poor quality. In France, the talented
botanist had apprenticed under the renowned chemist, Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier. At
Lavoisier’s laboratory, in the Essonne gunpowder factory, Irénée learned to separate
nitrates from saltpeter and to manufacture the finest quality gunpowder in Europe.41
In 1802 Irénée purchased a ninety-five acre plot and mill seat on Delaware’s
Brandywine Creek where he built the DuPont42 Company’s first manufacturing facility
atop the ruined foundations of one of the nation’s first cotton mills. Erected by Jacob
Broom, a signer of the Constitution, the cotton mill burned in 1797, just two years after
beginning to operate. In the words of a nineteenth-century Wilmington local, the Broom
mill remained a “heap of ruins”43 until five years later when Irénée decided the former
cotton-mill site would prove well suited to gunpowder manufacturing; Broom’s dam and
millrace remained in good operating condition and the Brandywine’s banks were well
populated with willow trees for making charcoal, a key ingredient of gunpowder. The
DuPont Company produced its first keg of gunpowder in 1804. By 1810, the firm was
producing over half of the nation’s gunpowder, despite being only one of 208 gunpowder
mills in operation. From the war of 1812 until the close of World War I, the du Ponts
41
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supplied the lion’s share of black powder and other explosives purchased by the federal
government.
In 1813 the DuPont Company expanded onto the Hagley Yard an adjacent, sixtytwo-acre plot, the former site of area pioneer Rudford Dawes’s sawmill and gristmills.44
In the following decades, territorial expansion and United States military engagements
opened new markets for explosives. To increase their production capacity, the DuPont
Company expanded onto a third site, the lower Hagley yard, in 1839. During the
American Civil War, the du Ponts produced ninety percent of the Union’s gunpowder.
Production continued at the original site of Broom’s cotton mill until 1890 when a
massive accidental explosion forced Irénée’s heirs to abandon most of their facilities
there.45 The Hagley facilities remained productive during World War I, when they
operated continuously to meet the federal government’s demand for ordinance. At the
war’s conclusion in 1921, the U. S. military cancelled the majority of its large industrial
contracts; after 119 years, the DuPont Company, which had long-since expanded into
other regions, officially ceased operating on the Brandywine.
The Eleutherian-Hagley Mills, one of nineteenth-century America’s most
significant military-industrial complexes, lay abandoned for the greater part of three
decades. The powder works might have remained ignored and neglected, like many of
America’s abandoned manufactories and industrial facilities, but particular circumstances
favored their preservation. Most importantly, the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Company
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survived the Great Depression; indeed, the company survives today and continues to
thrive as one of the world’s largest chemical manufacturers. The du Pont family grew
extraordinarily wealthy during the twentieth century, especially as a result of World War
I. Substantial family wealth financed preservation and restoration projects that would not
have been supported by meager state and federal budgets. Most significantly, in 1952, on
the 150th anniversary of the Company’s association, heirs to the du Pont fortune
established the Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, an organization which continues to
oversee the historic family estate and the abandoned powder yards. Today, Hagley, as the
site is commonly called, is home to a museum and research library, the du Pont family
mansion, fully restored industrial facilities, and a score of picturesque industrial ruins.
Hagley remains part of a rich natural landscape. The scenic beauty of the
Brandywine Valley attracts a healthy flow of seasonal tourists. Today’s boosters remind
visitors bound for the DuPont Company mills to “make sure to budget some time just to
soak in the views of the river” and promise that the “grounds provide some of the most
beautiful scenery in Brandywine valley no matter what the season.”46 The Hagley
Museum and Library organizes group tours that offer visitors a “charming journey back
to the nineteenth century in a setting of natural splendor.” At Christmas, heated buses
“transport” groups “back to a nineteenth-century style holiday celebration” replete with
“holiday decorations made of nature’s bounty.” In the spring, the estate is home to a “vast
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array of blossoming trees and flowers” and “Canada geese followed by lines of young
goslings” that “grace Hagley’s rolling 235 acres.”47
According to the Hagley Museum and Library website, the estate’s “industrial
ruins and restorations” are among the highlights of their “park-like museum [. . .] situated
on 235 picturesque acres along the Brandywine River.”48 In 1984 the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) reported that a total of “22 recognizable above ground building
ruins” remained scattered across the historic landscape of the mills.49 Stabilized, but
otherwise unrestored, the site’s “industrial ruins,” ivy-covered mills of heavy stone,
enhance the romantic charm of what appears to have long been a bucolic, pastoral
landscape. These quaint ruins, softened by the patina of decay, recall a distant past when
rural manufactories cultivated, rather than consumed, the primeval wilderness of the New
World; however, they also serve as material reminders of the dangers inherent to
nineteenth-century ordinance manufacturing. The 1890 blast at the original mill site, the
largest in the DuPont Company’s history, was detonated by 200,000 pounds of
gunpowder and left seven buildings in utter ruin. It was just one of many accidental
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explosions at the mills. Over the DuPont Company’s 119-year history on the
Brandywine, 288 explosions resulted in a total of 228 fatalities.
The “Great Explosion” of 1818, the second major blast in the DuPont Company’s
history, claimed the lives of thirty-four workers and prompted survivors to adopt the
euphemistic notion of being “sent across the creek.” At first blush, the euphemism seems
rather mundane, a riverfront dweller’s stand-in for “kicking the bucket.” However, like
most well-constructed euphemisms for death and dying, the phrase playfully obscured
disturbing details of the explosive catastrophes that punctuate the history of powder
manufacturing. At the DuPont mills only three of a powder work’s walls were built of
stone. Like the roof, the wall that faced the Brandywine Creek was lightly framed in
wood in the hope that explosions would be directed away from adjacent facilities. The
design proved effective. When a large cache of powder detonated, the creek-side mills
acted as giant mortars that shot tons of rubble, as well as bits and pieces of human bodies,
hurtling over the Brandywine. Historians Jack Potter and Nuala Drescher report that after
the 1818 explosion “human fragments were found at great distances from the Upper
Yard, even in the tree tops on the lawn of tranquil Louviers,” a du Pont family homestead
that stood “across the creek,” and at considerable distance from the powder works.50
Contemporary accounts of what would come to be called the “Great Explosion”
were as graphic as any of the stories printed in America’s early newspapers. The
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explosion was large enough that the citizens of Wilmington, Delaware, four miles from
the mills, felt “as though an earthquake were about to engulf their homes.” They gathered
in the streets and remained there through the evening, waiting “in awful suspense” for
successive reports from the mills. The “mischief,” or explosion, was supposed to have
begun at the pounding mill. It “covered” the graining house and the magazine with a
“shower of fire, and made a terrible havoc of buildings and men.” Workers’ homes were
“shattered to pieces – the fragments covering two acres.” Also, “mangled bodies and
limbs were thrown in different directions, several hundred feet from the place of
explosion.” A local who had toured the “melancholy scene of ruins” found “mangled
bodies, feet, legs and arms, in different directions, many hundred feet from the mills.” On
closely examining a “long piece” of human remains, lying an eighth of a mile from the
source of the explosion, the man found “a perfect ear attached to it.”51
Implicitly referencing the Great Explosions of 1818 and 1890 in a 2005 landscape
review, “Sublime Explosive Pastoral,” the Center for Land Use Interpretation juxtaposed
the memory of long-since detonated, accidental explosions, to the monumental landscape
of today’s heritage site. The powder works are “a conflicted place,” wrote CLUI’s
researchers, “a bucolic European village where worker’s flesh once dripped from the
trees, following the frequent accidental explosions.” The “industrial ruins” that remain
standing today were not reduced to fragments in the explosions that left human remains
in the tops of trees. Hagley’s picturesque ruins are abandoned production sites that have
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passed through what J. B. Jackson famously named an “interval of neglect.” Ornamented
by climbing ivy and Macaulay’s “patina of age,” these abandoned mills are as pleasing as
Macaulay’s “ruins.” Nestled among the “rolling hills” and “natural splendor,” they
enhance the bucolic charm of today’s heritage site. CLUI’s researchers interrupt the
“pleasure of ruins” by depositing their readers in the midst of freshly-exploded
powdermills. They juxtapose the bucolic charm of today’s landscape to what Macaulay
called “new ruins,” the instant ruins preserved not in the landscape, but in the yellowed
pages of nineteenth-century newsprint. Moving between the romantic present and the
violent past, CLUI names the Brandywine’s “dark Eleutherian Mills” one of the most
“remarkable and moving corporate mythscapes in the nation” and its history as an
“important key for understanding the American paradox.”52
In the following, I explore the relationship between scenes of instant ruination and
the bucolic landscape of the early-nineteenth century Eleutherian-Hagley mills. First, I
explain that the Brandywine Valley was a center of merchant milling and market
capitalism long before the du Ponts arrived in 1802. Early visitors to the region generally
remarked that the area’s merchant mills complemented the natural beauty of the
immediate area. The Brandywine was among America’s first “middle landscapes.” One
might expect that the explosive mills, which rapidly became the largest and most
productive in the nation, would have compromised this middle landscape, disrupting
52“Sublime
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what had, for almost a century, been recognized as a virtuous integration of natural
beauty and agrarian style manufacturing. Yet, even while transforming the immediate
area into an epicenter of dramatic catastrophe, the Eleutherian-Hagley mills actually
enhanced the Brandywine’s reputation as a finely cultivated middle landscape.
Irénée’s talented daughter, Sophie, contained the evidence and traumatic realities
of violent catastrophe within her vision of the surrounding landscape and her experience
of the domestic sphere. Sophie’s sketches, cartoons, and artful prose not only document
early nineteenth-century life at an agrarian powder mill site; they also demonstrate that
“new ruins” can be “softened” by art, if not the entropy of decay.
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GUNPOWDER PASTORAL
The abundance of navigable streams feeding the Delaware River and Chesapeake
Bay supported the highest concentration of mills in colonial America. Sometime between
1643 and 1647, after Swedish settlers established New Sweden, the first European colony
on the Brandywine, Governor John Printz erected a mill on Pennsylvania’s Cobb Creek.53
The first gristmill in Pennsylvania, Printz’s mill was also the first water-powered mill in
Pennsylvania, Delaware, or New Jersey.54 Dutch settlers built a mill on the Delaware’s
Turtle Falls in 1658. A flour mill began operating in Germantown in 1683. Four years
later, Swedish colonist and physician Dr. Tyman Stedham erected the first mill on the
Brandywine. Its ruins were known to future inhabitants of the region, including the du
Ponts, as the “Old Barley Mill” ruins. Samuel Kirk purchased the Stedham mill in 1727
and constructed a larger mill in its shadows. The dam and millrace he built to power both
mills destroyed the last of the Algonquian-speaking Lenape’s once-abundant shad
fisheries. The Lenape, the area’s original inhabitants, occupied tribal lands between
southern Delaware and the Hudson River Valley. After failing to secure water rights and
protect the shad runs, the Lenape abandoned the Brandywine in the 1730s. Meanwhile,
Quakers who had followed William Penn to the region after his charter was granted in
1682, began constructing larger mills on the Brandywine. William Shipley and Thomas
Canby founded the flour-milling center known as Brandywine Village in the early 1740s.
Canby’s son Oliver purchased the Kirk mills in 1743, the same year he began operating at
53
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a third flourmill on an adjacent site. By the mid eighteenth century the Brandywine’s
flour mills were operating as merchant mills, rather than local mills.55
The merchant mills delighted early supporters of domestic manufactures who
toured the American republic in the first decades following Independence. Elkinah
Watson, a Plymouth, Massachusetts, native and a future promoter of the Erie Canal,
visited the Brandywine mills in 1785 to “examine” what he named “the most extensive
flouring mills on the continent.” He then made the ten-mile trip from Brandywine Village
to Delaware’s Red Clay Creek to meet Oliver Evans who had built the world’s first fully
automatic and integrated gristmill two years prior.56 While Federalist Congressman
William Loughton Smith noted that “the Brandywine Mills, about thirteen in number”
were “substantially built of stone” and had “a handsome appearance,” like Watson, he
took little interest in the local landscape or the socioeconomic climate.57 Both Watson
and Smith studied mills, not milling, mechanics and technologies, not the culture of those
who worked in mills or lived beside them.58
As they began to achieve significant economies of scale, the Brandywine’s
merchant millers ceased grinding grist for public consumption as it took time away from
55
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grinding superfine flour. Also, they loaded nearly all of their prized superfine flour onto
wagons and ships bound for Philadelphia, New York, and distant markets overseas.
Despite living among the “most extensive flour-milling center on the continent,” locals
had little access to flour. Farmers who had previously brought their own grain or corn to
be ground in local mills were increasingly having to travel considerable distances, either
to purchase the superfine flour milled within earshot of their homes or to engage the
services of custom millers in other communities. In 1785, the General Assembly of
Delaware responded to increasing public pressure regarding the scarcity of local flour and
passed “an act for the regulation of certain water grist-mills in New-Castle County.” The
act required merchant millers to grind for public consumption one day each week, but set
the fine for noncompliance at just twenty shillings a day. Merchants made more profit
paying the fine than respecting the law. Most didn’t begin abiding by the act until future
amendments raised the twenty-shilling fine to five pounds.59 The region’s subsistence
economy began to buckle under the forces of market capitalism even before the first
gunpowder explosion sent Irish laborers “across the creek.”
In 1796 the Brandywine flouring mills impressed Thomas Twining, son of the
English tea merchant, as a well-cultivated site of American manufacturing. Twining
observed that the “Brandywine mills, for grinding corn, are very celebrated” and found
that their “great neatness and flourishing activity had a very pleasing appearance from the
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road.”60 In neighboring Maryland, on the other hand, Twining encountered a rude
landscape of “partially cleared forest” populated by “stumps of trees.” Of this landscape
Twining simply remarked that “the planting of hedges had not yet commenced, all
refinement in agriculture, as in other things, being reserved for a more advanced stage of
society.”61 With an English gentleman’s sensibility, Twining suggested that Maryland
locals might have allowed at least “a few of the fine trees of the ancient forest” to remain,
“if not in the fields at least in the line of the future hedgerows.” This would have
interrupted the visual continuity of open fields, a feature he judged “extremely
unpicturesque.”62 The Brandywine, by contrast, “already exhibited a spot which might be
compared with any similar scene in England.”63 In other words, the immediate area of the
mills seemed to have matured beyond a state of rude confrontation with nature to become
a landscape of civilized refinement.
Twining’s observations supported a prevailing cultural logic rooted in Locke’s
notion of property.64 A product of his time, Twining failed to draw connections between
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macroeconomic forces and the appearance of landscape. Like most of his contemporaries
he simply espoused the virtues of an agrarian landscape of the pastoral ideal. In reality,
the Brandywine’s merchant mills were operating within an emerging capitalist market
based on forms of wealth far more abstract than property ownership. Despite outward
appearances the mills were part of a new world order. As evidenced by Delaware’s
efforts to regulate the flour-milling practices, the market economy compromised the civic
virtue of not only the Brandywine’s merchant millers, but also the yeomen farmers
caught in the orbit of the Brandywine market revolution. Ironically, merchant millers
were eroding the very values that the agrarian landscape was thought to maintain. What
we might call the proto-industrial Brandywine only appeared to balance human needs and
natural resources. The environmental decay that preceded merchant capitalism as well as
the social fissures merchant capitalism had already started to create were minor notes of
discord drowned in the Brandywine’s flood of economic progress.
Despite intensive growth and substantial increases to local production capacity,
the Brandywine mills continued to impress early nineteenth-century visitors. Robert
Sutcliff, a Quaker merchant from Sheffield, England, who visited the Brandywine mills
in 1804, admitted that the area’s flourmills were “in construction and in situation perhaps
equal to any.” He found that the creek’s rushing waters and steep drops in elevation – the
very features contributing to the Brandywine’s substantial economic advantages –
rendered “the neighborhood” of the mills “beautiful and romantic” and “one amongst the
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many pleasant spots” Sutcliff had seen on his American tour.65 A decade later, the
influential antebellum editor Hezekiah Niles, who had grown up and would retire in
Wilmington, described the Brandywine as a “beautiful and romantic stream” that fed “an
unprecedented number of mill seats” located within a “space of 6 or 8 miles.”66
Clearly, by the time the du Ponts arrived, the Brandywine enjoyed a wellestablished domestic and international reputation. The region was home to an advanced
center of merchant mills that appeared to complement rather than disturb an impressive
landscape of natural beauty. By 1814, when Hezekiah Niles added his note of approval to
this celebratory din, Brandywine exports included flour as well as snuff, paper, cotton,
wire, and gunpowder. Of the many manufactories taking root among the flouring mills,
one might expect Irénée’s gunpowder mills, at least, to have shattered the pastoral idyll
that intoxicated visitors to the region. Ironically, however, the DuPont powdermills
enhanced an already favorable reputation of manufacturing in the Brandywine Valley
even while transforming the immediate area of the mills into an epicenter of violent
catastrophe.
Irénée did not attempt to “civilize” the gunpowder mills with the intention of
mitigating their appearance. He did design and grow magnificent classical gardens on his
estate, and he raised prize-winning Merino sheep. However, he was a skillful botanist and
would likely have pursued his deep interest in landscape design and gardening regardless
65
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of their association with the aesthetics of the middle landscape. He also owned a share in
a nearby woolen mill and raised sheep not out of a desire to cultivate the image of the
pastoral shepherd, but to supply the mill with raw wool of the highest quality.67 The
elements of the landscape that most impressed travelers are best attributed to Irénée’s
talents as a capitalist, not a botanist or would-be pastoralist. Irénée most effectively
transformed his property into a model agrarian landscape by pursuing a straightforward
commercial strategy of protecting his investments and maximizing profit. Acting as a
manufacturer and merchant, he appeared the model of an enlightened agrarian.
The dangers of gunpowder manufacturing prevented Irénée from building large,
monolithic factories like the Lowell mills. Explosions were inevitable, and Irénée could
not risk locating machinery, equipment, or his entire labor force within the confines of a
single large factory. Instead, he wisely constructed small, separate facilities at the edge of
the creek. Each stone edifice was built at some distance from the next so that an
explosion in one facility would not ignite the gunpowder being milled, dried, or stored in
another. Quite fortuitously, the architectural constraints of gunpowder manufacturing had
unintended, but well received, aesthetic consequences. In 1833 an anonymous traveler to
the Eleutherian-Hagley mills admired how the powder works were housed in a
“multiplication of buildings” that lent the “bank of the stream, for a considerable extent,
the appearance of a town.” The visitor concluded that the small stone and mortar mills
67
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and “fine mason work, and bridges, &c. [sic] would justify the conclusion that they had
been the work of some rich borough, under the direction of some prosperous, and public
spirited corporation.”68 As this contemporary account illustrates, when the du Ponts
needed to increase production, they purchased adjacent plots of Brandywine frontage,
since the dangers of gunpowder manufacturing demanded they expand laterally upstream,
away from Wilmington. In contrast to the gunpowder mills on the Brandywine,
America’s textile mills were massive, monolithic buildings. The Lowell and Amoskeag
Mills dramatically altered the landscape. Large populations first of European-American
females, and then immigrants and their families lived in the shadows of these sprawling
mill complexes. Within a generation small, industrial towns grew to become dense, urban
industrial centers.
In the case of powder mills capital accumulation discouraged density. The du
Ponts continued to produce and store larger quantities of increasingly powerful
gunpowder. After the du Ponts began manufacturing guncotton and dynamite, even small
accidents could result in extraordinary catastrophes. In other words, in the case of
gunpowder mills, technological innovation continued to discourage the kinds of
environmental and demographic changes that generally accompanied nineteenth-century
industrial growth. Ironically, in the process of becoming the nation’s largest private
military-industrial complex, the DuPont mills protected longer and longer stretches of the
Brandywine’s banks from being overdeveloped by private or commercial interest. It is by
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virtue of the fact that they once existed as epicenters of destruction that today’s
Eleutherian-Hagley mills appear extraordinary picturesque. The history of these
explosions grounds CLUI’s claim that the mills occupy as paradoxical a landscape as any
American heritage site. There is deep irony in the fact that the destructive potential of
gunpowder actually helped them remain bucolic.
At least one other factor contributed to the general consensus that du Pont
industriousness civilized both the DuPont mills and their workforce. Because Irénée
employed Irish men, he avoided issues regarding the purity and virtue of his labor force.
According to racial stereotypes of early nineteenth-century America, especially after the
Nativism movement gained steam, the Irish were already depraved: manufacturers could
not corrupt a race of men who had no virtue to begin with. Irish immigrants, European
Americans, and other rural-based agricultural workers were easily lured to manufacturing
centers like the Eleutherian and Lowell mills. Those who abandoned agricultural work
for jobs in manufacturing and industry enjoyed the financial security of year-round
employment, higher wages, occasional overtime work, and opportunities for
advancement. In the first decade of the nineteenth century agricultural employment in the
Brandywine region fell from 64% to 41% of the total labor force, while manufacturing
employment grew from 32% to 49%. If powder mill workers survived decades of
dangerous work, they made out rather well. From 1800 – 1859 manufacturing wages in
the region were, on average, 14% greater than agricultural wages.69
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Irénée practiced a form of labor management historians refer to as enlightened
paternalism.70 He demanded a familial sense of loyalty from his workers and would have
regarded collective bargaining as a breach of the personal contract between himself and
each of his individual workers. Irénée’s paternalistic authority functioned as a method of
coercion and control; however, Irénée appears to have been a somewhat benevolent
paternalist. In 1813, for example, the DuPont Company began encouraging their workers
to save a portion of their earnings by offering to pay six percent interest on each savings
account.71 As a result, DuPont employees could save an annual salary in less than six
years, an astonishingly brief period of time for an early nineteenth-century factory
worker. In the wake of the 1818 blast, Irénée established pensions for disabled workers
and widowed families, a move that exceeded the generosity of most manufacturers.72
Finally, Irénée was not an absentee operator but intimately involved in the day-to-day
operations of the powder works. His office was in the family home and no farther from
the volatile mills than the buildings where his employees and their families lived. Irénée’s
wife was inside the family home when the powder yard exploded in 1818 and sustained
injuries that continued to plague her until her death in 1828. Irénée, his father, and his
sons worked among their hired hands and frequently risked their lives defending the yard
from fire. Pierre Samuel died fighting a blaze in 1817. Forty years later, Irénée’s son
nineteenth-century American economic history, see the volume of essays collected by Claudia Goldin and
Hugh Rockoff, eds. Strategic Factors in Nineteenth Century American Economic History: A Volume to
Honor Robert W. Fogel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).
70 See Gordon Wood’s chapters on “Patriarchal Dependence” and “Enlightened Paternalism” in The
Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1991).
71 Adams, “The Standard of Living,” 914.
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Alexis made his last trip “across the creek” after failing to subdue a fire before it
detonated a large cache of black powder. Especially in the first half of the nineteenth
century, the du Pont patriarchs not only worked among their laborers but also assumed a
considerable amount of personal risk when fires broke out at the mills. From another
perspective, the du Ponts, it might be said, understood the principles of social
engineering. Irénée and his progeny knew that their daring exploits to prevent disasters
not only protected their investments but also deflected a good share of criticism both
from their laborers and the surrounding community. It may have also helped to forestall
government regulatory practices.
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SOPHIE’S QUIET PASTORAL
By all accounts Irénée lovingly cared for his children in a patient, open-minded
manner. A deist like Pierre Samuel and Jefferson, he quietly accepted his daughters’
interests in evangelical Christianity. In fact, Irénée generally refrained from pressuring
any of his children to adopt his views. Irénée’s wife, for example, Sophie Dalmas du
Pont, lived the life of a French matron; she served as an equal partner in her marriage and
competently assumed her husband’s duties when he was away on business. She and her
daughters performed the women’s work of maintaining the du Pont family home and
accommodating guests, but they also performed tasks relating to the family business.73
While Irénée and his wife expected their daughters to help run the family household, they
also encouraged intellectual development.
Named after her mother, the couple’s youngest daughter, Sophie, proved the most
gifted of the du Pont children. After Sophie’s mother passed away in 1828, Sophie’s
older sisters began pressuring her to conform to the expectations of young ladies in
America, who enjoyed considerably less intellectual and social freedom than French girls
of Sophie’s age. Meanwhile, her fathers and brothers continued to encourage Sophie’s
intellectual and artistic interests. Sophie’s sisters scolded her when she rejected her first
offer of marriage. Irénée, on the other hand, respected his daughter’s decision and
politely informed her suitor of Sophie’s refusal.
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Irénée quietly encouraged each of his children to observe the world around them
and to sketch from nature.74 Before the precocious Sophie began taking formal drawing
lessons in Philadelphia with the French artist-naturalist Charles Alexandre Lesueur, she
accompanied her parents on walks through the family estate, and tromped beside her
older siblings on their drawing expeditions.75 Sophie’s formal schooling lasted only four
months a year. She spent the remaining eight months at home where she found time to
master an impressively broad range of subjects including Greek and Roman classics,
French history and literature, Spanish literature, English history, politics, horticulture,
botany, ornithology, and entomology. Sophie’s intellectual accomplishments are all the
more impressive when we consider that her domestic duties, while not onerous,
demanded daily attention. The du Ponts were not as financially stable as the families they
mingled with in Philadelphia. Even in the early 1830s, Irénée remained heavily indebted
and often traveled to banks in Philadelphia or New York in order to renew loans or find
new financing. Manufacturing gunpowder was a capital-intensive endeavor, especially as
explosions could wipe out years’ worth of equity in a single instant. Unlike wealthier
manufacturers and their merchant friends in Philadelphia, the du Ponts had few servants
and kept no live-in help. After the death of Irénée’s wife, his eldest daughter Victorina
(Vic) assumed the matriarch’s domestic role. She and her younger sisters, including the
young Sophie, did most of the cleaning, cooking, and sewing servants might have
otherwise performed.
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Sophie lived the majority of her seventy-eight years on the Brandywine, either at
Eleutherian mills or at Louviers, across the creek, where she moved with her husband
(her first cousin Samuel Francis du Pont) after their marriage in 1833. Throughout her
life she remained an astute observer of the natural world, polite society, the cultural
attitudes of her peers, and Americans more generally. Her collected papers total 22,000
items and include more landscape sketches and cartoons like the ones I describe below as
well as personal journals, diaries, and a voluminous correspondence of over 3,850 letters
to about 300 correspondents. This astounding archive remains a unique and underutilized
nineteenth-century record of middle-class female domesticity.76
All the du Pont women were voracious readers, especially of the young Sophie’s
favorite novelist Walter Scott, who enjoyed an intensely enthusiastic readership in
America.77 Scott’s Romantic poetry and novels were so popular that they could be found
on the Kentucky frontier within months of their original publication in England. In the
1820s, Susan Fenimore Cooper and her Westchester friends watched for ships said to be
bringing a new Scott romance among their cargo.78 The publisher Samuel Goodrich
recalled how his younger sister had “committed the whole of the Lady of the Lake to
memory, and was accustomed of an evening to sit at her sewing, while she recited it to an
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admiring circle of listeners.”79 Sophie and her sisters similarly entertained themselves
while working. Each woman would take a turn reading aloud as her companions sewed
powder bags, prepared a meal, or performed other domestic duties that brought them
together in a shared space.
Sophie also admired James Fenimore Cooper, the American writer most often
compared to Scott. She thought The Red Rover his best work. Sophie would have been
able to purchase Cooper’s novel immediately after it was published in Philadelphia in
January 1828. Her future husband Frank read the novel aloud in the du Pont drawing
room sometime thereafter – most likely that winter or spring.80 There is the possibility
that a sketch Sophie made in the summer of 1828, “Mill and Ruins,” had been inspired by
Cooper’s Gertrude, the young female character in The Red Rover who cannot admit that
the Newport Tower, a “picturesque ruin,” had once been a mill (Figure 2.1). One of the
few landscapes that researchers positively attribute to Sophie, “Mill and Ruins” features a
working mill, standing behind a stone ruin. The scene is as picturesque as any English
country painting and remarkable in having been executed by a young woman in America
on the eve of the Jacksonian era.
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Figure 2.1: Sophie du Pont, “Mill and Ruins” (1828).81
Sophie was familiar with a number of mill ruins on or in the vicinity of her
father’s estate. The most popular, the ruins of the Old Barley Mill, marked one of the
Brandywine’s best spots for ice skating, sledding, and the lost art of riding a whirligig.82
As a landmark for the rare lovers’ tryst, the grist mill’s ruins also attracted young women
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who eagerly absorbed Scott and Cooper’s romantic poetry and prose.83 Sophie’s “ruin” is
almost certainly a representation of an abandoned paper mill originally established by
Thomas Gilpin in 1787 at Kentmere, a property just downstream from Eleutherian Mills.
The stone walls that divide the interior of Sophie’s ruin have the form of sluiceways, as
observed in other paper mill ruins including those of the Shenandoah Pulp Factory at
Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia (Figure 2.2). In 1822 a historic flood, or freshet as they
were then called, left the Gilpin paper mill in ruins. It was rebuilt but burned down in
1825, at which time it was abandoned for good.84

Figure 2.2: The Shenandoah Pulp Factory at Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia.85
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The working mill in Sophie’s sketch appears to be constructed in the cathedralindustrial style, introduced in New England and widely adopted in textile mills along the
Brandywine, suggesting that it could be the Gilpin textile mill. The Gilpins, family
friends of the du Ponts, began operating their woolen textile mill at Kentmere in 1812.86
It was also destroyed in the flood of 1822 but was rebuilt along with the paper mill after
being purchased by the Brandywine Manufacturing Company in 1825.87 It would have
been in working order in 1828, as it appears to be in Sophie’s sketch.
It would be natural to assume that Sophie, like Cooper’s Gertrude, saw her native
landscape through the lens of romantic literature. Because she grew up in a
manufacturing community and lived among ruins like the old barley mill and Gilpin’s
paper mill, Sophie also would have recognized that a picturesque ruin could have once
been a mill. Finally, like Cooper, Sophie knew how to generate satire and humor by
highlighting or creating incongruities in her art. Antiquarians like Samuel Mitchill and
young women like Gertrude unwittingly superimposed the foreign elements of romantic
fiction onto the incongruous landscape of the New World. From the time she began
creating her earliest work, her serial cartoons, or “carics” as she called them, Sophie
skillfully drew on romantic literary conventions to consciously foreground a sense of
incongruity between fantasy and reality. She manipulated incongruity to satirically
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engage with her immediate surroundings and social circle, not to make giants out of
windmills.
Over 200 of Sophie’s drawing survive in the Hagley Museum’s archives. The vast
majority are small pencil or watercolor carics she created between 1823 and 1833. Sophie
had been inspired by the example of her uncle, Charles Dalmas, who created watercolors
of the physical plant as well as humorous cartoons of the mill inhabitants in their
environs. Sophie not only absorbed her uncle’s style but also inherited his wit. She began
drawing and annotating her first carics in 1823 after her older sisters Vic and Eleuthera
(Tat) started to edit a family news journal they named “The Tancopanicum Chronicle.”88
Excluded from her older sisters’ project, Sophie composed a number of carics and
stitched them together into booklets she collectively named “Scenes from the
Tancopanicum.”89 A less dutiful housekeeper than Vic or Tat, Sophie often stole a
moment to sketch a scene of her older sisters working in the home, entertaining callers, or
recreating out of doors. These candid scenes of daily life unfolding in the domestic space
and rural landscape of a Jacksonian-era manufacturing village communicate a remarkable
sense of spontaneity.90
Sophie’s facility for literary invention shone brightest when she good naturedly
teased or satirically scorned members of her social circle: the inhabitants or “inhabs” of
Eleutherian Mills, the “overcreekers,” members of the du Pont family living across the
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Brandywine at Louviers, her friends both on the Brandywine and in Philadelphia, and the
du Ponts’ rural neighbors and frequent houseguests. In her earliest carics Sophie
transformed her immediate surroundings into landscapes of romantic fantasy. The
Brandywine became the medieval hamlet known as the Tancopanicum. Its mills and rural
homes become castles and towers. Sophie renamed her attic bedroom at Eleutherian
mills, “Castle Blue.” She bestowed the title “Sir Sprol” upon her ill-mannered uncle,
Charles Dalmas, and dubbed John Phillips, the suitor she refused to marry, the “Knight of
Rockdale.” Sophie usually drew the tall, lanky Phillips without a head, figuratively
mocking his intellectual pretentions. She referred to a drawn-out dispute between painters
and carpenters of the mills as the battle of the “Knights of the Brush” and the “Knights of
the Saw.” Sophie saddled her father’s accountant Mr. Belin with the name “Bartacus,”
but found his wife a more compelling victim of her satire. A slavish follower of
Philadelphia’s fashions, “Lady Bartacus” imagined herself the best dressed of her
Brandywine neighbors; in Sophie’s carics the Brandywine matron looks more like an
overdressed buffoon than a sophisticated “lady.”91
During the decade when Sophie drew her carics, industrial forces transformed not
only the American landscape but also the American soundscape; the relative quiet of the
agrarian republic suddenly gave way to startling steam whistles, foreign tongues, and
frequent steam-boiler explosions. These “voices” erupted into a popular literature that
violated all notions of decorum. The public feasted on gruesome newspaper accounts of
macabre accidents, violence, and murder. Popular discourse inflicted violence on
91
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American language just as machines violated human bodies. Both the content and form of
popular literature, newspapers, and magazines reflected these rapid transformations in
American social order and culture life. The democratic freedom of the press, innovations
in printing technology,92 population growth in urban centers, and the transportation
revolution helped to transform newspapers into the first vehicles of American mass
culture. In a variety of literary forms, but especially in the affordable penny papers,
(including Philadelphia’s Public Ledger, the nation’s first) the literary marketplace
responded to its readers’ insatiable taste for disaster; language mutated in response to the
chaotic, disorienting breakdown of traditional social order. Writers expressed popular
anxieties about city growth in explosive terms.
Betty-Bright Low and Jacqueline Kinsley, the only researchers to have published
any of Sophie’s letters, note how Sophie and her Brandywine contemporaries adopted
new words and phrases being bandied about in Jacksonian-era Philadelphia. In the late
1820s for example, “horrifics” became synonymous with “bonnets” both in the city and
on the creek. Sophie’s journals and correspondence include other examples of linguistic
transmission: “her use of phrases like ‘ludicrous phyzes’ (funny faces), deer taking
‘legbail’ (making a quick getaway), and ‘horrific and griffon.’” As an avid reader of
newspapers and other popular periodicals and a seasonal resident of Philadelphia, Sophie
would have been among the first Brandywiners to adopt such idioms. 93
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The penny papers and popular magazines that Sophie read as zealously as any of
her contemporaries translated the explosive power of powder mill catastrophes and steam
boiler explosions into a vibrant and chaotic language of violent flux and energetic. Also,
she was likely to have been one of few young ladies in America to have been raised on a
gunpowder mill. Sophie’s biographers make a single offhand reference to the Great
Explosion of 1818; they also claim that Sophie, someone who grew up on a powder mill
during the Jacksonian era, “lived in a world without violence.” In fact, Sophie inhabited a
complex landscape of disparate and incongruous elements. She was also an astute
observer of the world around her, and she transformed much of what she experienced into
humorous, light-hearted, domestic vignettes. In a number of carics that Low and Kinsley
include in their collection, innocuous and amusing episodes of domestic “catastrophe”
seem to bear at least the rhetorical trace of powder mill explosions.
In “Our Parlour,” for example, part of a twelve-page booklet of carics, Sophie
explained how the well-worn carpets of the du Pont home came to acquire their worst
scars. “Animated by the skillful pokes” of sister Vic, a fire in the hearth “has begun to
burn furiously –” Sophie wrote. Then comes the domesticated boom of a powdermill
blast: “Suddenly a loud explosion is heard, & a shower of coal is cast over the carpets.”94
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In a series of three carics and a letter to Tat, Sophie described a winemaking episode
similarly punctuated with a domestic explosion:
I have laught so much today, that I am almost sick – You must know sister Vic
has been transvasing her currant wine today and I was called in to assist in the
operations. I supported the Demi John in my arms while Vic, squatted on the
floor, filled the bottles. “O Jeremiah! cries she If I had but a funnel” “Sister,
observed I, If I incline this the least bit I, I could pour the whole down your
neck.” “You little wretch! hush! hush! I’m spilling!” “I’ll never have bottles
enough” at the same time with a “switch of her tail,” overthrowing one and
breaking it to atoms!
Sophie’s letter continues, as did Vic’s misfortune. Later that day, a demijohn full
of the freshly racked currant wine “burst” as Vic attempted to hammer in a cork.
Responding to Vic’s cries for help, the women in the house came running from all
directions. One fetched a platter in a hapless attempt to catch the “torrents” of wine
“descending” from the “burst jug.” Another rushed into the room with a pitcher full of
water: “You goose! no water! you’ll ruin it!,” Vic screamed. “By this time,” Sophie
wrote, “the confusion became so great, everyone rushing against each other and
screaming out at once that I fled.”95
Without access to masculine notions of heroism and bravery, perhaps Sophie
relied on her intractable sense of humor to mitigate the stress accompanying life at
Eleutherian mills. We have no way of knowing if the “torrents” of wine “descending”
from the “burst” jug and the scene of “everyone rushing against each other and screaming
out at once” are traces of psychic trauma. Perhaps Sophie consciously tried to ignore
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evidence of violence in her world in an effort to preserve her image of Eleutherian mills,
which she seems to have consistently identified as a pastoral refuge, unspoiled by the
chaotic din of Jacksonian Philadelphia.96 Regardless of her intentions, her letters and
carics exceed the domestic space of Eleutherian mills. In the passage above, for example,
Vic upsets a jar of wine, “breaking it to atoms” – a phrase used frequently in nineteenthcentury accounts of powdermill and steamboat explosions.
Regardless of Sophie’s intentions, her carics and prose contain the forces of
gunpowder explosions, and of the violent emergence of modern America more generally,
within the domestic, private sphere of the du Pont family estate. Her art and humor
illustrate a general trend of integrating the metaphorical force of gunpowder explosions
into the force of one’s prose – a trend that American writers would rely upon to celebrate
America’s explosive growth, which, in turn, fueled narratives of manifest destiny and
industrial progress. The reports of powder explosions Sophie contained within episodes
of domestic mishaps echo throughout the soundscapes and across the popular literature of
the nineteenth century.
In 1924 Irénée du Pont’s great granddaughter, Louise du Pont Crowninshield,
together with her husband Frank, a former Rough Rider and celebrated yachtsman, began
constructing an Italianate ruin garden at the original site of the first du Pont powdermills.
The Crowninshield Garden bears witness to the tenacity of the picturesque imagination
and the power it holds over interpretations of Hagley’s landscape and industrial ruins.
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Frank and Louise completed their project in 1938, the same year the Federal Writers
Project published their American Guide Series’ guide to the State of Delaware. During
the 1920s and early 1930s a number of visitors to Hagley praised their efforts, describing
Crowninshield as a romantic masterpiece. In contrast, the documentarians who produced
the American Guide Series hardly seemed to notice the culmination of the fourteen-year
project that brought the air of classical ruin to the banks of the Brandywine; the guide’s
authors barely acknowledge the existence of the Crowninshield Garden. They write only
that “below the house,” the original du Pont family home Irénée constructed in 1802, “the
ruins of powder mills have become parts of terraced gardens; other ‘ruins’ are artificial.97
Engaged to record the sights and sounds of the nation, the documentarians seem to have
been utterly unimpressed by the couple’s anachronistic collection of romantic follies.
Louise and Frank married in 1900 and spent a good part of the next two decades
travelling abroad and living at foreign resorts. Requiring the company of his wayfaring
daughter, Louise’s father, Colonel Henry Algernon du Pont, acquired a large part of the
du Pont estate, which had been parceled and divided among various members of the
family after the mills closed in 1921. In 1923 he gifted Louise his part of the estate,
asking only that she pass each Fall and Spring there, where he could enjoy her company.
The land Louise inherited included the original site of “Eleutherian Mills,” the mansion
Irénée built in 1802, and what remained of the powderworks he erected on the site of
Broom’s mill. The site contained a great deal of rubble, remnants of the oldest mills,
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many of which had been torn apart, rebuilt, and shattered again in an eighty-eight year
cycle of catastrophe and progress. Remarkably, the original saltpeter refineries remained
intact when Frank and Louise began surveying the yard and drawing plans.
As Mac Griswold and Eleanor Weller explain in their ambitious survey of private
American Gardens, Frank began constructing the sprawling romantic garden by
demolishing the historic refineries. He transformed the refinery foundations into a series
of garden terraces, flooded the basements of former mill houses to create garden pools,
and used the “huge iron saltpeter kettles” as garden ornaments, “modern industrial
equivalents of the ancient oil jars, employed by other garden designers.” Frank
transformed the most substantial remnants of powderwork ruins into follies, imitations of
ancient or classical ruins. Otherwise he built his ruins, like the quarter-sized Parthenon
that served as a bathhouse, from scratch. He distressed newly erected columns by beating
them with a heavy chain, raised brick walls “deliberately out of plumb,” and shattered
freshly laid marble steps with a hammer.98
The Crowninshield garden slowly evolved into a highly eclectic collection of
follies. The couple had copiously photographed the ruins and gardens they discovered on
their foreign travels. Like many nineteenth-century American artists and writers who had
embarked on the Grand Tour, the couple most admired the ruins of ancient Rome that lay
scattered about the campagna. Crowninshield’s follies are imitations of the couple’s
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favorite ruins, which they had copiously photographed and collected in albums. Griswold
and Weller explain that
some of the water effects at Crowninshield are reminiscent of those at the Villa
Gamberaia; the mosaic is a reminder of one at the Villa Giula in Rome; pots on a
high wall at the Villa Aldobrandini are echoed by agaves on the architrave of a
Crowninshield wall; the gate, now demolished, that led into the garden from the
river road was an exact duplicate of one at the Villa Falconieri in Frascati.99
While the couple’s friends and guests may not have recognized each of these
allusions, some more obscure than others, they delighted in how thoroughly
Crowninshield captured the atmospheric qualities of authentic Italian landscapes.
Influential arbiter of taste and Director and Librarian of the Boston Athenaeum Walter
Muir Whitehill found that the “remnants of the powder mills” so transformed at
Crowninshield compared favorably to Hubert Robert’s picturesque landscapes of Ancient
Rome.100
At Crowninshield, Louise and Frank literally covered up the explosive history of
gunpowder manufacturing beneath a romantic veneer of Old World charm. Their efforts
radically extended the incongruity between appearance and historical reality at the
Eleutherian-Hagley Mills. Since even the industrial ruins of Irénée’s powderworks were
erected on the industrial ruins of Jacob Broom’s cotton mill, the Crowninshield garden
follies are ruins built from ruins atop ruins.
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This dizzying chronology of ruin is further complicated by the fact that, like John
Church Cruger's follies on the Hudson River, the Crowninshield follies eventually
became genuine ruins. In the 1960s many of the follies were demolished. The
Eleutherian-Hagley Mills Foundation, established in 1952, tells the story of a family who
came to America and lived its dream. The Crowninshield garden was out of step with the
Foundation’s narrative of virtuous industrial progress. Nor was it homage to the kind of
landscape architecture practiced by other du Ponts, whose classical gardens with their
neat rows of rare plants and flowers suffered decades of neglect. After undergoing
comprehensive restoration in 1987, the follies left standing at Crowninshield were
deemed too fragile to withstand tourist traffic. Today they lie hidden behind a dense
growth at the garden’s edge. All but a few are totally obscured from public view.
The documentarians who composed the 1938 guide to the state of Delaware had
little regard for the “artificial” ruins Frank and Louise erected on the banks of the
Brandywine. While they attended to the site’s “genuine” ruins as objects of historic
interest, they suggested that the materiality of these ruins belied the violent history of the
mills: “scattered along this beautiful and peaceful hillside, where birds sing and flowers
bloom, are the sites or ruins of many structures where powder was made to kill men and
game and to blast out ways for tunnels, bridges, and dams through the world.”101 In
juxtaposing the idyllic landscape of their present to the violent realities of the not-toodistant past, the documentarians in the employ of the Federal Writers’ Project
demonstrated how the romantic, picturesque ruins of the past so easily belie the
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destructive nature of “progress.” In the final section of this chapter, I construct a similar
juxtaposition, one constituted by the most powerful images of the nineteenth century:
Civil-War photographs of material and corporeal ruin.
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CIVIL WAR IMAGES AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY RUIN
Ruins of mills, foundries, warehouses, and armories are among the most
photographed subjects of the Civil War South. On the one hand, these industrial ruins
were evidence of the widespread destruction caused by the havoc and violence of the
war. However, these Southern ruins were usually seen as more picturesque than
catastrophic. Ironically, images of Civil War industrial ruins actually obfuscate the
industrial history and the history of industrial slavery of the antebellum South.
To begin to understand the place of Civil War ruins in the visual culture of
nineteenth-century America we might juxtapose images of ruin to photographs of dead
soldiers, the most visceral images of the conflict. The first images of American corpses
on a Civil War battlefield were taken by Alexander Gardner, a photographer who worked
for Matthew Brady. “The Dead of Antietam” was displayed in the fall of 1862, at Brady’s
studio in New York City. Like no other photographs of the conflict, these images brought
the horror of the war to Northern audiences. And they were a popular attraction. A New
York Times reporter wrote that in October of 1862, “crowds of people” were “constantly
going up the stairs” to see Brady’s exhibit, which brought “home to us the terrible reality
and earnestness of the war.” Viewers were shocked, upset, and perversely fascinated by
Gardner’s images of the Antietam dead (Figure 2.3). The New York Times reporter writes
about a “terrible fascination” that “draws one near these pictures and makes him loth [sic]
to leave them.”102
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Figure 2.3: Alexander Gardner. “Antietam, Maryland. Bodies of dead, Louisiana
Regiment” (1862).103
Gardner’s photographs of the Antietam dead offered no space for sentimentality.
There is no way to soften these gruesome scenes, to somehow write them into a
picturesque or Romantic history of war. These photographs are portraits not landscapes;
they are close ups of mangled corpses ravaged by war and stiff with rigor mortis, not
vistas of Southern battlefields. In contrast, images of Civil War ruins were often
picturesque rather than gruesome. Photographs of Charleston, South Carolina, and the
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capital of the Confederacy, Richmond, Virginia, are populated not by corpses but by
ruins, monuments to the widespread destruction of the war (Figures 2.4 – 2.5).

Figure 2.4: “Charleston, South Carolina Ruins” (1865).104
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Figure 2.5: “Richmond, Virginia. Ruins of Gallego Mills,” (1865).105
As historian David Blight convincingly argues, the Confederacy lost the Civil
War but the South won the battle for its memory. In Race and Reunion, Blight
synthesizes an astonishing breadth of material to show how the narrative of the Lost
Cause overshadows all other memories of the conflict.106 Especially after 1876, when the
United States abandoned a commitment to Reconstruction in favor of an ideology of
Reconciliation, slavery was written out of the history of the Civil War.107 The war
became a history of courageous battles, fought honorably on both sides, while the actual
causes of the war and the plight of African-American slaves were relatively forgotten.
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The Myth of the Lost Cause portrays the Confederacy as a noble civilization
defeated by northern forces who were not more valorous, but simply enjoyed the
advantages of having more resources, weaponry, and manpower. Lost Cause ideology
addressed the psychic needs of Southerners who felt that the War of Northern Aggression
robbed them of an idyllic, agrarian way of life. Among its main tenets were the ideas that
secession was a legitimate response to cultural and economic aggression of the Northern
states and that slavery was a defensible and benign institution; slaves were portrayed as
having been grateful to their benevolent Southern masters. Finally, according to Southern
ideologues, Reconstruction was an excuse to continue the assault on white southern
civilization that began with what they called the War Between the States, rather than a
federal mandate to insure the Constitutional rights of African-American citizens. Lost
Cause ideology was most aggressively popularized by a former Lt. General of the
Confederate Army, Jubal A. Early, in articles published by the Southern Historical
Society throughout the 1870s. It was adopted and expanded by Jefferson Davis in the Rise
and Fall of the Confederate Government (1881). Finally, D. W. Griffith’s 1915
blockbuster film Birth of a Nation, an adaptation of Thomas Dixon’s novel The
Clansman (1905) and Gone With the Wind – both Margaret Mitchell’s 1936 novel Victor
Fleming’s 1939 film – remain the most powerful pieces of Lost Cause propaganda. There
is an equally rich history of black historians and intellectuals widely disputing Lost Cause
ideology, especially the whitewashed version of Civil War history constructed by
Southern apologists. Already in 1883, Frederick Douglass was aware that the battle for
the memory of the Civil War was in full swing and that the Southern version of the
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history of the war had begun to erase the truth of the war’s cause. Concerning a Memorial
Day speech Douglass gave in 1883 on the 20th Anniversary of the Emancipation
Proclamation, Blight writes that “in his formal remarks at the banquet, Douglass
demonstrated that during the last third of his life (he lived from 1818 until 1895), a
distinguishing feature of his leadership was his quest to preserve the memory of the Civil
War as he believed blacks and the nation should remember it.”108 W. E. B. Dubois
continued the battle for Civil War memory, especially in his landmark history, Black
Reconstruction in America (1935), a ferocious revision of what had become the “official”
history of the war. Especially after the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, a number of
so-called Revisionist historians began rewriting the history of the Civil War, slavery, and
the antebellum South. Blight’s work is a powerful addition to such landmark histories as
John Hope Franklin’s Reconstruction after the Civil War (1961) and Eric Foner’s
Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (1988). Building on
scholarship inspired by the Civil Rights Movement, Blight offers readers a
comprehensive view of how Lost Cause ideology writes the issue of slavery out of Civil
War history. In the course of doing so he reviews the way generations of intellectuals
including Douglass, W.E.B. DuBois, Franklin, and Foner resist memories of the Civil
War that forget slavery.
The picturesque ruins of the urban South fueled the budding ideology of the Lost
Cause because they were ready-made symbols of a grand, bucolic, civilization destroyed
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by Northern aggression and the hostile takeover of Northern industrial capitalists. Urban
ruins of once-flourishing Southern cities were perhaps the most potent visual allegories of
Lost Cause ideology. Contemporary travelers to the post Civil War South noted how the
stone and brick buildings of Richmond and Charleston of the sort in figures 4 and 5,
share the look and feel of classical ruins. In his travelogue, The South: A Tour of Its
Battlefields and Ruined Cities, John T. Trowbridge wrote that “the ruins of Charleston
are the most picturesque of any I saw in the South.”109 An account of two trips to the post
Civil War South, Trowbridge’s travelogue was published in Hartford, Connecticut, in
1866, for northern audiences. A northerner, Trowbridge was, by all accounts, no
proponent of the myth of the Lost Cause. He regarded the destruction of Charleston and
other cities as both symbols of northern victory and an opportunity to rebuild the South as
part of a unified nation. Yet, the aesthetic regard Trowbridge extended to southern ruins
helped legitimate a Lost Cause ideology; it inspired readers to construct Charleston’s and
Richmond’s ruins as romantic symbols. The architectural associations Trowbridge and
others made between southern and classical ruins inspired parallels between lost
civilizations of the ancient past and an imaginary lost civilization of the South. The
antebellum and, particularly northeastern, notion of a picturesque America, one
associated with the wilderness of the Hudson River, also fueled a Romantic narrative of a
bucolic southern civilization lost to the aggression of northern capitalists.
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Alan Trachtenberg, a particularly astute student of both industrialization and Civil
War photography, cites George N. Barnard’s 1866 collection, Photographic Views of
Sherman’s Campaign, as a landmark in the visual history of the war.110 Barnard’s
collection narrated Sherman’s March to the Sea and concluded with ten images of
Columbia, S. C., Fort Sumter, and Charleston. Rather than collecting images of dead
soldiers like Gardner’s “The Dead at Antietam,” Views of Sherman’s Campaign
documented the material destruction rather than the corporeal ruination of the war.111
Trachtenberg argues that Barnard’s views of wrecked cities strewn with rubble capture
“not the force of righteousness or political rectitude, but naked military power.” He pays
particular attention to Gardner’s images of bridges the Union Army erected to replace the
stone bridges destroyed by retreating Confederates. With regard to Barnard’s “Trestle
Bridge at Whiteside” and “Pass in the Raccoon Range” Trachtenberg claims that “by
symbol as well as narrative the book asserts triumphant the victory of the North, its
industrial trestles prevailing over decadent Southern porticos.”112
Among the collection’s many images of ruinous Southern architecture, “Ruins of
the Railroad Depot, Charleston, S.C.” best demonstrates how easily photographs of ruins
could inspire associations to a classical European past (Figure 2.6). By virtue of their
contrast to images of northern industrial forms, images of southern industrial ruins like
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Gardner’s Railroad depot become icons of a preindustrial way of life and the imaginary
civilization invented by Lost Cause ideologues.

Figure 2.6: George Barnard “Ruins of North Eastern Railroad Depot” (1865).113
The juxtaposition between Sophie’s “Mill and Ruins” and episodes of corporeal
ruination punctuating the history of the DuPont Company powdermills suggests a
paradox at the heart of nineteenth-century progress. The juxtaposition between the “Dead
at Antietam” and the images of picturesque ruins in war-torn southern cities is perhaps
more emblematic of the paradox of American history. The “perfect ear” exploded from a
powdermill operative’s skull and bodies rotting on Civil War battlefields are fragments
that disrupt linear sequences of national progress and southern declension. After
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Benjamin, we might recognize these fragments as the kinds of ruins that expose the
reality of constant ruination – a reality too often forgotten or repressed by ruins of
picturesque decay and the fantasies they evoke.
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Chapter Three: Urban Exploration
Urban Exploration (UE) is the practice of discovering, infiltrating, and
documenting little-seen parts of the built environment. The term was coined in 1996 in an
urban-explorer fanzine, Infiltration. Its founder, the late Jeff Chapman, also known as
Ninjalicious, explained that urban explorers regard themselves as preservationists, not
vandals. In his do-it-yourself guide to urban exploring, Access All Areas, Chapman
contended that urban explorers should follow the naturalist maxim of taking nothing but
pictures, and leaving nothing but footprints. Urban explorers find their way into
abandoned subway stations and train tunnels, storm sewers, decommissioned power
plants, factories, insane asylums, and hospitals. Some have rediscovered or recovered
important historical spaces forgotten by city officials and residents. Many practitioners
like Michael Cook maintain blogs and websites that function as public archives of the
built environment. His website, The Vanishing Point, includes historical maps of the
places he explores, narratives detailing his travels into off-limits or forgotten spaces,
stunning photographic images of their deepest recesses, and historical essays.1
The first part of this chapter introduces UE and its emergence as a global
subculture. I begin by describing activities I recognize as important antecedents to UE
including the Renaissance practice of aqueduct hunting and the psychogeographical art of
the dérive. Next, I construct a genealogy of important figures today’s explorers recognize
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as their forebears. Like members of any subculture, urban explorers are invested in
constructing a historical identity and articulating the cultural significance of their
activities. My understanding of urban explorers’ ideological concerns and cultural
interventions comes primarily from my analysis of urban-explorer texts. I understand
“text” to refer to a broad range of cultural products. An urban-explorer text might be a
single photograph, a prose piece, the entire run of a zine, a blog or single blog posting, a
website, or an image gallery. My focus on the zine-based iteration of Chapman’s
Infiltration and Michael Cook’s website, The Vanishing Point, is governed by my interest
in tracing the growth of UE from a subculture that was local and zine-based to one that
has become global and web-based. First, I explain how Chapman’s practice of UE can be
understood as a cultural critique of modern cities. Chapman suggested ways for the urban
explorer to recover a sense of public places threatened by trends of privatization and
development. Next, I argue that the contemporary version of the online hypertext has
been a vehicle for the popularization of a postindustrial-picturesque aesthetic. Images and
impressions of postindustrial ruin currently circulate among hundreds of websites and
blogs – hypertexts2 that have become vehicles for a contemporary aesthetic: the
postindustrial picturesque. While urban explorers might expose unrealized potentials for
novel and authentic experience, the hypertextual representation of postindustrialpicturesque decay threatens to commodify these experiences. Finally, I conclude by
describing the efforts of urban explorers to work as off-beat preservationists. As
2
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outsiders, often intimate with the most obscure urban settings, explorers can expand the
purview and perspectives of mainstream preservation and heritage efforts. Preservation
simultaneously offers urban explorers the chance to legitimize their practice. Finally, I
understand that any radical practice or subculture risks being co-opted by mainstream
commercial culture. Therefore, I describe examples of preservation work that might resist
the wholesale commodification of urban space.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF URBAN EXPLORING
UE emerged as a subculture in the late twentieth century as modern ruins began to
proliferate in urban centers across the transatlantic, postindustrial west; yet, the practice
has historical antecedents at least as distant as Renaissance Italy. Searching for the
remnants of ancient Roman aqueducts – a pursuit referred to as aqueduct hunting –
appears to have been a favorite pastime of both casual tourists and scholars of antiquity.
The earliest account comes from Renaissance historian Flavio Biondo, who describes an
aqueduct hunting expedition undertaken by Pope Pious II and his court in September
1461.3 Biondo and other fifteenth-century scholars took most of what they knew of the
aqueduct system from manuscripts composed by Frontinus, the ancient Roman appointed
curator aquarum under Nerva in A. D. 97. While the first scholarly treatment of the
aqueducts, Aldus Manutius II’s De aquis, in urbem Romam olim influentibus (Venice,
1576), is mostly a summary of Frontinus, Raffaello Fabretti’s De aquis et aquaeductibus
veteris Romae (Rome, 1680) revolutionized the study of these ancient water-delivery
systems. By supplementing his knowledge of ancient, medieval, and renaissance sources
with actual observations from his extensive aqueduct-hunting expeditions, Fabretti was
able to identify the remnants of the Aqua Alexandrina, the last of the aqueducts
constructed under Alexander Severus in A. D. 226. Proving that the Alexandrina was a
separate conduit, not one of the nine aqueducts mentioned by Frontinus, was just one of
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Fabretti’s important contributions. De aquis immediately became a standard
topographical reference and remained the most important work on the ancient Roman
aqueducts until the late nineteenth century.4
Fabretti was an accomplished archaeologist before undertaking his study of the
Roman aqueduct system. For more than a decade he served as superintendent of
excavations of the catacombs and custodian of relics and antiquities in Rome.5 He was
well known for making long, arduous excursions into the Roman campagna. A number of
episodes in De aquis testify to Fabretti’s willingness to brave poor roads and bad weather
and to proceed with his investigations despite the threat of physical danger.6 Fabretti
writes about being “awestruck” at the site of ancient ruins.7 In recalling his discovery of
an underground conduit, Fabretti claims that the “freshness of an object long sought
drove all weariness and fear from my body and mind.”8 Like many of today’s urban
explorers, Fabretti experienced the thrill of discovery not in some faraway and distant
region but in his own backyard on the outskirts of the city he called home.
UE can also be contextualized within the history of urban walking embodied most
famously by the nineteenth-century French poet and self-described flâneur Charles
Baudelaire and the twentieth-century Marxist theorist and psychogeographer Guy
Debord. While there is no English equivalent, the French noun flâneur (derived from the
verb, flaner, “to stroll”) is most often translated as “drifter,” “stroller,” or “loafer.”
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Baudelaire’s flâneur is a passive-participant in modern city life – someone who plays a
key role in understanding and portraying the city but is careful to remain a detached
observer. Cultural geographer David Harvey explains this dual role when he describes
Baudelaire as “a disengaged and cynical voyeur on the one hand, and man of the people
who enters into the life of his subjects with passion on the other.”9
The flâneur is an important figure in the advent of the modern city with its
crowded thoroughfares and newly emerging patterns of social organization. More
specifically, the flâneur is a product of the Parisian arcade, a street covered by an iron
frame set with glass windows where vendors would set up stalls, to create an indoorstreet market. First erected in the early nineteenth century, the arcades were dominated by
foot traffic rather than horse-drawn buggies; they proved an environment well suited to
the flâneur, who would sometimes stroll with a pet turtle on a leash, the idea being to
follow the slow pace and meanderings of the turtle through the marketplace. In a massive
unfinished work, The Arcades Project, dialectician Walter Benjamin becomes his own
flâneur on long strolls through Paris that inspire sociological and aesthetic insight into the
operation of modern city life. Benjamin, a historian of the miniature, imbued the detritus
of modern life, its discarded objects and spaces, with profound meaning. Today’s urban
explorers are among those who have inherited his interest in objects and spaces that have
exceeded their productive or consumptive potential.
Jeff Chapman, the explorer who went by the online name of Ninjalicious, noted
similarities between UE and the theories of Guy Debord, leading light of the Situationist
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International, a mid-twentieth-century artistic and political movement. Posting on the
“Usufruct Blog” – located at infiltration.org, the online iteration of his zine, Infiltration –
Chapman compared urban exploring to the dérive, Debord’s term for wandering through
the city rather than following a preconceived itinerary. Chapman even suggested that
urban explorers could perhaps “flatter themselves part of Situationism’s modern activist
wing.”10 After Benjamin, Debord was the most auspicious descendent of the flâneur. He
explained that the dérive – literally, drift – is a controlled form of movement through a
city meant to inspire an awareness of a city’s ambience and its many atmospheres. It is
also the central activity of what Debord called psychogeography, an art of reading the
emotional and psychological contours of city space.
Debord was careful to distinguish psychogeography and the dérive from the more
passive, surrealist activity of the flâneur. In his “Theorie de la dérive” Debord explained
that the psychogeographer has a program, a plan. Despite the connotation of aimlessness,
the dérive is, like any serious act of interpretation, a seriously considered and carefully
enacted performance. Debord spoke of the dérive as “a technique of rapid passage
through varied ambiances.” Individuals involved in a dérive, wrote Debord, “drop their
relations, their work and leisure activities, and all their other usual motives for movement
and action, and let themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the
encounters they find there.” The dérive actually requires careful study of a city’s space,
planning to determine which environments might make for fruitful explorations, an
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objective understanding of urban space, and an awareness of the feelings that urban
atmospheres evoke.11
Debord and other psychogeographers most clearly depart from the passivity of
Baudelaire and other surrealists in their anticipation of a “new urbanism.” The goal of
psychogeography is to transform urban space and with it the meaning of city living.
Debord and his fellow psychogeographers aimed to rebuild the nineteenth-century Paris
of Baron von Hausmann and the modern Paris dominated by the automobile. “From any
standpoint other than that of police control,” argued Debord, “Hausmann’s Paris is a city
built by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. Today urbanism’s main
problem is ensuring the smooth circulation of a rapidly increasing quantity of motor
vehicles.” Debord suggested that psychogeographers might be “justified in thinking that a
future urbanism will also apply itself to no less utilitarian projects that will give the
greatest consideration to psychogeographical possibilities.” For Debord, the dérive
provides instruction and inspiration to those who would redesign cities suited to the
imaginative and emotional capacities of human beings. This was no less utilitarian a
project, he claimed, than designing city streets suited to Napoleon III’s army or the
family sedan.12
Another urban explorer recalls Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life
when she argues that UE “creates new routes in the city, many ways to move inside the
11
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territory.”13 De Certeau contrasted the Manhattan of a “voyeur” standing on the 110th
floor of the World Trade Center to the Manhattan a “walker” experiences on the ground.
The “walker” reveals a “migrational” urban space at odds with the city imagined by the
“voyeur.” He argued that the city founded by voyeuristic planners and architects proceeds
by obscuring the actual experience of the “walker.” Part of de Certeau’s project was to
“locate practices that are foreign” to the rational, utopian city and that “increasingly
permit the reemergence of the element that the urbanistic project excluded.”14
Jane Jacobs, community activist and author of The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, is a foundational figure for urban explorers like Chapman who suggest
that authentic urban space has been increasingly displaced by urban renewal,
privatization, and the wholesale commodification of urbanization under global
capitalism.15 Jacobs worked within the specific context of a deindustrializing Lower
Manhattan and was foremost among those who foiled New York City planner Robert
Moses’s attempts to build the Lower Manhattan Expressway (LOMEX), which would
have ripped through Manhattan from the Williamsburg Bridge to the Holland Tunnel,
displacing over 2000 families and 800 businesses, and destroying much of the historic,
industrial architecture of neighborhoods like SoHo. While the New York City Board of
Estimate voted to officially block construction of the LOMEX in 1962, Moses saw many
of his other plans for urban redevelopment completed. As his biographer Robert Caro
13
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notes, from the 1930s through the 1960s, Moses was responsible for a number of major
projects aimed at redesigning urban centers for the automobile, including the Henry
Hudson and Verrazano-Narrows Bridges as well as the Brooklyn-Queens, Staten Island,
and Cross-Bronx Expressways.16
In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jacobs critiqued Moses and his
widely adopted approach to urban planning. She recognized the federal highway
extensions, bridges, and other large-debt-funded infrastructural “improvements” of her
day as technologies of social control, tools designed to efficiently move people and
automobiles through urban space. Jacobs argued that city planning was disrupting or
displacing the “intimate and casual life of cities.”17 Dense mixed-use neighborhoods, like
the Greenwich Village Jacobs called home, should be understood as both processes and
products of cultural exchange and human community. Jacobs wasn’t advocating
something new. Rather, she was trying to preserve the city as a place constructed through
and existing for the everyday performances of everyday life.
Fabretti, Baudelaire, Debord, and Jacobs are important figures in what I perceive
as the prehistory of UE; however, I am aware that subcultures write their own histories
and identify their own litany of figures and events in their attempts to construct collective
identities. In this regard, I consider Chapman’s “UE Timeline” among the most important
sources in the historical emergence of UE as a North American, and eventually global,
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subculture.18 The timeline starts not with Fabretti, but with the tragically unlucky
Philibert Aspairt, whom Chapman recognizes as the first cataphile, an explorer who
illegally toured Paris’s vast system of underground mines and tunnels. Aspairt,
doorkeeper of the Val de Grace Hospital, once a Carthusian monastery, disappeared in
1793 while searching for a hidden cache of the old monastery’s liquor. His remains were
found eleven years later.
Chapman also reserves a place for Walt Whitman in urban-explorer lore, citing
Whitman’s 1861 trek through the length of the recently decommissioned and soon-to-be
forgotten Atlantic Avenue Tunnel. Built by the Long Island Railroad in 1844, the tunnel
measures 21 feet wide, 17 feet high at the arch, and 2000 feet in length. At the time of the
tunnel’s construction, ferry service from Manhattan brought passengers to Brooklyn
Heights where Atlantic Avenue met the East River. The two-track wide tunnel allowed
for the easy transport of passengers and freight from the waterfront to the top of Atlantic
Avenue. Following environmental arguments mounted by the burgeoning middle-class
population of Brooklyn, the tunnel was decommissioned in 1859 and sealed in 1861, just
seventeen years after being completed. In Brooklynania, a column he produced for the
Brooklyn Spectator, Whitman lamented the loss of “the old tunnel, that used to lie there
under ground,” which he described as “a passage of Acheron-like solemnity and
darkness.” He also correctly predicted the tunnel’s disappearance from public memory.
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Soon after being “all closed and filled up” the Atlantic Tunnel was “utterly forgotten,
with all its reminiscences.”19
The tunnel might have remained “utterly forgotten” if not for the intervention of
Bob Diamond, another of Chapman’s forbears. In 1980, while studying engineering at
Pratt Institute, Diamond heard the host of a local radio show spinning yarns about ghost
trains under Brooklyn’s streets. Intrigued by an urban legend he had last heard as a child,
Diamond pored through city records until he found a blueprint showing the approximate
location of Whitman’s tunnel. With the help of local gas and utility workers, Diamond
opened a manhole near the intersection of Atlantic Avenue and Court Street and
shimmied the length of a small space between the asphalt above and a layer of dirt below.
At the end of the crawl space he found the top edge of a sealed doorway. Volunteers from
the gas company joined Diamond beneath the street and pried at the masonry door with
crowbars until they broke through into Whitman’s “passage of Acheron like solemnity
and darkness.” Diamond was twelve feet above the floor of a tunnel that appeared to
stretch on for miles. He had just rediscovered a major piece of New York’s history – one
that had eluded historians and his fellow Brooklynites for over a century.20
Chapman’s timeline includes entries for individuals who gained notoriety for
attempting outrageous urban stunts including Harry Gardiner, “The Human Fly,” and
tightrope walker Phillip Petit. In 1916 Gardiner climbed twelve floors or 211 feet up the
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side of the Majestic building in Detroit to become what Chapman called the first
“builderer in recorded history.”21 Petit became world-famous after crossing between the
spires of Notre Dame Cathedral on a tightrope in 1971. The 2008 documentary Man on
Wire revisits his even more astounding tightrope walk between the twin towers of the
World Trade Center in 1977.22
Early practitioners of what would become known as urban exploring include the
Australian-based Cave Clan, a group of urban spelunkers who began exploring sewers
and storm drains in Sydney in the late 1980s, and the Moscow-based Diggers of the
Underground Planet, named after the seventeenth-century English Agrarian reformers.
Chapman claims that in 1994 Vadim Mikhailov and his fellow Diggers found the fabled,
but officially denied, Metro-2 subway station, rumored to have been built by Stalin to
evacuate Party officials away from the Kremlin in an emergency.23 In 1996, the same
year Chapman began self-publishing Infiltration as a Toronto-based zine, a University of
Minnesota student and explorer calling himself Max Action founded the “Adventure
Squad.” Also that year, New York City-based explorers Lefty Liebowitz and L.B. Deoy
launched Jinx, a magazine featuring articles on what they called “urban mountaineering”
and UE.24
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The late 1990s witnessed an explosion of books and websites composed by selfdescribed urban explorers and photographers interested in hidden and picturesque urban
space. In 1997 both Infiltration and Jinx began publishing on the web and a Melbourne
explorer established a website for the Australian Cave Clan. In February 1998, Chapman
took over responsibility for the Urban Exploration Ring, which soon expanded from a
coalition of six to eighteen websites in Australia, Canada, Britain, and the United States.
Print publications that continue to inspire today’s explorers include Stanley Greenberg’s
photo essay Invisible New York: The Hidden Infrastructure of the City (1998) and Dunkle
Welten (1998), a German-language guide to subterranean Berlin by Dietmar and Ingmar
Arnold, members of the web-based exploration ring Berliner Underwelten.25 In 1999
Julia Solis and other New York City-based explorers staged an art-event they called
“Dark Passage” in New York City subway tunnels. Solis published Underground New
York: The Anatomy of a City in 2002, the same year she held the inaugural exhibit of her
“Ars Subterranea” in Brooklyn’s Atlantic Avenue Tunnel.26 Jinx released its book
Invisible Frontier: Exploring the Tunnels, Ruins, and Rooftops of Hidden New York in
July 2003. Chapman published Access All Areas, his guide to UE, a week before dying of
cancer at the age of thirty-one.
My goal in the remainder of this chapter is to delineate urban explorer
subculture’s evolving ideological concerns. I begin by identifying the most significant
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elements of the zine-based urban explorer text: its instructional elements, poorly
reproduced photographs, memoirs, and brief allusions to atmosphere and aesthetics. Next,
I compare Chapman’s zine, Infiltration, to Michael Cook’s hypertext, The Vanishing
Point, and other hypertextual representations of UE. I argue that the proliferation of
urban-exploration websites and the development of UE as a vehicle for contemporary
aesthetics, trends which are clearly related, threaten and have possible undone the
possibility for Chapman’s zine-based practice to perform a critique of urbanization under
capitalism.
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THE URBAN-EXPLORER TEXT
Infiltration was among the first serial publications devoted to urban exploring.
Chapman published it himself in Toronto from November 1996 until June 2005. As a
physical object, Infiltration is unabashedly a zine. Its pages are folded over and stapled
together to form a pamphlet. Photographs are poorly reproduced, presumably
photocopied right onto the page. There are no advertisements. Like the practice it
advocates for, Infiltration is illegitimate. It is just barely a commodity. It carries a price
(one dollar Canadian) but one wonders how it was produced. Infiltration has the look and
feel of other low-budget zines that one imagines to have been printed on paper and ink
stolen from an employer.
The first issues of Infiltration are written almost exclusively by Chapman. They
are also devoted to sites in and around Toronto, Chapman’s stomping ground, which
lends Infiltration a local feel. By the second issue it is clear that Infiltration has gained an
audience, however modest: letters to the editor started coming in. Soon, other explorers
began contributing pieces of their own. Infiltration is the subculture’s best example of
early zine-based urban-explorer textuality. The most common Infiltration piece is both a
written and visual account of a recently explored site. Most read like guides and include
hand-drawn maps and photographs of access points or objects of interest; they are
designed for beginners and include tips about how to access sites alongside suggestions
about what to see and what physical dangers to avoid. Some pieces include historical
accounts of the places being explored. Few have the introspective quality of a memoir,
though explorers sometimes wrote about the thrill they enjoyed when infiltrating off137

limits areas. In pieces that narrate the exploration of an abandoned or underground
environment, authors sometimes marvel at being the first person to occupy a place in
decades or centuries.
Issue 7 of Infiltration, “Abandoned Buildings,” contains an excellent example of
an urban-explorer text that concerns my larger object of study, the industrial ruin.
Chapman’s fellow explorer Throckmorten contributed the issue’s cover story, “Toronto’s
Secret Castles: A guide to exploring abandoned industrial buildings,” in which he
describes his explorations of an abandoned malt plant, a mill that once processed cooking
oils, a decommissioned power-generating station, and an empty Sears merchandise
building. Throckmorten begins by contrasting the current state of these abandoned spaces
– damp, dark, and silent – to how they must have once appeared: “It’s hard to imagine,
that at one point in time, the very spot I stood was once a buzz [sic] with activity. . . Now
it’s all gone, and the empty and neglected monuments stand as reminders to all of us that
everything comes to an end.”27 The sense of nostalgia running through this passage also
dominated Throckmorten’s personal connection to abandoned spaces. In an
autobiographical account, a feature common to other urban-explorer texts, Throckmorten
wrote about exploring an abandoned steam plant as a child, a place that seemed
“mysterious and magical.” 28
Throckmorten devotes the next few pages of his article to historical accounts and
architectural descriptions of some of the Toronto sites that he and Chapman had explored
27
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together. We learn that the Canada Malt Plant of the Canada Malting Company (CMC),
the first of the buildings Throckmorten writes about, opened in 1928. It was, claims
Throckmorten,
Considered a milestone in the history of Canadian civil engineering technology,
the CMC silos are made up of two separate but adjacent modules: the silo unit and
the germination-kiln unit. There are four components that make up the silos: the
original 1928 silos and the head house, the 1944 silo extension and the marine leg.
The original silo component contains 15 grain storage bins and stands 120 feet
high, while the 1944 silo extension contains 14 bins and stands 150 feet high.
Smooth uninterrupted poured-concrete walls can be seen in this section,
representing an advance in construction technology over the 1928 section.29
After offering site-specific information, Throckmorten contextualized the site he had
explored within a broader history of the grain trade and silo construction in North
America. He explained, for example, how the explosive nature of grain dust necessitated
the shift from wood and brick silos like the ones constructed in 1928 to the poured
concrete silos later constructed at the site.
The rest of the twelve-page article is simply a site-specific guide to exploration.
Throckmorten instructs those preparing to infiltrate the Canada Malt Plant to equip
themselves with a first-aid kit and a good flashlight, to “wear long sleeves and a good
pair of shoes,” and to take an antihistamine as “there’s a lot of dust.” He suggests out-ofthe-way entry points so as to not be noticed by the occasional police cruiser. Dangerous
areas get special attention; Throckmorten warns that the Canada Malt Plant is “the most
potentially dangerous place” he’d ever explored: “There are lots of openings in the
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concrete floors [. . . ] some of which are hard to spot in the dark – some drop several
floors” as well as “doorways that will take you on an express trip to death hundreds of
feet below.” Also, his article features a number of poorly reproduced but instructional
photographs of access points, the plant’s inner courtyard, dilapidated equipment rooms,
and the roof, which offers a spectacular view: “The view from here is second only to a
helicopter – the skyline sprawls out before you” he exclaimed.30
Any sense of the atmospheric qualities of abandonment, most explicit in
Throckmorten’s decision to refer to these industrial ruins as “secret castles,” is buried
beneath practical considerations regarding infiltration, exploration, and safety. Like most
of the articles published in Infiltration, Throckmorten’s “Secret Castles” is a site-specific
guide that offers little insight into abstract or intellectual matters. The conceptual work of
defining and defending UE was left to Chapman. In editorial introductions to certain
issues of Infiltration, Chapman associated UE with a set of shared values, ethical
principles, and ideological concerns. In the inaugural issue of his zine, for example,
Chapman insisted on the explorer’s right to access or infiltrate off-limits areas. In doing
so, he modeled the urban explorer after the computer hacker. Chapman explained that the
“the book Hackers and the quarterly guide to computer hacking, phone phreaking, and
such activities, 2600” inspired him to act according to a “‘freedom to look around
ethic.”31 In his aforementioned timeline of UE, Chapman recognized Eric Bagai’s “The
First Hackers,” a seminal essay in the textual history of urban exploring. Bagai also
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suggested that urban exploring owed a debt to hacker culture. Writing in 1990, Bagai
drew direct comparisons between what he called “building hackers” and computer
hackers: “computer hackers devote themselves to programming beyond the apparent
limits of a given computer, or to gathering comprehensive software libraries or to the
surreptitious entry and exploration of computer systems. The last is what building
hackers do – they explore buildings surreptitiously.” Bagai was careful to describe
“building hacking” as a harmless activity: he claimed to have never met a building hacker
“who was the least interested in exploring someone’s residence.” Just as Chapman
described urban explorers as preservationists rather than vandals, Bagai insisted that
“only children, criminals, or the uninformed take things, or scrawl graffiti on a wall or
trash a building.” He instructed his readers to “be invisible and leave no trace of
passage.” A hacker, he wrote, “touches nothing, takes nothing, and leaves no sign of his
presence.”32 Philosopher Dylan Trigg discovered Infiltration online while conducting
research for his “phenomenological analysis of the built environment,” The Aesthetics of
Decay. Trigg, who devotes a short chapter of his book to UE, describes urban explorers’
shared commitment to leave only footprints and take nothing but pictures as a “tacit
ethical rule” that “allows the practice to align itself with the preservative agenda of
industrial archaeology while distancing itself from trespassing.”33
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While urban explorers articulate their preservationist ethic through a conventional
naturalist maxim, they also reject passive forms of consumption as inauthentic. In Access
All Areas, Chapman explains that “rather than passively consume entertainment, urban
explorers strive to actually create authentic experiences by making discoveries that allow
them to participate in the secret workings of cities and structures.”34 Like other extreme
recreationalists, urban explorers manage ways to design their own activities and
experiences. They are like backcountry skiers who shun ski resorts, their swarms of
tourists and ski lifts, and hike outrageous distances up the sides of mountains to “earn”
their downhill runs. In other words, UE is a kind of subcultural activity. Subcultures have
long been recognized as groups of individuals who share practices and values that form in
opposition to mainstream culture. In 1950, for example, David Reisman contributed an
article to American Quarterly titled, “Listening to Popular Music,” in which he
distinguished between a majority “which passively accept[s] commercially provided
styles and meanings, and a ‘subculture’ which actively [seeks] a minority style ... and
interpret[s] it in accordance with subversive values.”35 More recently, cultural theorist
Ken Gelder suggested that subcultures could be understood through their refusal of the
banalities of ordinary life and mass culture and through their association with territory,
like the street, rather than property.36
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Chapman attempted to forge a cultural identity for urban explorers and explain
why he believed UE was a meaningful activity. He rejected the passive acceptance of
what Reisman called “commercially provided styles and meanings.” He also insisted that
urban explorers actively construct their experience of the built environment rather than
“passively consume entertainment” in the form of “safe” and “sanitized attractions that
require an admission fee.” Rather than be admitted, the explorer gains access. Reisman
associated subcultures with “minority style[s]”; Chapman associated UE with a wide
variety of activities, or what we might call styles of exploration; however, he also
grounded his conception of UE in a broadly inclusive, shared value: the “freedom to look
around ethic” that he adopted from computer hackers.
I want to more closely examine the way Chapman constructed urban exploring in
relation to what he called authentic experience. First, he insisted that the urban explorer
creates authentic experiences by “making discoveries.” In the context of the overall
passage, it’s clear that Chapman’s uses the word “discovery” in its epistemological
denotation. “Making a discovery” is, therefore, an act of knowing. Chapman advocated
for what we might call active learning: the active-learning process of UE enables the
urban explorer to “participate in the secret workings of cities and structures.” In sum,
urban explorers create authentic experiences by engaging in an active-learning process
through which they become capable of participating in the “secret workings of cities and
structures.” Chapman’s use of the word “secret” connotes an exclusivity that is
misleading in the context of his wider message. Elsewhere, Chapman is careful to avoid
romanticizing the urban explorer as some kind of adept: his zine and website were
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designed both as forums for existing practitioners and as introductions to UE. I argue that
Chapman’s practice was one aimed at disclosing the kind of public knowledge that
commercial, private space conceals.
In an interview with Trigg in the early 2000s, Chapman identified two “cultural
trends” drawing people to engage in UE:
I think the main cultural trends that have caused the idea of urban exploration to
resonate with a lot of people are the increasing absence of public spaces and the
increasing absence of real places. I suppose some people might view the way our
cities have evolved over the last few decades as progress, but I think the vast
majority would agree that cities have gone downhill, and that the people who live
in them are worse off because of it.37
Chapman echoed numerous critiques of urban development under global capitalism that
point to the expansion of private property and erosion of public space, trends that alienate
the average citizen from both the cultural and material production of the city. In 1977, the
publication of Yi-Fi Tuan’s Space and Place revolutionized the study of human
geography. Tuan described “space” and “place” as distinct but co-dependent experiential
categories. “What begins as undifferentiated space,” he wrote, “becomes place as we get
to know it better and endow it with value.”38 Tuan inspired future thinkers to more deeply
consider the way people actively create meaningful places out of the space they inhabit.
Attending to the way local groups form places out of the undifferentiated spaces of their
local environments resists reductive, homogenizing forces of neoliberalism.
37 Dylan
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Chapman grounded his practice in an active pursuit of knowledge, a usufruct
notion of space, and a commitment to exercising his “freedom to look around.” His acts
of exploration uncovered authentic experiences – experiences that humans create when
they are free to use public spaces openly and cooperatively. I understand Chapman’s
practice as the performance of an anti-capitalist critique. UE might, theoretically at least,
be construed as a means for infiltrating neoliberalism. By transforming the urban spaces
of global capitalism into places for non-capitalist forms of experience, explorers of
Chapman’s ilk exercise their right to the city.39
Modern industrial ruins are among the most frequently explored sites of UE. On
the one hand, modern industrial ruins seem to recommend critiques of capitalism;
however, former sites of industrial production scattered across the transatlantic west have
also revived a centuries-old fascination with the aesthetics of decay. In moving from a
local, zine-based form of practice to a global subculture marked by a proliferation of
websites dedicated to the aesthetics of picturesque postindustrial decay, UE has
contributed to the commodification of modern-industrial ruin. In the following, I describe
how, by becoming commodities, spaces that might function as potential sites of anticapitalist critique are reinscribed within a cycle of capitalist exchange.
39
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Chapman’s website, infiltration.org was, like the zine Infiltration, a do-it-yourself
guide for creating authentic experiences. The site preserved the instructional quality of
the print publication. Though it remains on the web, the site has not been updated or
maintained since Chapman’s death nearly eight years ago. It remains frozen in time. The
site was simple, even by 2005 standards, and never featured the fascinating images that
constitute the majority of the content found on most urban-explorer websites currently
populating cyberspace.40 Today’s urban-explorer hypertext is obviously much better
suited to the visual and aesthetic expression of UE than the guide-oriented zine and the
websites designed more than a few years ago. The proliferation of urban-explorer
websites or hypertexts and the overwhelming interest among urban explorers and the
general public in the postindustrial picturesque have been, over the past few years,
mutually reinforcing phenomena. Digital cameras and digital-imaging software have
grown more affordable and user friendly. Coding languages developed for web design
have grown increasingly powerful and flexible. In short, with increased access to the
production and dissemination of the image-driven hypertext, the do-it-yourself explorer
has increasingly become a do-it-yourself twenty-first century landscape artist.
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Michael Cook’s The Vanishing Point is one of the finest websites dedicated to
UE. Cook writes that his site is about spaces that “exist at the boundaries of modern
control, as concessions to the landscape, as the debris left by economic transition as
evidence of the transient nature of our place upon this earth.”41 Cook takes beautiful
photographs of decommissioned underground infrastructure. Upon navigating to Cook’s
website, one is immediately struck not by the verbal content of the site but by the large
high-resolution photographs posted and archived there. These are not instructional
images highlighting access points, dangers, or other elements of a site that are
immediately relevant to the practice of UE. They are expertly produced photographs a
wider public might consume for their beauty.42 A number of them are for sale as prints,
and Cook considers individual requests for others. Cook works extensively with lighting
and depth of field to produce images within contemporary abandonments and ruins that
clearly recommend the notion of a postindustrial picturesque. His photographs of
decommissioned tailraces beneath Niagara Falls, for example, illuminate vast spaces that
the viewer penetrates through the photographer’s masterful command of lighting
technique. The arteries of these decommissioned power stations are imposing in their
dimensions; they glow, eerily bathed in artificial light (Figure 3.1). Cook’s images are all
the more captivating if we read about what we might call his production process. Like a
mountain climber or spelunker, Cook gathers his images at great personal risk. His
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audacity in dropping ten stories beneath Niagara Falls to photograph tailraces few others
will ever see is inextricably tied to his art. Cook engages in acts of discovery as extreme
as any described in the pages of Chapman’s zine. If authenticity resides, as Chapman
contends, in earning one’s experience, Cook is undoubtedly a serious and dedicated
explorer. Meanwhile, Cook’s photographs, both as prints and as elements of a larger
hypertext, are representative of the subculture’s turn toward the aesthetics of ruin and
abandonment.

Figure 3.1: Michael Cook, “Tailrace.”43
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When Trigg interviewed Chapman, the philosopher asked the explorer whether
“the aesthetics of decay [was] developing as people tire of their sterile environment,”
noting that perhaps a desire for the “really real” was driving a then-incipient interest in
the aesthetics of industrial ruins and other derelict sites.44 “I wouldn’t say what people are
looking for is the beauty of decay,” replied Chapman, “so much as the beauty of
authenticity, of which decay is a component.”45 Noting that urban explorer Julia Solis had
written “fictional books that deal with matters of decay” and that Jinx had “recently
published their Invisible Frontier,” Trigg nevertheless wondered if there was a “danger
that UE” could end up being “monopolized by personal ambition or otherwise become a
novelty for the dubious outsider.”46 His fears proved prescient. As I demonstrate in the
chapter that follows, since 2009 there has been an explosion of interest in the aesthetics
of modern ruin and postindustrial decay.
When writing about their experiences exploring contemporary ruins, many
explorers dispense with the guide-oriented language of Chapman’s zine. They write about
the aesthetic, even existential experience of occupying or inhabiting a ruin. In the course
of explaining her fascination with urban abandonments, for example, urban explorer Drie
Gallant of the website Synesthetic Light writes that within abandoned industrial sites,
“The wind through a broken window is a song, instead of a repair waiting to happen.”47
In transcendentalist fashion, Gallant also insists that “you can fall in love with a ruin . . .
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It begins with hearing the rhythm of a place,” she writes, “and progresses to melting into
it, so you and it are one.”48 In response to Gallant, another explorer claims that the
“feelings of separation from Man and his makings are just as strong in an abandoned
building as they are in the wilderness.”49 Inside abandoned urban-industrial ruins, these
explorers feel they have escaped the superficial makings of human society. They describe
a peaceful experience that they insist is more authentic than the experience within
regulated space. In this example, as with Cook’s The Vanishing Point, the urban
explorer’s search for authenticity becomes fused with the aesthetics of decay. In
conflating what Chapman called the “beauty of authenticity” with the postindustrial
picturesque, urban explorers reduce urban spaces into aesthetic commodities. Urban
historian Sharon Zukin has demonstrated that the gentrification of Manhattan in the early
1980s was powered by a similar process of authenticating postindustrial space.
Zukin demonstrated that even well-intentioned efforts at urban activism can have
troublesome, unintended consequences. In her landmark study of gentrification in
Manhattan, Loft Living, Zukin argued that while Jane Jacobs and other reformers were
successful in resisting the slum-clearing projects of New York City’s planners, as well as
the construction of new expressways and high-rises, they nevertheless paved the way for
a kind of urban renewal that forced industrial workers out of the city center. Zukin
explains that as the economic forces of deindustrialization swept through Lower
Manhattan, the abandoned or unprofitable industrial lofts Jacobs helped save from city
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wrecking balls became homes to artists, entrepreneurs, and an ethnically and racially
homogenous urban middle class. Zukin also claims that Lower Manhattan’s new
residents celebrated the picturesque aesthetic qualities of the buildings they began
inhabiting.50 The city’s industrial architecture soon became an aesthetic commodity and
the centerpiece of a real-estate market that former blue-collar workers could not afford to
enter. The picturesque, an aesthetic long associated with sites of ancient ruins, played a
central role, says Zukin, in the commodification of Lower Manhattan’s industrial space
and industrial history.51
In an interview with New York Times reporter Michael Powell, Zukin recently
revisited her concerns of thirty years ago.52 Powell describes his walk with Zukin through
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, “once the most industrial neighborhood in the most industrial
county.” Powell notes that “the City Planning Commission rezoned a few years ago even
as it tried to apply a gentle brake, letting gleaming condominiums rise on the river while
protecting old warehouses and factories.”53 In her interview with Powell and in her
recently published book, Naked City: The Death and Life of Authentic Urban Places,
Zukin warns against finding consolation in such efforts. She describes the breakneck pace
of gentrification in cities like Brooklyn as a “product of upper-middle-class aesthetics,
and newspapers, magazines and blogs that compete to find new ‘destination
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neighborhoods.’”54 As Zukin makes clear, the perceived authenticity of former
manufacturing lofts feeds the wholesale gentrification of formerly industrial
neighborhoods.
Urban explorers who represent the spaces they infiltrate face a paradox familiar to
those who struggle to represent the invisible or unspeakable: by documenting the
existence and the appearance of the spaces they infiltrate and explore, they risk
transforming these spaces into aesthetic commodities. Their websites and blogs indicate
that even the modern urban ruins of the late-twentieth century submit to the picturesque
gaze. The picturesque decay of the built environment can displace critical thinking about
regulation and control. As a performance or practice, it’s possible that UE might provide
clues about how to recover the human experience of everyday life. However, the
industrial ruin has threatened to displace authenticity altogether. Within this grand
signifier of decay become art object and product of representation, the UE of Chapman –
an active learning process and participation in the making of real place – devolves into a
mere performance of authenticity. The industrial ruin ceases to be a real place fit for the
recovery of human experience as the phenomenological and ontological possibilities for
authenticity become mere signifiers of decay. Archeologist Michael Shanks has recently
suggested that, in contrast to traditional conservation work, an archaeology of the recent
past attempts to convey the nausea of decomposition and decay: “Conservation stems loss
and decay, and I would connect it with a series of drives: ridding oneself of nausea, of
decay; there is a sense of illness and holding off death.” Traditional archeology,
54
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continues Shanks, “which may wish to avoid the nausea of loss and an absent past, finds
gratification in a purifying perhaps neurotic desire to hold on and to order.”55
Urban explorers who engage with urban space by acting as offbeat
preservationists suggest ways in which UE might open spaces that can be enjoyed by
larger publics. The images urban explorers make available on websites and blogs not only
aestheticize urban space, they sometimes function as public archives of a rapidly
disappearing built environment. As more parts of our cities and their former sites of
industrial production fall victim to the wrecking ball or are converted into unrecognizable
products of adaptive reuse, these unofficial, public archives might prove indispensable to
future analyses of industrial history.
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INFILTRATING HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Parisians have been exploring their city’s vast underground since at least 1793
when the aforementioned Aspairt lost his way looking for an old cache of liquor. During
the Second Empire, Parisians began exploring the vast system of sewers commissioned
by Napoleon III and made famous by Victor Hugo’s underclass hero Jean Valjean. By the
time of the Exposition Universelle, Paris’s international exposition of 1867, the sewers
had become a popular tourist destination. A British tourist writing in 1875 explains that
the “floor of the [sewer] tunnel is laid in rails” and describes how “four workmen take
their places as motive-power” to each of the “low, flat, uncovered hand-cars” used to
transmit tourists through the sewers.56
Today, tourists continue to take guided treks through small parts of the
catacombs. Many Parisians however, especially the young, explore the tunnels illegally
and use them as meeting places where they drink, eat, and mingle with friends. A
burgeoning community of urban explorers seeks hidden corners of the quarries,
catacombs, and sewers tangled beneath the city’s streets. Among these, there is a highly
organized, secret society of Parisian-based urban explorers, les UX (the Urban
Experiment), who claim to have been organizing clandestine events in the Parisian
underground since the late 1990s. Members include architects, historians, and filmmakers
who have worked together to renovate a century-old government bunker and a twelfth
century crypt. One group specializes in “infiltration” – getting into buildings after hours
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and shutting down alarm systems. Another runs an internal message system and a coded
radio network. Spokesman Lanz Kunstmann claims that les UX have also held a number
of underground festivals. In 2004, the group made international news after police
discovered their cinema, bar, and restaurant in a grotto nine meters below the Trocadero
across from the Eiffel Tower. Before being discovered, the group screened a number of
films as part of a summer film series called Urbex [Urban Explorer] Movie.57
In 2005, the preservationist wing of les UX, the Untergunther, embarked on an
ambitious clandestine operation to repair the nineteenth century Wagner clock in the
dome of Paris’s Pantheon. The Pantheon, one of Paris’s most important buildings, houses
Foucault’s Pendulum and the remains of Voltaire, Dumas, Rousseau, Marat, Hugo, and
Zola. The clock, once an icon of Paris, had been in disrepair since the 1960s when
Pantheon employees sabotaged its gears so as to avoid having to wind them once a week.
The Untergunther argue that by 2005 the rusting clock was nearing a state of “irreparable
decay.” Under the direction of a professional clockmaker, Jean Baptiste Viot, the
clandestine preservationists embarked on a year-long mechanical and aesthetic
restoration of the clock (Figure 3.2). They set up a workshop and squatters quarters in the
dome of the Pantheon and hacked into the building’s internet feed. The Untergunther
never announced their presence and completed their project in total secrecy.58
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Figure 3.2: Jean Baptiste Viot Repairing the Pantheon’s Wagner Clock.59
When restoration was complete in September 2006, the Untergunther informed
Bernard Jeannot, the Pantheon’s administrator. Jeannot and others representing the
government department in charge of the Pantheon refused to wind the clock despite its
being in perfect working order. The Untergunther claim that the administrators feared
bringing attention to their own ineptitude. So, on December 24, 2006, Viot and others reinfiltrated the Pantheon, wound the clock, and treated surprised Parisians to a sound not
heard for over forty years as the clock struck the hour and began to chime. The clock
continued to chime all of Christmas Day. When the Pantheon reopened on December 26,
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officials hired a clockmaker to sabotage the clock’s gears yet again.60 Next, they brought
a lawsuit against the Untergunther. The prosecutor herself characterized the Pantheon’s
accusations as “stupid” and after only twenty minutes of deliberation the judge threw the
case out. Nevertheless, the Wagner clock remained motionless and silent after its all-toobrief resurrection.61
Untergunther spokesman Lanz Kuntsmann explains that the Untergunther and the
larger network of explorers they affiliate with have no political agenda. He describes their
mission simply as “cultural restoration.” Ludicrous as it may be, the French government’s
reaction to the Untergunther’s restoration project comes as no surprise to Kuntsmann. It
is precisely the government’s attitude and obvious ineptitude that motivate him and his
colleagues to break the law, infiltrate government space, and personally fund culturalrestoration projects. “If you ask the administration to restore these places,” complains
Kunstmann, “they talk about budget problems and all the little reasons they can’t do
anything.”62 Kunstmann describes the Untergunther as the “counterpoint to an era where
everything is slow and complicated. It’s very difficult,” he says, “to get anything done
through official channels. If you want to do it you have to be clandestine.”63 I argue that
this kind of urban-explorer guerilla restoration avoids the pitfalls that Zukin describes in
Loft Living. The process rather than the intended product of the Untergunther’s
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subversive labor (a fully restored and operational clock) exposed the Pantheon’s officials
as ineffectual, disorganized, and inefficient. By sabotaging the competently restored
clock simply because they had not authorized its restoration, Pantheon officials witlessly
revealed that their primary purpose was to control, rather than simply maintain, a historic
monument.
Brooklyn, New York, native Bob Diamond has never been part of a clandestine
organization of urban explorers replete with spokesmen, infiltration teams, coded radio
networks, and professional clockmakers. Like the Untergunther of Paris, however, he
once embarked on a quest to save a part of urban heritage long forgotten by his city’s
officials and its residents. After rediscovering Brooklyn’s Atlantic Avenue Tunnel,
Diamond founded the Brooklyn Historic Railway Association (BHRA) to restore the
historic tunnel. In the early 1980s Diamond and the BHRA successfully filed and
received designation for the tunnel on the National Register of Historic Places. He had
maintained the tunnel and conducted tours within it for nearly three decades before the
Fire Department of New York, citing safety issues, banned future tours in December
2010. In the following days, the Department of Transportation revoked a consent form
they had issued two years earlier, which granted Diamond access to the tunnel and the
right to conduct tours within it through 2018.64
Beyond conducting monthly tours of the tunnel, Diamond and the BHRA once
operated a fleet of historic Pullman Car Company trolleys along the Red Hook
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waterfront. Their long-term objective was to extend the line into downtown Brooklyn.
The route they proposed would have transversed Red Hook, a neighborhood currently
unserved by the subway, as well as the underserved neighborhoods of Cobble Hill and
Carroll Gardens. Trolleys would have passed through the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel before
reaching the downtown Brooklyn transportation hub. There one could have transferred to
the IRT and BMT lines at the Borough Hall subway station. Cities need to imagine and
implement similarly innovative approaches to the maintenance and preservation of
historic space. In a constantly evolving urban center like New York City, the BHRA’s
plans for the future of the Atlantic Avenue tunnel would have pragmatically negotiated
between nineteenth-century heritage and twenty-first-century urban reality.65
In his introduction to The Culture of Cities (1938), architectural critic and public
historian Lewis Mumford wrote that “in the city, time becomes visible: buildings and
monuments and public ways [. . .] leave an imprint upon the minds even of the ignorant
or the indifferent.”66

Twenty-three years later, in The City in History (1961), he

expanded on this idea: “Within the historic precincts of the city,” he writes,
Time clashes with time: time challenges time. Because the structures of the city
outlast the functions and purposes that originally molded them, the city sometimes
preserves for the future, ideas that have been wantonly discarded or rejected by an
earlier generation.67
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Mumford calls this function, through which the city exudes history,
materialization. “The buildings speak and act,” he writes, “no less than the people who
inhabit them; and through the physical structures of the city past events, decisions made
long ago, values formulated and achieved, remain alive and exert an influence.”68
As Mumford would certainly have us remember, the city makes time visible not
only through its structures – its material reality – but also through its organization. The
order and logic of the city, modern commerce, and capitalism owe their greatest debt to
the invention of the clock and the abstraction of standardized time. The Wagner clock is
not only an icon of Paris but of the urban experience and its dependence on the abstract
regularity of the machine. In light of the Untergunther’s claim that the ineptitude of
French bureaucracy motivates their efforts, we might read their restoration of the Wagner
clock as a critique of the bureaucratic manipulation of time. The Untergunther countered
bureaucratic time with leisure time or leisure labor. Their infiltration of the Pantheon and
restoration of the Wagner clock is the work of a hobby group on steroids. It is a do-ityourself project of the most organized and intricate nature.
In response to Mumford’s idea of time becoming visible, historian Max Page
notes that in urban centers like New York City time often becomes invisible. In a place
where a square foot of real estate could cost as much as 1000 dollars in the year 1900,
capitalism has its own logic concerning the use and abuse of space.69 Julia Solis, urban
explorer, photographer, and author of the book New York Underground, notes that the
68
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historic spaces of New York City that most often avoid destruction are buried deep
beneath the asphalt. “In losing its ruins,” writes Solis, “the city is giving up part of its
soul. Only beneath its streets do the dark places linger; here are the remnants from past
centuries that haven’t been renovated or modernized, structures that have been left to age
alone in the dark.”70 An example of one such subterranean gem, City Hall Station, the
pride of the 1904 IRT subway system, closed in 1945. For nearly sixty years this
magnificent space of brickwork archways and intricate stained glass windows was closed
to the public. The efforts of urban explorers and photojournalists like Solis to infiltrate
and document this space recently led the Manhattan Transit Authority to begin offering
infrequent tours of the station after decades of official neglect. Civil servant turned
photographer Stanley Greenberg includes shots of City Hall Station and a number of
other underground spaces in his Invisible New York. One of Greenberg’s most intriguing
photographs is of rusted hardware hanging from a brick wall in the Manhattan anchorage
of the Brooklyn Bridge. Greenberg found the hardware, likely undisturbed since the
bridge’s completion in 1883, near a “small mountain of fallout shelter helmets, untouched
since being placed there during the Cold War.”71 Here, Greenberg describes a space
where American cultures of different eras meet at an unlikely crossroads deep under the
East River. Like the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel, this historic underground space tells a story
about the history of technology, infrastructure, and the use and reuse of urban space by
generations of city dwellers.
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In an American city like New York the railroad and its infrastructure are as apt
symbols of the standardization of time and urban reality as the clocks that periodize life
in European plazas. Beyond this metaphorical connection, the Untergunther and Diamond
share, with Julia Solis and Stanley Greenberg, a commitment to public spaces and their
preservation. In the examples I’ve discussed here, urban explorers are sometimes the only
link between the maintenance and ruin of historic urban space. Few urban explorers can
claim as prolonged a commitment to specific sites as the Untergunther or Diamond. As
explorers continue to unearth, document, and, in rare cases, repurpose urban spaces
forgotten by official history, global capital will continue to flow into and ebb out of
cities. While some areas will gentrify, others will decline. There is no doubt that
preservation initiatives and heritage tourism reorder unregulated space; yet, it seems to
me that preservation is a better alternative than demolition or the wholesale
commodification and privatization of urban space often attending commercial and
residential renewal in cities like New York.
In a March 1, 2009, article for the Philadelphia Inquirer, staff writer Joelle Farrell
observed that Philadelphia’s professional preservationists “have only recently discovered
that they have younger and somewhat grungier allies fighting, in their illicit way, to save
historic sights.” In speaking with Farrell, John Andrew Gallery, executive director of the
nonprofit Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, argued that there is “fabulous”
potential for collaboration between urban explorers and advocacy groups like the
Preservation Alliance: “There are a tremendous number of historical buildings in
Philadelphia,” explained Gallery, “We need people out there finding these jewels.”
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Farrell reports that a number of explorers were among the 300 people who met in
September 2008 to discuss the preservation of Pennhurst State School and Hospital, a
former site for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in Chester County,
Pennsylvania. “Explorers have offered photos and copies of documents they found there.
They’ve also kept project leaders aware of dumping, thefts, and vandalism on the
property,” she reports. Nathaniel Guest, a third-year Temple University law student
fighting to preserve Pennhurst, suggested that “‘there have been cases where the
photographs the explorers took are the only thing we have left.’”72
On April 10, 2010, the Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia and Pennhurst
Memorial and Preservation Alliance (PMPA) hosted a public forum and a Pennsylvania
Historic Marker dedication ceremony commemorating their successful efforts to save the
state school and hospital from demolition. In partnership with the Preservation Alliance
of Greater Philadelphia, the PMPA has been awarded a design services grant through the
American Institute of Architect’s Community Design Collaborative. The PMPA claims
that the end product of their conceptual design/feasibility study will be “a specific vision
of the best way to create a mixed use, new urbanist high-tech/green community of
conscience centered around a national memorial, museum, research center, and
conference facility – all concerned with disability history.” The PMPA has also opened
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an online forum and begun soliciting ideas from the larger Pennsylvania public about
what they would like to see at the sight.73
Hopefully, the PMPA’s attempts at adaptive reuse will preserve the historic
character of Pennhurst. Certainly, Pennhurst will no longer be the kind of “authentic”
urban space most urban explorers seek to infiltrate and explore. An adapted Pennhurst
will not lie “beyond the boundaries of modern control” like the spaces Michael Cook
enjoys exploring. If urban explorers acted as guerrilla preservationists more of the
“secret” places they value would end up being inscribed within regimes of preservation
practice, which are constituted by constellations of aesthetic, historical, spatial, and social
values. The “community of conscience” developers intend to create at Pennhurst, for
example, will function according to the logic of urban real estate development,
recreation, and heritage tourism. Preservationists, heritage workers, and urban historians
must rely on local initiative and local knowledge. However, it’s difficult to imagine why
members of a secretive subculture would collaborate with preservationists and heritage
workers. Explorers usually associate preservation and heritage work with the stale,
regulated, lifeless “attractions” they abhor.
Explorers tend to have little interest in sites that have already been written about
and photographed. According to Farrell, “those who can’t find their own places are
derided as ‘re-explorers’” and those who “show up only at the most obvious spots are
‘tourists.’” This is surely what we should expect of a subculture that places a premium on
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original discovery. Explorers are at their best “finding” the “jewels” of industrial history,
to use Gallery’s phrase. Both parties need to work to forge collaborative alliances.
Though they attend to urban space in wildly different ways, the erosion of public space
threatens preservationists, explorers, and all city-goers. Politically connected, publicly
funded preservationists and the pragmatically minded, process-oriented urban explorers
should rally around issues of privatization, surveillance, bureaucratic mismanagement of
urban space. A pragmatic approach to the inevitable production and consumption of
urban postindustrial aesthetics would be to maximize its social potential by adopting
something of an open-source ethic. In doing so, they can help broaden the conception of
heritage to include sites that may not seem to have aesthetic value but clearly have
experiential value.
Adaptive reuse usually contributes to what cultural geographers and urban studies
scholars lament as the preponderance of surveilled, regulated spaces in American urban
centers. Meanwhile, whether by falling prey to the wrecking ball or being converted into
residential properties, industrial ruins are disappearing from American urban centers.
Those that yet remain are not only archives of the industrial past but also vital spaces for
social experimentation. In seeking ways to escape the banality of shopping malls and the
Vegas strip, more Americans could be learning from the ruins they all too readily ignore.
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Chapter Four: Ruining Detroit
In 2007, four decades after the 1967 Detroit Riot, a crisis in America's subprime
mortgage market precipitated a global financial meltdown. The 2008 global financial
crisis, as it came to be called, further devastated the shrinking postindustrial economy of
Detroit. In 2008 and 2009, as the United States federal government bailed out the nation's
bankrupted automotive industry, news coverage of Detroit's socioeconomic decline, a
subject of media interest since at least the 1970s, reached fever pitch. As a result, the
politics of representing modern ruins, abandonments, and other lost or discarded spaces
of Detroit emerged as a heated subject of public controversy. News stories of the 2008
crisis constructed a national declension narrative that seemed to have its epicenter in
Motor City. Home to the America’s highest concentration of modern ruins, Detroit
occupies the popular imagination as an apocalyptic wasteland of picturesque decay.
Photographs and prosaic imagery of the city’s crumbling factories, dead skyscrapers,
abandoned homes, and overgrown, garbage-strewn empty lots circulate among the
nation’s largest newspapers and popular magazines, news-agency websites, blogs, and
photo-sharing sites like Flickr. Between 2008 and 2012 Detroit’s decay emerged as the
subject of documentary films,1 high-profile advertising spots,2 and new scholarship in a
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wide range of academic disciplines.3 For centuries, Americans have visited the Old
World to gaze upon the ruins of antiquity. In the first decade of the twenty-first century,
the modern ruins of industrial capitalism began luring high-profile European
photographers to Detroit: the world capital of the postindustrial picturesque.4
The recent publication of two collections of ruin photography – The Ruins of
Detroit (2010) by Yves Marchand and Romain Meffre and Detroit Disassembled (2010)
by Andrew Moore – prompted a writer for the New York Times to ask whether Detroit is
America’s Rome: “at first glance Detroit looks more like Pompeii than, say, Buffalo –
like a city whose demise arrived overnight rather than over decades, whose residents fled
en masse, midsentence, instead of drifting away as the jobs ran out and the prospects
dwindled.”5 Marchand and Meffre are among the many photographers and writers who
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encourage the association between Detroit’s ruins and the ruins of empire. In promoting
their book online, the French photographers argue that ruins of Detroit “have become a
natural component of the landscape.” Motor City’s “splendid decaying monuments are,
no less than the Pyramids of Egypt, the Coliseum of Rome, or the Acropolis in Athens,”
write Marchand and Meffre, “remnants of the passing of a great Empire.”6 In 2000, a
writer for The Guardian of Manchester, England, similarly observed that the
“devastation” of Detroit “has left an architecture of abandoned and burnt-out buildings
whose derelict beauty recalls the ruins of antiquity.”7
In 1995 another British paper ran a feature about Detroit’s ruins under the
headline, “History is all Junk in the Pompeii of the Motor City.” The paper’s
correspondent described a “spectral landscape of an inner-city disaster without parallel,
where everything burns or rots.” He had visited Detroit on the fiftieth anniversary of
Hiroshima, but, like Brubach, found a “better parallel” for Detroit in the ancient scene of
devastation that was Pompeii. This journalist, however, took the analogy a step farther:
“Vesuvius erupted in the form of race riots of July 1967, when 43 people died. Whites
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and countless businesses fled to the suburbs. Shortly thereafter the industry on which the
Motor City built its wealth began to founder.”8
Detroit is also remembered as the center of America’s Fordist Empire for
democracy – the capital of American industrial capitalism. It is the city that gave birth to
the muscle car, a twentieth-century hyper-masculine symbol of the American dream. For
a brief spell in the mid 1960s Detroit was even a Model City of the Great Society and
thought to be a beacon of hope for an American future of peaceful race relations. Then
came the Detroit riot of 1967. According to a tenacious popular myth of the city’s rise
and fall, the riot announced the beginning of the end of Detroit. Historians know that
Detroit began deindustrializing immediately after World War II and that white-on-black
racism had been poisoning civic, social, and political life in Detroit for decades before the
tumultuous riot of 1967. To suggest that the riot was a singular event that set the wheels
of Detroit’s decline in motion authorizes whitewashed declension narratives that haven’t
lost their appeal with either foreign journalists or white Americans.
This chapter introduces readers to Detroit declension narratives that continue to
haunt the city today. The verbal and visual rhetoric of Detroit’s decades-old decline has
found its apotheosis in photographs and prosaic imagery of the city’s ruination. Since the
mid 1990s, but especially in the wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, Detroit’s ruins
have emerged as the most popular markers of the city’s symbolic failure. The city’s
ruination has also stoked the fires of a racialized nostalgia rooted in the popular and
8
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implicitly racist assumption that the city began its precipitous road to ruin in 1967 when
Detroit’s blacks “erupted” in a five-day spree of “violent” destruction. Because the
collective memory of Detroit as a racially harmonious working-class utopia and a whiteauthored racialized urban pathology so thoroughly corrupt the politics of representation
in Detroit, I begin by reviewing the historical scholarship of Detroit’s urban crisis. My
objective is not to simply comb over what might be a familiar historiography but to
ground my analysis of ruin representation in Detroit in the historical counter-narrative to
racialized myth. The subjects of this chapter, Detroit’s ruins, the contentious debates over
their representation, and the contested terrain of Detroit’s empty space, are best
understood against a backdrop of blight, urban pathology, and creative destruction that
transformed Motor City into Murder City and the most segregated metropolitan area in
the nation.
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DETROIT’S DECLINE IN HISTORY AND MYTH
The 1967 Detroit riot certainly fueled white anxieties and accelerated the pace of
white flight from the city to the suburbs, but it was by no means the original cause of the
city’s decline. The 1967 riot was a reaction to conditions in Detroit and pressures that
blacks had been bearing the brunt of for years. Forty-three people lost their lives in the
Detroit riot of 1967, the third deadliest riot in United States history. Another 467 people
were injured. The police, National Guard, and federal troops made 7,231 arrests. In
Violence in the Model City, the most comprehensive study of the 1967 riot, its causes,
and its aftermath, historian Sidney Fine rejected the notion that the riot was a “rebellion.”
Though Fine was fully aware that Detroit’s black citizens had suffered decades of
grueling poverty, police abuse, discrimination, segregation, and white-on-black violence,
he argued that “those who thought the Detroit riot had a political dimension, that it was
aimed at restructuring political power since other means had failed, were reading too
much into the event.”9 In Fine’s alternative view, the riot was a “spontaneous series of
chance factors.”10 In conclusion, Fine insisted that the rioting of 1967 “was born of hope,
not of despair, the hope that improvement would follow disorder in the streets.”11
Despite the fact that historians trace the origins of Detroit’s urban crisis to the
years immediately following World War II, many, if not most Americans, continue to
remember the riot as the event that marked the beginning of Detroit’s decline. Especially
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as the financial crises of the 1970s worsened conditions in Detroit, the riots emerged as
what the Detroit Free Press has criticized as “another reason” for white Detroiters “to
blame African Americans for the city’s plight.”12 The racialized nostalgia for a pre-riot
Detroit seems to have been no less prevalent at the turn of the twenty-first century. In
2001, Kevin Boyle, a Detroit historian, observed, “many residents of the Detroit
Metropolitan area would be surprised to hear” that historical scholarship supports the
conclusion that Detroit’s decline began during the 1940s and 1950s, the decades most
often identified as the golden age of the city.13 Historians who have researched and
investigated the causes and legacies of deindustrialization, white flight, segregation,
racial violence, and other forces of social and geographic transformation speak truth to
power’s whitewashed narrative of post-war Detroit and the 1967 riot. In The Origins of
the Urban Crisis, the most comprehensive history of postwar Detroit, Thomas Sugrue
assembles a vast amount of evidence to prove that Detroit began to deindustrialize
decades before the 1967 riot. Sugrue notes, for example, that Detroit lost 134,000
manufacturing jobs between 1947 and 1963, when many firms began relocating
operations to Detroit’s suburbs and beyond.14
In the 1980s labor historians began arguing that the United Automobile Workers
(UAW) union, a bastion of progressive labor policy in the 1930s, started backing away
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from their progressive agenda in 1950.15 That year, UAW president Walter Reuther
negotiated an accord with automakers known as the “Treaty of Detroit.” In exchange for
wage increases and extended benefits (which made UAW members the best-paid union
workers in the nation) the UAW gave up substantial bargaining powers including their
right to negotiate policies governing plant conditions, the pace of work, and decisions
about where newly built plants should be located. While union and nonunion workers
were subjected to the same pace of work increases, only union workers, predominantly
white males, benefitted in the form of increased wages. The result was a gradual
weakening of solidarity in the labor force and of labor’s power to check the profit-driven
policies of the capitalist elite, especially those that allowed for the relocation of plants to
Detroit’s metropolitan periphery and other regions. More recently, Boyle has argued that
even though union leaders backed civil rights throughout the 1940s and 1950s, rank and
file union members remained virulently racist. Boyle demonstrates that workers were
largely successful in maintaining patterns and practices of discrimination in Detroit’s
automobile plants and overwhelmed union leadership’s attempts to mitigate race
relations.16
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Detroit’s black citizens and workers were the objects of discrimination,
segregation, and white violence in all walks of public and private life prior to 1967.
Between 1916 and 1930, during what historians refer to as the Great Migration, an
estimated one million southern blacks migrated to northern industrial urban centers.17 The
forces pushing blacks out of the south included Jim Crow laws, slave-cropping, terrorist
organizations like the Klu Klux Klan, lynching, and the boll-weevil epidemic of the
1920s, which devastated the cotton industry. Pull factors, forces real or imagined pulling
southern blacks to northern cities, included abundant manufacturing jobs and higher
wages, the spectacles and amusements of large urban centers, and the promise of a better
life in a relatively tolerant northern United States. In 1910 less than 6,000 blacks resided
in Detroit, accounting for about 1% of the city’s population.18 By 1920 nearly 41,000
blacks called Detroit home.19 The city’s black population would double again by 1930, at
which time 7.7% of Detroit’s total population was black.20 Most blacks arriving during
the Great Migration settled in an area just east of central Detroit, known alternatively as
the Black Bottom and Pleasant Valley. The burgeoning urban enclave extended to the
north and south of Gratiot Avenue along St. Antoine Street and what was then Hastings
Street. Just as the city began to lose manufacturing jobs in the mid-to-late 1940s, a
second wave of internal migration brought still greater numbers of southern blacks to
Detroit. After World War II, in response to increasing unemployment, rising density, and
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poor living conditions, some black families attempted to move beyond the confines of
Paradise Valley. White Detroiters, committed to living in all-white, segregated
neighborhoods, reacted savagely. In a haunting chapter of his book, Sugrue describes
how angry white mobs repeatedly terrorized black families by burning down blackowned homes, throwing bricks through windows, and destroying black-owned
automobiles.21 Meanwhile, redlining in the form of discriminatory lending practices, deed
restrictions, zoning practices, and other municipally sanctioned segregationist policies
further restricted black mobility. Public schools, which officials had been segregating
since the 1930s, grew more inequitable. The school board starved all-black schools of
funding and black teachers were consistently subjected to discriminatory policies. In
1947 Detroit school officials moved black students from an integrated elementary school
into a woefully inadequate, decaying building in a predominantly black neighborhood.
The action sparked a week-long protest led by students, parents, and teachers.22 In the
words of one historian, white citizens and city officials “reinforced African Americans’
ghettoization, trapping them in the center of the city as it was being rapidly stripped of
jobs.” Between 1950 and 1970 the white population of Detroit decreased by 700,000, and
black Detroiters found themselves entombed within an economically disenfranchised
central city.23
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In Detroit, as in many American urban centers during the immediate postwar
period, urban-renewal projects intensified the socioeconomic plight of black residents. In
1949, for example, the city’s newly-elected Mayor, Albert E. Cobo, championed
Michigan’s first major renewal project, the Gratiot (GRASH-it) Area Redevelopment
Project, as a way to eliminate “blight.” 24 In the midst of a severe housing shortage, Cobo
aggressively used his mayoral powers to accelerate slum clearance and highway
construction while stalling public housing initiatives. The Gratiot project received federal
matching funds under the 1949 Housing Act, even though the Detroit Housing
Commission flagrantly disobeyed the Act’s requirements to provide “decent, safe, and
sanitary housing” to 7,200 black residents that the Commission forced from their homes.
The Gratiot Area Redevelopment Project is an example of how a racialized urban
pathology has been crucial to the development of United States urban policy. I define
urban pathology as a discourse that structures thought and representation of economically
depressed urban areas. As a racialized discourse urban pathology identifies black
neighborhoods like Pleasant Valley as “blighted areas” or “slums” in order to clear these
areas of their residents and raze them to the ground. The capitalist class then colonizes
the emptied, cleared space of the city and engages in urban renewal projects that
disproportionately benefit the dominant culture, white residents and consumers in the
case of Detroit.
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Urban pathology has long been a common feature of American sociology and
urban planning. American policymakers and urban planners began to develop a discourse
of blight and renewal in the early 1930s. In 1931 a number of urban planners attending
Herbert Hoover’s Conference on Homebuilding and Homeownership formed a
Committee on Blighted Areas and Slums. By the New Deal era original members of this
committee had built a nation-wide coalition and a political climate favorable to large
debt-funded renewal projects.25 In 1938 the housing reform advocate Mabel Walker
warned that slums were “detrimental to the safety, health, morals and comfort of the
inhabitants thereof” and identified urban neighborhoods on the brink of becoming slums
as “blighted” areas.26 By the mid 1940s a number of states had passed redevelopment acts
that authorized state and city governments to condemn and clear blighted areas for
private redevelopment. Among the most influential was the District of Columbia
Redevelopment Act of 1945, which set a strong precedent for future legislation in
defining the “acquisition and the assembly of real property and the leasing or sale thereof
for redevelopment” as “public use.”27
In their successful attempts to publicize urban blight as a social ill that could be
cured by aggressive renewal projects, Walker and her colleagues were building on the
work of Chicago School sociologists, a group of scholars at the University of Chicago in
the 1920s and 1930s who produced the first body of work related to urban sociology.
25
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Founded by sociologist Robert E. Park, the Chicago School combined ethnographic
fieldwork with sociological theory to suggest that human behavior was determined by
social structure and environmental factors rather than genetics. The Chicago School
introduced the concept of “urban blight.” Their figurative use of “blight,” a word that
refers to plant diseases, fit neatly into the School’s so-called “ecological” approach to
urban sociology. Unfortunately, in drawing a connection between urban populations and
the physical environment, the ecological approach encouraged the idea that blacks and
other minority populations were the agents of urban disorder, destruction, and decay.
Chicago School sociologists suggested that blight could arise in different areas of a city,
just as disease might break out in different parts of a body, and they habitually adopted
medical terminology to describe urban change, including the migration of minorities to
urban centers. Most came to follow Ernest Burgess, who argued that racial minorities
accelerated conditions of urban blight. In a 1925 study Burgess suggested that the Great
Migration of southern blacks to Chicago caused a “speeding up of the junking process in
the area of deterioration” and that the “great influx of southern Negroes” created
“disturbances of metabolism.”28
The “ecological” approach to urban sociology could also suggest that the blackurban underclass of cities like Chicago were victims of environmental and structural
racism. E. Franklin Frazier, another major figure of the Chicago School and a former
student of W.E.B. DuBois, the founder of black sociology, argued in a 1927 paper, “The
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Pathology of Race Prejudice,” that racial prejudice was analogous to insanity, a claim
that solicited vehement reprisals and the scholar’s dismissal from Atlanta University,
where he served as Director of the School of Social Work. Frazier continued to draw on
the insights of urban pathology to discredit essentialist notions of blacks and black family
life. In his major work, The Negro Family in America he argued that social and economic
conditions rather than racial characteristics best explain the way African-American
families deviate from white-middle class norms.
While The Negro Family, published in 1939, remains a landmark text in the
history of urban and black sociology, by the late 1960s progressive intellectuals, who
recognized that Frazier provided an important corrective to racist interpretations of
socioeconomic inequality, also understood that his work remained bound to the
patriarchal values and narrow middle-class consciousness of his day. In The Black Family
in Slavery and Freedom, 1790-1925, Herbert Gutman, for example, recognized Frazier’s
profound influence but argued that Frazier “underestimated the adaptive capacities of
slaves and ex slaves.” Frazier viewed matriarchy as a symptom of social pathology;
Gutman demonstrated that distinguishing features of African-American families are
profoundly complex cultural constructs, forged over generations of survival and
adaptation to the pressures of slavery and institutional racism.29
Intellectuals like Gutman may have recognized the limits of urban pathology; this
did not keep others from uncritically adopting an “ecological” approach to urban
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problems. In his Report on the Negro Family: The Case for National Action (1965),
Daniel Patrick Moynihan selectively quoted from Frazier’s work to advance the theory
that black poverty had its roots in the relative absence of African-American nuclear
families. Despite his best intentions, Moynihan’s report perpetuated stereotypes that
legitimized racially motivated urban-renewal projects. By defining inner-city conditions
as causes of social disintegration, white liberals could assure themselves that large-scale
relocation projects were in the best interest of inner-city residents, not just schemes to
clear land for the absorption of surplus capital. Evidence of urban blight spawned a postwar era of urban renewal conducted by city planners like Robert Moses, who oversaw the
demolition of New York City’s ethnic and minority neighborhoods with a mien of
arrogant beneficence and imperial zeal. While Federal Highway projects spurned
suburban growth and absorbed surplus capital, public housing projects provided highly
inadequate shelter to the displaced urban poor. Projects like the now-demolished PruittIgoe homes in St. Louis, Chicago’s Cabrini Green, and Detroit’s Brewster-Douglass
Projects entombed the residents of vibrant neighborhoods in dense, inadequately kept
towers of poverty and despair. In Detroit, as in other rust-belt cities, pathological thinking
transformed the dispossessed victims of urban renewal, inner-city black residents, into
the perpetrators of the city’s decline: the agents of ruination. Rather than properly
understood as a protest against dispossession, segregation, white violence, and redlining,
the Detroit Riot has been figured, through the rhetoric of ruin, as a spontaneous form of
black-authored destruction that is at the origins of the city’s disintegration. While
Detroit’s decline actually has its origins in white racism and long-term corporate
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disinvestment in the city, dystopic narratives are perpetuated through the contrast drawn
between imaginary constructs of Detroit’s past and present: the orderly, peaceful
metropolis or golden age of a white-authored past and the ruinous, violent black-infected
present.
As cultural geographer David Harvey explains, capitalists can only produce
surplus value by producing a surplus product. Because markets become saturated, the
capitalist must regularly identify new markets able to absorb surplus. Harvey argues that
“urbanization has played a particularly active role, alongside such phenomena as military
expenditures, in absorbing the surplus product that capitalists perpetually produce in their
search for profits.”30 As a form of urbanization, urban renewal projects primarily exist as
schemes for absorbing surplus and perpetuating capital growth. Since the 1940s the
majority of American renewal projects and revitalization schemes have been debt funded:
future tax revenues are used to pay back long-term loans. Through the alchemy of
urbanization, public wealth becomes the private capital of engineering and contracting
firms who win government contracts. Harvey insists that a “process of displacement”
operates “at the core of urbanization under capitalism.” Urbanization, he argues, is a
specific form of capital accumulation, one that he names “accumulation by
dispossession.”31
In the wake of the Detroit Riot of 1967 and the fiscal crises of the 1970s
pathological critiques of Detroit’s one-dimensional economy circulated in the national
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media. In 1975, for example, an assistant city editor of the Detroit Free Press described
Detroit’s socioeconomic problems as symptoms of “an American infection” he named
“the Detroit Disease.” A year later, in an attempt to “describe a disaster the size of the
nation’s sixth largest city,” John Lowell of Newsweek confronted his readers with a
haunting image of Motown’s abandoned cityscape: “At night, the city hollows out: all
you can see are the taillights of the middle class, taking their spending money – and much
of the city’s tax base – to the suburbs.” Lowell added that “the blight left behind adds 800
abandoned properties a month” to what he called a “wasteland that already numbers
thousands of vacant and vandalized homes.” In 1989, the Detroit Free Press counted
over 15,215 abandoned structures in Detroit, of which 9,017 were single-family detached
homes. In the course of reporting these findings, the local newspaper settled on a
pathological metaphor to describe the blighting of Detroit as “an infection more pervasive
than ever documented.” The Detroit Free Press added that the city had demolished an
average of 2000 homes each year between 1982 and 1989, at a cost of nine million
dollars a year or forty-five hundred dollars per demolition. At the same time, an average
of 2400 properties were newly abandoned each year. Far from eliminating blight, the
city’s efforts fell short of even stemming a rising tide.32
Between 1970 and 2000, the city of Detroit demolished over 161,000 dwellings,
more than a third of its total housing stock.33 As a local architect observed in 1994,
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“unbuilding” had become Detroit’s “major architectural activity.”34 In the midst of
running for reelection in the summer of 1997, Detroit Mayor Dennis Archer requested
that the federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD) office finance a major
demolition campaign. Alyssa Katz, a reporter for Metropolis wrote that Andrew Cuomo
“granted Archer a campaign wish” just days before the incumbent’s reelection when he
signed off on a “60 million dollar loan guarantee, slated to finance the demolition of
nearly every abandoned residential building in Detroit.” Katz also rightly predicted that
outside of helping Archer to win reelection, the HUD funds were unlikely to be of much
use: “The city, which by law must award half of all its contracts to Detroit-based
businesses, is expected to have trouble finding enough construction companies to do the
job.”35 In November 1998, the city had yet to pay out any the HUDs sixty million.36 After
failing to make good on his campaign promises to demolish nearly 10,000 single family
dwellings, its most dangerous abandonments, and with HUD funds sitting idly in city
coffers, Archer triumphantly oversaw the October 1998 demolition of J. L. Hudson's
Department Store. Mayor Archer and the Detroit Downtown Alliance approved the sale
of municipal bonds to finance the twelve-million dollar demolition.37
Detroit’s mayors and city managers have had to make conscious decisions about
how to spend the limited funds earmarked for demolition. Their choices have consistently
revealed that demolition is more often a municipal strategy for controlling the visual
200,000 residents between 2009 and 2011. As of 2011 the population numbers just over 700,000. Figures
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space of the city rather than a process that addresses the plight of inner-city residents. In
the next section, I write about the spectacular implosion of Hudson’s Department Store
and the city’s attempts to destroy Tyree Guyton’s Heidelberg project, episodes that prove
how municipal authorities have been as duplicitous in managing Detroit’s demolition
programs as were their postwar-era forbears in supporting urban renewal.
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DEMOLISHING DETROIT
J. L. Hudson's Department Store on Woodward Avenue was, at one time, the
tallest department store in the world. The twenty-five-story structure boasted 2.2 million
square feet of retail and office space, and for most of the twentieth century it served as
one of the city's cultural as well as physical landmarks. In 1924 Hudson’s began the
tradition of the Thanksgiving Day Parade, which east-coast rival Macy’s adopted just two
years later. At its peak in the 1950s, an estimated 100,000 people shopped at Hudson's
every day. In December 1958, Life ran an article about Hudson’s that included an
illustrated cutaway of the store’s interior, a beehive of countless retail activities (Figure
4.1).

Figure 4.1: “A World of Wares and Services behind Walls of Giant Department Store.”38
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Hudson's closed its doors in 1983, thirty years after recording its peak annual
sales. Before being demolished on October 25, 1998, the massive building of red brick
and pink granite had fallen into a state of disrepair that, for many, symbolized Detroit's
decline from a city of the future to a graveyard of the past. Demolition day arrived in the
form of a televised spectacle officiated by Archer, who addressed a crowd of 20,000
spectators from the rooftop of an adjacent building: “Today, we say goodbye to years of
frustration,” Archer promised before triumphantly exclaiming, “Let the future begin,” as
he punched a ceremonial ignition switch. A series of massive explosions raced through
the building, shearing off support pillars. In its final moments, reported the Detroit News
and Free Press, “the mammoth structure, wobbled like a drunk, hesitated, then collapsed
into a 60-foot-high pile of rubble.”39
Though the city had demolished thousands of empty and abandoned structures in
the past decade, no single act of demolition had been so carefully orchestrated both as a
public event and a technological feat. For Archer and, perhaps, many spectators as well,
the demolition was a symbolic act of dispensing with the past and ushering in the
“future.” The demolition also registered as a sublime technological spectacle of sorts.
Demolishing Hudson's was not simply a means to an end, but also an end-in-itself.
Consider that in the lead up to the big day, Hudson's was named “the tallest and largest
single building ever imploded”; by any estimation, demolishing Hudson's was, in fact, a
massive undertaking, one that required months of planning and 2,728 pounds of
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explosives.40 “To see that building come down and then that cloud [of dust] come at you,
was just the most amazing thing I've ever seen,” one celebrant cheerfully reported.41 “It
was so graceful,” said another, who watched the demolition from a nearby rooftop and
recalled the “musical” sound of thousands of glass windows shattering.42 The future
promised by Mayor Archer arrived in the form of an underground parking garage. As of
March 2013, the above-ground space occupied by Hudson's and vacated by its twelvemillion dollar demolition remains nothing more than a featureless expanse of concrete.

Figure 4.2: The former site of J. L. Hudson’s Department Store in downtown Detroit.43
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In “Downtown Detroit,” a piece that appeared in the April 1995 issue of
Metropolis magazine, photographer and social theorist Camilo Jose Vergara proposed
that “as a tonic for our imagination, as a call for renewal, as a place within our national
memory a dozen city blocks of [Detroit’s] pre-Depression skyscrapers be stabilized and
left standing as ruins: an American Acropolis.”44 That December the New York Times
interviewed Vergara after his idea had provoked widespread criticism, not least among
urban residents of Detroit. Vergara defended his proposal as a thought experiment
designed to disrupt the notion that Detroit’s ruins were eyesores fit only for demolition.
Looking up at Hudson’s Department Store and the shrubs growing from its roof, Vergara
insisted that Detroit's modern ruins were aesthetically valuable cultural monuments.
“Damn it,” the besieged photographer exclaimed, “this used to be a symbol of failure, but
damn it, this is now something sublime.”45
In American Ruins (2000), a book he published shortly after Hudson’s demolition,
Vergara wrote that he “had become so attached to derelict buildings that sadness came
not from seeing them overgrown and deteriorating – this often rendered them more
picturesque – but from their sudden and violent destruction, which often left a big gap in
the urban fabric.”46 Vergara argued that there should at least be a moratorium on the
demolition of Detroit's downtown ruins. While Vergara may be thought eccentric, there's
a sense in which his proposal is eminently practical. Detroit cannot afford to demolish or
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to restore all of its historic downtown buildings. And most of its historic downtown
buildings were overbuilt. Stabilizing these buildings might be a more affordable
alternative to demolition. More importantly, Vergara's vision neither abandons the past
nor conjures up utopian dreams, futures Detroiters have long been promised but still fail
to inhabit. Vergara's fantasy was not a fantasy at all; it was a way of looking at a city that
already existed.
Municipal efforts to destroy Tyree Guyton’s Heidelberg Project have been among
the city’s most blatant attempts to control the visual order of Detroit’s landscape. Guyton,
a black artist and Detroit native, grew up in a neighborhood just north of what used to be
Pleasant Valley on Heidelberg Street. He began collecting the refuse and detritus he uses
in his art installations in an effort to clean up vacant lots in the neighborhood. Since 1986
he has been transforming vacant lots and abandoned homes on Heidelberg Street into
gigantic sculptures. As historian David Sheridan wrote in 1999, Heidelberg is
“simultaneously a carnivalesque celebration and an unsettling Jeremiad.” The project
includes (and has included) both abandoned and inhabited homes with old tires, teddy
bears, broken toys, and images of Martin Luther King Jr. adorning their exteriors.
Brightly colored polka dots decorate houses, the pavement, sidewalks, and abandoned
cars. Vacant lots are “flooded with ankle-deep tides of discarded shoes and guarded by
vacuum cleaners painted pink, green, and purple.”47 At once colorful, messy, playful, and
disturbing, the sculptures breathe new life into refuse, debris, and abandoned space
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without obscuring the destructive origins of Detroit’s sundered materiality. Guyton’s
life’s work is an affirming but also an honest and disturbing vision of life in Detroit.
To former mayors Coleman Young, Dennis Archer, and their respective board
members Heidelberg was “just a lot of junk.”48 In 1991 and again in 1999, under the
guise of eliminating blight, the city destroyed large parts of the Heidelberg project. In
February 1999, less than four months after the implosion of Hudson’s Department Store,
Archer’s demolition crews descended on Heidelberg. “As admirers of the project walked
around shaking their heads,” Sheridan wrote, “city workers in cherry pickers used
crowbars to pry Guyton’s environmental art from trees and telephone poles.”49 Parts of
Heidelberg survived both attacks, and Guyton never stopped making art. As of 2013,
Heidelberg, an internationally acclaimed art installation, continues to serve as a vital
source of community outreach and youth education.50
British geographer Tim Edensor argues that the detritus filling abandoned
industrial space intrudes upon the normative order of urban space. He contends that
“ruined matter offers ways for interacting otherwise with the material world” and that
industrial ruins are venues for cultural experimentation.51 Heidelberg exits outside the
normative order of material and urban space; it short circuits linear narratives of both
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progress and decline. Its spaces and discarded objects lie outside the orbit of capitalist
production and produce alternative systems of human value and social relations.
The Packard Automobile Plant, the Fisher Body Plant, the Russell Industrial
Center, the Kelsey Hayes wheel manufacturing Plant, and other industrial ruins of Motor
City are places that once were regulated by technological efficiency, bureaucratic
regulation, and other epistemic regimes designed to maximize profit. Like the detritus
filling their abandoned spaces, these ruins are better described as objects of industrial
waste rather than objects of blight. A rhetoric of industrial waste shifts the onus of the
city’s ruination onto industrial capitalists and away from the human victims of
deindustrialization. Demolishing Detroit’s ruins is a strategy to erase the evidence of
industrial waste. It is part of a process of forgetting that exculpates capitalists of their
responsibility in the economic, environmental, and social dismantling of Detroit. Finally,
erasing ruins from the post-Fordist landscape of Detroit hasn’t lured capital back to the
city, and, even if it had, it seems unlikely that anyone living in the vicinity of Heidelberg
would be among those to enjoy the economic benefits of a Detroit renaissance.
In 1995, Vergara was among the few photographers to take an interest in the
city’s ruination and was instrumental in opening the post-Fordist landscape to
hermeneutic interventions. Where urban planners and Detroit’s city authorities saw
examples of “blight,” symbols of disease and of failure, Vergara saw “sublime ruins.” In
aestheticizing the postindustrial landscape, Vergara challenged the visual logic
underlying urban renewal and Detroit’s demolition programs
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The images of ruin and decay that few were willing to see in the mid to late 1990s
now circulate among blogs, websites, and in newspaper articles about the “fascination of
decay.” As I noted in the opening pages of this chapter, since 2008 there has been an
explosion of interest in Detroit ruin images. By late 2009, images of Detroit’s ruinous
began led to a cultural backlash that has paralyzed Detroit discourse in a space between
not seeing enough and seeing too much. There are few places in the world where the
postindustrial picturesque exists in such great proportions and mingles with a profound
sense of nostalgia for the way things were. Detroit is, admittedly a spectacle of decay.
Like scenes of catastrophe and natural disaster, the images of Detroit’s decay threaten to
occlude critical thought about the social, economic, or geographic contexts of decline.
Photographers like Vergara, who have published rigorously contextualized photoessays of Detroit’s ruins, recognize the danger in the “fascination of decay” that seems to
trigger accusations of what is called “ruin porn.” In an interview with a Time blogger,
Dan Austin, author of Lost Detroit, claims that he’s sensitive to “being accused of
jumping on the ‘ruin porn’ thing.” He claims that he and photographer Sean Doerr “aren’t
trying to capitalize on Detroit’s abandoned buildings” and admits that “a lot of people in
Detroit are embarrassed by Michigan Central Station.” Austin, who can see the landmark
from his front porch, adds, “I don't want to see it torn down, even if it's not saved. It's
coming to terms with who we are and respecting it. I don't want these buildings to be
seen as eyesores.” Film archivist Rick Prelinger is similarly critical of the failure/fetish
dichotomy. Before his Lost Landscapes of Detroit opened at the Detroit Museum of
Contemporary Art in February 2010, Prelinger warned “this isn't going to be a narrative
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of urban decline OR the ‘ruins porn’ that's become fashionable.”52 In the next section I
suggest that the rhetoric of “ruin porn” might just be another way of demolishing Detroit.
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RUIN PORN: MANUFACTURING UTOPIA
Though the American rust belt is home to many well-photographed industrial
ruins, Detroit has emerged as the epicenter of “ruin porn,” a derogatory catchphrase for
ruin photography. Since early 2011, the New York Times, the New York Times Magazine,
the Washington Post, and the Huffington Post have been among the mainstream print and
online news sources to run features on the subject of “ruin porn.”53 The Atlantic Cities, a
blog founded and edited by Richard Florida, Global Research Professor at New York
University, recently published a contemplative essay entitled “The Psychology of Ruin
Porn.”54 The International Herald Tribune defined “ruin porn” as a “photographic genre”
that includes “grim pictures of mothballed auto factories, dead power plants, vineswallowed houses,” and Architizer, a blog that aims to “connect architects to a vibrant
network of peers, fans, and potential clients,” named “ruin porn,” their 2011 “Trend of
the Year.”55
The phrase “ruin porn” was coined by Detroit photographer James Griffioen in
2009, in the pages of Vice, a popular magazine. After a series of Griffioen’s ruin images
helped triple traffic to the magazine’s website in a single week, Vice sent reporter
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Thomas Morton to interview the photographer. Griffioen told Morton of how he had been
inundated by calls from reporters and photojournalists who had seen his work online and
wanted to visit more of Detroit’s ruins and abandonments. Initially flattered by the
attention, Griffioen admitted that he soon found himself “worn down after trying to show
[reporters] all the different sides of the city, then watching them go back and write the
same story as everyone else. The photographers are the worst,” Griffioen complained,
“basically the only thing they’re interested in shooting is ruin porn.”56
In the unabashedly slanted and openly biased style of Vice, a magazine that has
moved away from its initial focus on popular culture and independent art coverage to
cover more serious news topics, Morton openly critiqued the kinds of reporting Griffioen
associated with ruin-porn. More specifically, Morton described two of Detroit’s most
iconic ruins, the Michigan Central Train Depot and the Packard Automobile Plant, as the
subjects of Detroit’s “most overused blight shots.” In highly sardonic fashion, he
suggested that “ruin porn” is primarily propagated by inauthentic ruin tourists who fail to
appreciate the “real” Detroit.57 Despite being “a derelict structure,” wrote Morton, the
Michigan Central is “kind of a happening spot. Each time I passed by I saw another
group of kids with camera bags scoping out the gate.” When Morton “finally ducked in to
check it out [the station] for [him]self, [he] had to wait for a lady artist from Buffalo,
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New York, whose shtick is taking nude portraits of herself in abandoned buildings, to put
her clothes back on.”58
The implicit assumption of those who write about “ruin porn” is that urban
explorers, ruin tourists, and photographers capitalize on Detroit's decay by transforming
Detroit's ruins into a fetish commodity. It’s difficult to see how a building can be
exploited. A better argument would be that visual attention usually brings city demolition
crews. The war on “ruin porn” operates as a kind of implicit censorship. Critics rarely
suggest what distinguishes “ruin porn” from ruin photography. Some complain that ruin
photography gives the impression of a city without people. The Atlantic Cities article
entitled “The Psychology of Ruin Porn” neither defines “ruin porn” nor discusses
anything recognizable as a “psychology.” Most confusing is the fact that Griffieon’s
images of an abandoned Detroit public school, which brought him a great deal of
attention in 2009, appear no different in a formal or aesthetic respect than the “ruin porn”
he criticizes. The rhetoric of “ruin porn” appears to be a way of drawing meaningless
distinctions between Detroit “insiders” and “outsiders” that large market advertisers
exploited to the fullest in a recent and strange example of automobile advertising
disguised as city boosterism.
Chrysler was the beneficiary of a federal bailout in 2009 and emerged from
Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2010. In 2011, the company unveiled its new, high-dollar
advertising campaign, Imported from Detroit. The hallmarks of the Imported from
Detroit campaign were two commercials, each two minutes long. The first, Born of Fire,
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aired during the 2011 Superbowl and featured Detroit rapper Eminem. A year later, the
second installment, Halftime in America, aired during the 2012 Superbowl. It starred an
angry Clint Eastwood, who seemed to still be on the set of Gran Torino, the 2008 feature
film starring Eastwood in the role of a white racist turned sympathetic multiculturalist.
Both spots are designed to sell cars and boost the image of Detroit. As there is little
substantive difference between them, in the following I simply discuss the 2011 Born of
Fire.
Born of Fire reached an estimated eleven million viewers on Superbowl Sunday,
2011. A day later, it had already been viewed more than 1.6 million times on YouTube.
The opening sequence, a montage of various locations in and around Detroit, was shot
from a moving van with a hand-held camera. The camera work is shaky, which lends
these shots a sense of raw authenticity. The camera lingers over a working factory
spewing white smoke. Construction cranes crowd the foreground. A voice over begins.
The words are spoken in the weathered, gravely voice of an older man. “I gotta question
for ya,” he says. In the pause that ensues one might conjure the image of a taciturn,
honest, hard-working white guy who brings his lunch pail to his job at the factory
featured in the spot. Viewers know from the man’s tone that his question isn’t one he
expects them to answer; they’re supposed to shut up and listen:
What does this city know about luxury, huh? What does a town that's been to hell
and back know about the finer things in life? Well, I'll tell ya, more than most. Ya
see, it’s the hottest fires that make the hardest steel. Add hard work and
conviction and a know-how that runs generations deep in every last one of us.
That's who we are. That's our story. Now it’s probably not the one you’ve been
reading in the papers, the one being written by folks who've never even been here
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and don't know what we are capable of. Because when it comes to luxury, it’s as
much about where it’s from as who it’s for. Now we’re from America, but this
isn't New York City or the Windy City or Sin City, and we’re certainly no one's
Emerald City. . .
The voice-over narration continues as the mid-tempo drum and bass line of Eminem’s
“Lose Yourself,” the smash-hit single from the white rapper’s original soundtrack to the
2002 film Eight Mile grows louder in the background. At the end of the spot, Eminem
parks outside the historic Fox Theater and steps out of a Chrysler 200. The theater’s welllit marquee reads “Keep Detroit Beautiful.” Inside an all-black choir is performing in
front of an eerily empty house. Eminem strides down the center aisle and joins the choir
onstage. He turns to the camera and delivers his only line, the last of the commercial:
“This is the Motor City, and this is what we do.”
“Born of Fire” insists that Detroiters are not only hard as steel and tough-as-nails
but also first-rate connoisseurs of luxury, including the luxurious Chrysler 200. The
problem is that even the narrator's tone contradicts the meaningless claim that Detroit
“knows luxury.” The narrator sounds like the stereotype of a blue-collar laborer who
spurns luxury and scorns manicured, effete dilettantes who drive luxury sedans. Born of
Fire also insists that Detroiters embody “hard work and conviction.” The spot attempts to
create a new marketable identity for Detroit’s workers as rugged individuals who also
“know luxury.” Perhaps viewers are to imagine Detroit’s blue-collar factory workers
swapping their steel-toed boots for designer shoes between punching out at the factory
and heading to the theater. Finally, Born of Fire suggests that Detroiters have inherited “a
know-how that runs generations deep in every last one of [them].” It is as if the city’s
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residents drink from the same fount of cultural knowledge. In creating a shared legacy for
Detroit, Born of Fire reimagines the most segregated city in the nation as a unified, postracial, urban utopia. Finally, in place of the capitalist legacy of Detroit, the source of the
city’s very real and extremely complex social and demographic crises, Born of Fire
reinforces a distinction between Detroit insiders and outsiders, one that helps to erase
distinctions within the city and between capital and (unemployed) labor. The narrator
dismisses the popular narrative of Detroit’s decline as the story we’ve been “reading in
the papers.” He builds his own ethos as an insider while labeling media workers as
outsiders who have no credibility.
It would be as ridiculous to deny that ruin photographers and urban explorers
contribute to the commodification of modern ruin as it would be to demand that they only
make art to advance the cause of social justice and equality. Critics of “ruin porn”
advance the same kind of divisive rhetoric adopted by the narrator of Born of Fire. They
suggest that the ruin photographer is the sort of outsider who capitalizes on the
misfortunes of a city. In particular, the critics who dismiss ruin photography by labeling it
“ruin porn” imply that it is immoral to publish images of modern ruins instead of living
residents. In sum, “ruin porn” rhetoric transforms ruin photographers, urban explorers,
and ruin tourists into the primary agents of human exploitation.
In the opening section of this chapter I explained that a rhetoric of blight
authorized mid-twentieth century urban-renewal projects. After David Harvey, I argued
that urban pathology served the interests of a capitalist class and the growth of surplus
capital by transforming the residents of inner-city neighborhoods into the agents of
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dereliction and episodic destruction inherent to urbanization under capitalism. In vilifying
human subjects the rhetoric of “ruin porn” similarly ignores pervasive and powerful
processes of an inhuman economic order and thereby forestalls anti-capitalist critique.
Rather than begin with a critique of ruin photographers, I ask whether the modern ruin is
as inhuman an environment as the modern factory. The factory – a site that both produces
capital and reproduces human subjects – transforms human bodies into sources of surplus
labor and appendages of machines. In becoming spaces of non-production, one might
imagine that Detroit and its abandoned factories release the human subject from the
reproductive forces of second nature; yet, as I suggest in the concluding pages of this
chapter, the revival of the human subject does not necessarily follow the natural
regeneration of Detroit’s postindustrial landscape.
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RECOVERING RUIN
Though Morton does not refer to her by name, the “lady artist from Buffalo” he
claimed to have encountered was undoubtedly Miru Kim, a photographer and illustrator
who has explored and photographed urban ruins, abandonments, and underground spaces
of cities around the globe. Her series Naked City Spleen is a collection of compositions
that feature a disrobed Kim in spaces familiar to New York City’s urban explorers such
as the Old Croton Aqueduct, the so called “Freedom Tunnel” in Riverside Park on
Manhattan’s West Side, the Hell’s Kitchen tunnel, abandoned subway stations, the
Revere Sugar Factory in Brooklyn, and the Arthur Kill Ship Graveyard of Staten Island.
The series, though devoted heavily to spaces within New York State, also features
photographs of Kim within the catacombs of Paris; the Zeyrek Cistern of Istanbul,
Turkey; the Hangang Sewer in Seoul, South Korea; the Richmond Power Station of
Philadelphia; and Detroit’s Michigan Theater and Michigan Central Train Depot.
Kim’s photography is not pornographic, in the sense that her compositions are not
sexually explicit. Neither are they simply the solipsistic expressions of an exhibitionist.
What Morton dismissively calls Kim’s “schtick” is a strategy worthy of some
consideration in the larger discourse of representing modern ruin. Kim’s naked form
distorts what would otherwise be artfully composed but rather typical examples of
modern-ruin photography. In lieu of a depopulated Michigan Central, Kim’s photograph
of the iconic Detroit ruin confronts viewers with the image of the disrobed artist walking
across the grand open space of the Terminal’s ground floor. The camera is mounted high
above. The composition features a remarkable depth of field: Kim’s distant form as well
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as the tops of giant archways that form the interior of the station’s entrance appear in
sharp focus. The artist’s presence gives viewers a sense of the immensity of the structure
while the quality of the composition highlights the picturesque decay of the abandoned
station.
In the artist statement that accompanies the online exhibition of Naked City
Spleen, Kim explains her fascination with the sites she explores and photographs:
I have always been fascinated by living beings reclaiming the urban ruins, having
come across more than just rats: wild dogs, cats, birds, and bees nesting in sugar
barrels in abandoned sugar factories. Envisioning imaginary beings that could
dwell in these spaces, I began to occupy them myself. I became an animal or a
child interacting with the surroundings. As I momentarily inhabit these deserted
sites, they are transformed from strange to familiar, from harsh to calm, from
dangerous to lucid.59
Kim complicates the role of the ruin photographer by imagining herself as one of the
“imaginary beings” that “dwell” in the ruins she explores. She is at once the photographer
and the photographic subject of her compositions. The creature Kim describes as both an
“animal or a child” appears more innocent than wild.
The intrusion of the human subject in the liminal space between nature and
industrial waste has the potential to be liberating. Kim seeks to soften the “strange” and
“dangerous” urban spaces she “momentarily inhabit[s].” Like the tree that Vergara saw
growing from the roof of Hudson’s department store, she imagines that the intrusion of
the human subject transforms dereliction into natural decay. In Kim’s composition the
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fantastic human body serves a mechanistic function. It is a tool for naturalizing the
destruction inherent to capitalism. In insisting upon a natural power of renewal, Kim’s
project, however strange it might appear, is a rather conventional sort of utopian fantasy.
The bodies of Detroit that disrupt the utopian narrative of nature’s regeneration are not
temporary inhabitants of picturesque ruins, but the victims of violent homicides dumped
in the overgrown expanses of the imploding central city.
The Detroit Police Department recorded 386 criminal homicides in 2012, a 12%
rise on the 2011 annual total.60 Meanwhile in August 2012, Detroit police officers took a
10% pay cut and were hit with a 20% increase in health insurance contributions. In
September 2012, patrol officers began working mandatory 12-hour shifts with no
overtime. New officers are hired at $14 an hour, a little over $26,000 a year. Top pay is
about $47,000. Starting pay for police officers in neighboring Toledo is about $44,000.
On June 27, 2012, a month before incomes were slashed, members of Detroit’s already
underpaid and overworked police force recovered the bodies of two teenage males from
an overgrown, rubbish-strewn field on Detroit’s east side. The field, which has long
served as an illegal dumping ground, borders Lyford Street, a lifeless road lying between
an industrial plant and a municipal airfield. The victims, Jacob Kudla, age eighteen and
Jourdan Bobbish, age seventeen, residents of suburban Westland, had been in the city
visiting Kudla’s uncle. They had been missing five days before being discovered by a
worker from the nearby industrial plant. The boys’ bodies were stripped to their
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underwear and bore gunshot wounds. As the Associated Press (AP) reported on August
2, 2012, Kudla and Bobbish were “just the latest victims of foul play whose remains went
undiscovered for days after being hidden deep inside Detroit's vast urban wilderness – a
crumbling wasteland rarely visited by outsiders and infrequently patrolled by police.”
The AP warned that “abandoned and neglected parts of the city are quickly becoming
dumping grounds for the dead” and reported that at least twelve bodies had been
recovered from similar areas within the city in as many months. Authorities believed that
at least seven of these victims were murdered outside the city. They included a couple
from suburban Allen Park whose decapitated torsos were recovered from the Detroit
River and an adjoining canal on July 4, 2012. Authorities believe the victims were shot
and dismembered in their home and that their killer, a man who lived in the same house,
later dumped them in the water bordering a lonely city park. In December 2011, police
found the bodies of two women in the trunk of a car parked in front of an abandoned
house. Less than a week later they discovered the charred remains of two more women,
also in the trunk of a vehicle. The man charged with all four killings is a resident of
Stirling Heights, the suburb where he is thought to have perpetrated the crimes.61
In the gangster films I grew up with, Mafiosos drove out to the desert or east on
Long Island to bury the bodies of their victims in the relative wilderness of the urban
periphery. Detroit’s white-flighters left the savage center of the city in technological
extensions of the human body – automobiles that might have been made in Detroit, rather
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than “imported” from an imagined geography of post-racial revival. The highways that
once delivered suburban pioneers unto the land of green-grass lawns and gated
subdivisions now carry their murderous progeny back to the city’s abandoned interior.
There’s no storm of progress blowing through Detroit’s weed-choked empty lots these
days, but piles of debris and the occasional monstrosity still rise from the toxic soil of
race prejudice and corporate greed.
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Conclusion: “Promiscuously Mingled”
On January 10, 1860, the Pemberton Textile Mill in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
collapsed and burned, claiming the lives of an estimated 100 mill workers, mostly young
women. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s “The Tenth of January,” a fictional account of the
catastrophe, appeared in the Atlantic Monthly eight years later, in March 1868. Phelps’s
short story is accurate in its historical details and powerful in its critique of American
industrialization. In her short piece of fiction, Phelps bore witness to the environmental
and social costs of industrialization and the appalling conditions endured by young
women working in nineteenth-century factories. “The Tenth of January” illustrates the
power of visual argument in nineteenth-century American culture1: Phelps’s protagonist,
Sene, is hunchbacked and physically marked by the violence of a dysfunctional family
life and her toilsome work in the mill. Her mouth is “crossed by a white scar,” a gift from
her violent, alcoholic mother. Her “sickly face,” says the narrator, is “shaded off with
purple shadows.”2 Sene’s environment is hardly idyllic, being full of the noise and gloom
of an industrial town. The riverbank where she sits down to be alone one night is “a
moody place.” The mill town suffers the environmental onslaught of machine
technology: as the sun sets, the narrator recalls how “belated locomotives shrieked to
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each other” and how the “wind bore down the current the rage and roar of the dam.”
Shadows do not fall but “skulk” under the “huge brown bridge” arching over the river.3
In the story’s dramatic conclusion, the four-story mill collapses under its own
weight. Workers are torn apart and pinned beneath heavy beams and iron machinery: “a
network twenty feet high, of rods and girders, of beams, pillars, stairways, gearing,
roofing, ceiling, walling; wrecks of looms, shafts, twisters, pulleys, bobbins, mules,
locked and interwoven; wrecks of human creatures wedged in.” Workers’ bodies and
body parts are fused with ruined machinery of the mill: “a face that you know turned up
at you from some pit which twenty-four hours’ hewing could not open; a voice that you
know crying from God knows where, a mass of long fair hair visible here, a foot there,
three fingers of a hand over there.”4 The final stroke for Sene and other operatives who
survive the mill’s collapse but remain trapped in the rubble comes when a rescue worker
drops an oil lantern that breaks “upon the ruined mass” of the mill. Before burning to
death, workers hear their rescuers scream, “Fire! fire! GOD ALMIGHTY HELP THEM,
-- THE RUINS ARE ON FIRE!”5
On January 11, 1860, newspapers printed a widely distributed telegraph that
described the charred ruins of the collapsed Pemberton Mill as a “black smoldering mass
of brick, mortar, and human bones, promiscuously mingled.”6 In both the 1828 and 1845
editions of Noah Webster’s American Dictionary the word promiscuous described a

3

Ibid., 349.
Ibid., 360.
5 Ibid.
6 “Latest News, Terrible Accident,” Wisconsin Daily Patriot, January 11, 1860.
4
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confusion and anxiety associated with the urban experience of being “in a crowd or mass
without order.” The most spectacular image of Phelps’s story – the “ruined”
biomechanical “mass” of limb, shaft, hair, and loom – elicits a radical form of this
anxiety. The fusion of human remains and wrecked machines is an abject horror. The
human body seems inextricably bound not only to the machine but also to its ruin.
Rescuing the human subject from capital destruction appears as impossible a task as
washing Sene’s scars from her violated body.
Americans have manufactured ruins in efforts to ignore, acknowledge, revalue,
and reveal the destructive forces of spectacular capitalism. Even the picturesque ruin is
manufactured. Its broken fragments are not simply mute materialities but also cultural
constructs and repositories of meaning. Ruins are made to speak, and episodes of
ruination are reimagined. Past and present coexist in the spatial orbit of a ruin, and we
place both ruins and episodes of ruination into narratives of progress and decline. Ruin is
a narrative construct, but ruin also constructs narratives. Explosions make tangible
awesome forces of destruction, and from the fragments of exploded bodies we
manufacture narratives of progress.
The explosive dissolution of the human body and the uncanny fusion of material
and human remains mark the human subject as the site of spectacular capitalism. The
body is a site of capital exchange and a site of ruination: surplus labor that somehow
finds its way to becoming waste. In manufacturing histories of ruination that attend to the
organic fragments of capital’s destructive past, we might begin to denaturalize ruins of
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progress and decline. Only then might ruins speak with human voice of the human costs
of capital.
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